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No printed word nor spoken plea

Can teach young minds what men (sic) should be

Not all the books on all the shelves

But what the teachens are themselves.

(Anonymous)
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis is to explore the notion of emotional and social education in the
cuniculum for primary school student teachers, focusing on the development of
students'emotional and social competence. I argue that this is not only a necessary
and fundamental @mponent of student teachers' leaming, but that it needs to be
considered as a matter of priority in the light of South Africa,s history.

Developing emotional and socral competence in children is, under any circumstances
and in any contex, an integral part of their overall development as human beings. ln
my experience of primary education, however, the emotional and social dimensions
of leaming have seemingly been neglected. ln addition, the damage caused by
apartheid in general and by viotence in particular to the emotional and sociat lives of
south Africa's people has been deep and profound. For these reasons, I argue that
emotional and social education be given special attention, as a way of dealing with
the effects of the past and in terms of building a new society in the future.

ln order to develop emotional and social competence in children, teachers need, in
themselves, to be emotionally and socially competent. They also need particular
skills to develop these competencies in their pupils. From my observations of
student teachers and of their leaming experiences during their three years in teacher
education at college, however, it appeared that this was not the case. The course
offered to the students seemed neither to focus on the development of the chitd as a
whole, nor on the overall development of the students, themselves. Rather, it
seemed to emphasise the teaching of traditional subjects such as Mathematics,
Environmental Studies, Language, by providing the students only with information
about and skills in which to teach these subjects.

This thesis attempts to document my perceptions of emotional and social education
as a neglected area in the cuniculum for students and the problems arising ftom this
neglect in terms of their preparation as primary school teachers. while doing so, it
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also focuses on the way in which particular values and pattems of behaviour are

reinforced and perpetuated - not only by what is taught, but by the unconscious

messages transmitted through one's daily interactions with students and by the kind

of general environment that is created within the college as a whole.

Particular attention is paid to those experiences operating in terms of the hidden

cuniculum. This is done in an attempt to show these experiences as powerful

determinants for the way student teachers, in tum, will relate to their pupils and for

the kind of environment they will create in their dassroom. My own endeavours to

address emotional and social education in the college as a whole and in my

classroom situation in particular are also discussed.

lssues around the implementation of emotional and social education in primary

schools are looked at, and implications and recommendations for colleges of

education are explored.

The perceptions, reflections, and recommendations recorded in this thesis are to
highlight the necessity for primary education colleges to rethink their cuniculum - to
consider carefully how best to implement emotional and social education for their

students that will enable them, as teachers, to provide the kind of leaming

experiences necessary for developing emotional and social competence in their
pupils in the future.
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ABSTRAK

Die doel van hierdie tesis is om die idee van emosionele en sosiale opvoeding as

deel van die kunikulum van primdre onderwysstudente te verken deur te fokus op

die ontwikkeling van studente se emosionele en sosiale vaardighede. Ek

argumenteer dat dit nie net 'n noodsaaklike en fundamentele komponent van

onderwysstudente se leerprogram moet wees nie, maar dat dit in die lig van die

Suid-Aftikaanse geskiedenis, as'n prioriteit oonreeg moet word.

Die ontwikkeling van kinders se emosionele en sosiale vaardighede is onder enige

omstandighede en in enige konteks, 'n integrale deel van hul totale ontwikkeling as

mens. Uit my ondervinding van prim6re onderwys, word die emosionele en sosiale

dimensies van leer blykbaar vemalatig. Boonop is die skade wat deur apartheid in

die algemeen en geweld in die besonder ten opsigte van die emosionele en sosiale

lewens van Suid-Afrikaners berokken is, diep gewortel. Om hierdie redes,

argumenteer ek dat sosiale en emosionele opvoeding spesiale aandag moet geniet

om sodoende die gevolge van die verlede teen te werk en om 'n toekomstige nuwe

gemeenskap te skep.

Ten einde emosionele en sosiale vaardighede in kinders te ontwikkel, behoort

onderwysers self emosioneel en sosiaal vaardig te wees. Hulle benodig besondere

vaardighede om hierdie bevoegdhede in hul leerlinge te ontwikkel. Op grond van my

waamemings van onderwysstudente se leerervarings gedurende hul drie jaar van

onderwyersopleiding aan 'n kollege, is dit egter nie die geval nie. Die kursus wat vir

studente aangebied word, fokus nog op die onwikkeling van die kind as geheel, nog

op die algehele onwikkeling van die studente self. Dit beklemtoon eerder die

ondenig van tradisionele skoolvakke soos Wiskunde, Omgewingsleer, Tale, aan

onderwysstudente deur hulle te voorsien van inligting en vaardighede om dergelike

vakke te ondenig.
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Hierdie tesis poog om my persepsies van emosionele en sosiale opvoeding, as ,n

vemalatigde area in die kunikulum vir onderwysstudente asook die gepaardgaande
probleme te dokumenteer. Terselfdertyd fokus dit ook op die maniere waarop
sekere waardes en gedragspatrone ingeskerp en voortgesit word - nie net deur dit
wat ondenig word nie, maar ook deur die onbewuste boodskappe wat oorgedra
word deur ons daaglikse interaksie met studente, asook deur die algemene
omgewing wat in die kollege geskep word.

Besondere aandag word geskenk aan daardie ervaringe wat, in terme van die
versteekte kunikulum opereer. Dit word gedoen in 'n poging om te wys dat hierdie
ervaringe 'n baie groot invloed uitoefen op die vyyse waarop onderwysstudente met
hul leerlinge omgaan; asook die soort omgewing wat hulle in hul klaskamers skep.
My eie pogings om emosionele en sosiale opvoeding in die kollege as geheel, en in
my klaskamersituasie in die besonder onder die loep te neem word ook bespreek.

Kwessies rondom die implementering van emosionele en sosiale opvoeding in
primEre skole word ondersoek en die implikasies

onderwyskolleges word verken.

en aanbevelings vir

Die persepsies, relleksies en aanbevelings wat in hierdie tesis gedokumenteer word,
poog om te fokus op die noodsaaklikheid van prim6re onderwyskolleges om hul
kunikulum to heroorweeg, d.w.s. om met groot omsigtigheid te oorweeg hoe
emosionele en sosiale opvoeding vir hut studente ten beste gelmplimenteer kan
word. Hierdeur kan hulle as onderwysers weer op hul beurt in staat gestelword om
die tipe leerondervindinge wat noodsaaklik is vir die ontwikkeling van emosionele en
sosiale bevoegdhede in hul leerlinge vir die toekoms te voorsien.
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TRANSCRI PTION CONVENTIONS

The following information is intended to assist in the reading of this thesis.

Abbreviations

CDP

CNE

DET

EPU

ESE

FP

GHC

HoA

HoD

HOD

HoR

IPG

JP

LT

NEPI

PP

SA

SP

SRC

UCT

UWC

WCED

Child Development ProJect

Christian National Education

Department of Education and Training

Education Policy Unit

Emotional and Social Education

Fundamental Pedagogics

Good Hope College

House of Assembly

House of Delegates

Head of Department

House of Representatives

lnterim Programme for Guidance

Junior Primary

Leaming Theories

National Education Policy lnitiative

Pre-Primary

South Africa

SeniorPrimary

Student Representative Council

University of Cape Torrn

University of Westem Cape

Westem Cape Education Department
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Pooulation Group References

ln terms of the Population Registration Act of 1950, the following terms will be used

in the text:

Black

Coloured

People who were denied the right to participate in the political
structures of South Africa prior to 1994.

Classified as such, refening to people of "mixed " descent.

lndian classified as such, refening to peopre of Asian descent.

white classified as such, refening to people of European descent.

References to oarticipants' comments

All students'written and oral comments have been copied verbatim. For the sake of
authenticity, I have not conected grammar or spelling. Participants' quotations as

well as my own fieldnotes have been transcribed in italics.

Good Hope Colleoe

Due to the process of teacher rationalisation in the Westem Cape, Good Hope

College amalgamated with two teacher education colleges in 1997 and, hence,

ceased to exist as a separate college of education from that time. Good Hope

College, as it is known today, is now a @mmunity oollege.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backqround

My interest in educational change began some years ago during my days as a pre-

primary (PP) school teacher. I have, indeed, come to realise that my present
practice and concems are an a@umulation of events and experiences that have

taken place throughout my life; it was, however, during the many days and months I

spent observing and interacting with young children that questions and issues arose
which profoundly influenced my practice as a teacher educator today.

1.2 Focus of Studv

ln this thesis, I shall explore Emotional and Social Education (ESE) in schools and

teacher education colleges, as a way of "contributing towards redress, the cleansing

and dressing of the deep wounds of a fragmented society" (Teacher lnservice

Project Annual Report, 1996: 9) and as a vital component in the development of a
just and humane society. My argument will focus on the importance of educators'

acknowledging the effects of South Africa's (SA's) past on the emotional and social

lives of its people, engaging with these effects as part of the healing process, and

looking at new and creative ways in which to educate children to participate in the

building of a new society.

ln order for schools to be part of such a process, they need teachers who are

sensitised to the effects of the past on their own lives and on that of others, and who

are able to help develop in their pupils values and competencies necessary for SA

today and the future. Teacher education, t believe, has an important role to play in

this regard.

1
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ESE is, in my opinion, a neglected area in teacher education which until recenfly

does not seem to have existed on the educational agenda for primary and high

schools either. Fostering emotional and social competence should, in any situation,

be regarded as an integral part of children's and student teachers' development. ln

the light of SA's history, however, I will attempt to argue that ESE should be given

urgent attention and that colleges of education, if wanting to make a meaningful

contribution towards change in SA, should consider it as a matter of priority.

lnitially, I tended to think of ESE primarily in terms of developing the affective

dimension of student teachers - that is, focusing simply on the emotional realm. As I

understood it then, traditional subjects such as Mathematiqs, Science, History,

etcetera, fitted comfortably into the cognitive domain. After more careful thought

about the matter, however, the issues began to blur. ! realised that

compartmentalising the cognitive and affective was simplistic and did not take

cognisance of the intertwined and holistic nature of learning and of human beings.

Since the emphasis in ESE is on developing values, behaviours, attitudes and

skills, together with the understanding of how they impact on both one's own life and

on the lives of others, it is an integrated approach to learning, combining the

cognitive and affective domains.

For the purpose of this thesis, ESE for student teachers will incorporate three

aspects: one, whatever affects the students' own emotional and social

development; two, education in the importance of creating a ctassroom environment

which fosters healthy emotional and social development in their own pupils; and

three, development of the necessary understanding and skills br students to provide

ESE to their pupils. Hence, I am recognising both the affective and cognitive

domains of students' leaming as well as placing emphasis on the didactical aspect

as well.

2
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ln this thesis, I will argue that teacher education colleges can play an important role

in facilitating the emotional and social competence of student teachers in preparing

them for their role in affecting the emotional and social competence of the children

they will be teaching in the future.

I will be focusing on primary school education in that it is the area of primary

education that I am both interested in and am currently working in. ln addition,

because it is the earlier years of children's lives that are so critical for their

development, I believe it is vital for primary school teachers, particularly, to be

sensitive to the emotional and social development of the children in their care. ln
the words of Lyseight-Jones (in Starkey, 1991 . 73)

Primary education fulflls a pivotal role, together with the child's
parents, in helping to form an individual to play a significant,
compassionate role in society.

ESE, it would appear, is beginning to be addressed within Curriculum 2005, the

new curriculum to be phased into South African schools from 1998. 'Life

Orientation', one of the eight intended Learning Areas for the new curriculum, could

be seen to address to some extent the concerns expressed in this thesis. While it is

beyond the scope of this study to discuss Curriculum 2005, my discussion of ESE

is relevant to the implementation of Life Orientation at school and at college tevel.

I shall locate much of my discussion within black education because, although most

colleges of education are now integrated and 'non-racial', the college in which I was

working and hence around which this thesis revolves still had (up until 1996),

exclusively, black students who more than likely would end up teaching in black

schools.

3
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1.3 Research methodoloov

I shall be investigating ESE from an action research perspective incorporating some

use of quantitative material and method where necessary. As such, I shall be

discussing ESE in terms of my work as a teacher and teacher educator, by reflecting

on my otA/n experiences and practice in the light of my thinking around social

change. lt is my intention, throughout this thesis, to trace the development of my

thinking and understanding of ESE as well as my role in contributing towards the

inclusion of ESE for our student teachers.

Apart from reflections on my experiences and practice, my discussion will draw

primarily on the actions and perceptions of the students with whom I worked

primarily during 1996. lnterviews of both students and staff, a student questionnaire

and fieldnotes will form the basis of my data collection.

1.3.1 Aclion research

ln order to explain action research, I should like to begin by looking at what it is not.

ln other words, ! shall start by looking at the characteristics of traditional research,

so as to provide a frame of reference against which to place action research.

1.3.1.1 Action research versus traditional research

lnitially, when thinking about the term 'research', words such as measurement,

control, certainty, prediction, reliability and figures and formulae immediately would

come to mind. These terms are clearly rooted in the tradition of classical, scientific

research. This form of research has been (and continues to be) widely used and is

well respected because of these ctraracteristics, as well as for its (supposed)

objectivity. !n other words, because it is "@nsidered to be neutral and value-free"

(Small, 1991:8).

4
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According to van den Berg and Vergnani (19g6: 3)

There are those who hold the view that research can only be
"scientific" if it eschews values, and confines itself to "the facts'i, the
empirical data ... we hold that in the social sciences at least such a
position is untenable and reflec{s a misunderstanding of both social
phenomena and of what is usually referred to as the scientific method.
To consider research to be "varue free" is usually to be unable to
identify what the values are which the work embodies and espouses.

Traditional classical research is underpinned by the philosophy of 'positivism' which
tends to view people and life in a mechanistic and static way - as objects rather than

subjects.

!n my view, education is about the inculcation and transmission of vatues; human

life is changeable and uncertain, and people, therefore, cannot be seen merely as

being measurable. lt is clear to me, then, that classical scientific research is often
highly inappropriate in the world of education. lt is also problematic because it

appears to have little benefit for the classroom teacher as it tends to be removed

from the actual people involved.

Colyn (1987: 2) has the following to say about scientific research: "lt is researcher

orientated ... Teachers are not expected to benefit from the research". Classical

research can be seen to be a highly theoretical type of research, usually having litfle
relationship to practice. lt has also been criticised for producing findings that are
"dressed up in incomprehensible jargon with no relevance to the everyday

business of educating young people" (Radical Statistics Education Group, 1982: 36).

Action research, in contrast to traditional, classical research, is a method of research

which aims to have direct bearing on the teaching and leaming situation. ln the

words of Elliot (1989: 4) it aims, fundamentally, to "improve practice rather than to
produce knowledge". Furthermore, action research involves both the teacher and

tr
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learners and requires their participation in an active and immediate way. Regarding

the notion of improvement', Carr and Kemmis (1986: 165) highlight the following

three areas:

Firstly the improvement of a practice; secondly the improvement of
the understanding of the practice by its practitioners; and thirdly, the
improvement of the situation in which the practice takes place.

Action research, put simply, is about researching or reflecting upon one's actions.

As it is carried out by teachers themselves and as its results are fed back direcfly

into the classroom in order for the teacher researcher to make improvements, action

research is, "eminently practical rather than theoretical" (Biott, 19g1: 69). While

Biott (1991. 69) appears to give weight to the practical dimension of action research,

Kemmis and McTaggart (1982: 5) talk about action research as an integration of

theory and practice:

The linking of the terms 'action' and 'research' highlights the essential
feature of the method: trying out ideas in practice as a means of
improvement and as a means of increasing knowredge about the
curriculum, teaching and learning. Action research provides a way of
working which links theory and practice into the one whole: ideas-in-
action.

As lunderstand Kemmis and McTaggart's (1982: 5) definition, the linking of theory

and practice would aim primarily to enhance and improve practice, rather than

simply to link theory and practice for its own sake. Davidoff and van den Berg

(1990:28) say:

Action research is thus an attempt to link the action (of the teacher)
with reflection on (or 'researching') that action. put another vyay,
action research is a way of trying out ideas in action, understanding
those actions, and then attempting to make some improvements or
changes in the classroom or school setting. The link between the
action and the research is that they are both done by the same person,
that is, the teacher.
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1.3.1.2 Action research in practice

ln practical terms, then, what does this mean? How do teachers engage in an

action research process? lts method is commonly understood in terms of a spiral or
cycle of steps, those steps being: to identify a particular problem or aim, to then
plan a @urse of action in terms of this problem/aim, to act on the ptan, and to
observe and reflect on one's actions and the situation. Through reflecting (or

evaluating) one would hope to gain new insights and understandings, the idea being

for these reflections to inform further planning, which in tum leads to further action,

etc. And so the cycle continues. Reflection, a key process in the cycle, is described

by Boud et al (1985: 19) as

an important human activity in which people recapture their
experience, think about it, mull it over, and evaluate it. lt is this
working with experien@ that is important in leaming.

It can be seen, then, that action research is not a static event or finite procedure, but

rather a continuous, dynamic and developing process.

1.3.1.3 Action research for emancipation

Retuming to the notion of action research as improvement highlighted by Car and

Kemmis (1986: 165) above, I should like to look at the third area of improvement,

that is, the "improvement of the situation in which the practice takes place". The

question that is raised here, for me, is one of clarity. Do the authors mean

improvement of the personal situation of the children (or students) with whom one is

working (that is, their personal life situation)? Do they mean the classroom situation

in which one is working? ln other words, better leaming experiences and

opportunities for the children (or students) who are being taught? Do they mean

improvement in the school (or college) situation as a whole? Or looking more

widely, would it be improvement of society?
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These questions bring me to look at the concept of emancipatory action research
and what this means and entails.

The word 'emancipate' implies freeing ftom bondage. tn terms of action research,

this suggests a "deliberate process for emancipating practitioners from the often

unseen constraints of assumptions, habit, precedent, @ercion and ideology" (Carr

and Kemmis, 1986: 192). Emancipatory action research, then, has a political and

critical focus, aiming to develop a "critical consciousness which exhibits itself in
political as well as practical action to promote change" (Grundy, 1987 in Walker,
1989: 51).

ln terms of my questions above, regarding the improvement of the situation, I would

argue that all four situations - the personal, classroom, school and society - are

inextricably bound up with one another, and cannot and should not be separated at

all. ln other words, all four levels of improvement are interrelated. Teachers and

children (students) are individuals, who are part of a ctassr@m situation, which is

part of a school (college), which is part of society.

Regarding emancipatory action research, in particular, 'improvement of the situation'

must refer to change beyond the classroom and school (or college) situation. Action

research divorced from a critical understanding of how wider social forces impact on

educational practice would be limited to improvement of the micro situation, without

transformation. Emancipatory action research, therefore, requires an understanding

of how one may act "so that one's pedagogical and political concerns intersect to
generate transformative effects" (Walker, 1989: 51). Within SA, the issue of
transformation is, according to Walker (1992: 4), directly linked to "a @mmitment to

the ideals of freedom, equality and justice". Emancipatory action research, then,

can be seen to be in accordance with the vision of the White Paper on Education
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and Training (Govemment Gazette, 1994: 10) which will be referred to in Chapter

Three.

1.4 Overview of chaoters

It has been my intention, in this Chapter, to introduce this thesis which deals with

ESE in the cuniculum for primary school teachers. I have attempted to highlight its

main focus and discuss the notion of action research in order to present the

methodological framework of this study.

ln Chapter Two I shall describe my owr'r professional training and early years as a
pre-primary teacher, in order to show the emergence of my educational philosophy

and how it has informed my practice and my belief in the importance of ESE today.

ln Chapter Three I shall attempt to define ESE, and shall focus on some of the

issues around the development of emotional and social competence in learners.

Through this chapter I hope to illuminate the importance of ESE, particularly in the

light of SA's history and my own experiences in teacher education as described in

subsequent Chapters.

Chapter Four will focus on the broader context of South African education,

highlighting the situation of black schooling and black colleges of education in

particular. I shall locate this against a backdrop of apartheid, paying attention to

violence and to its effects on black schooling. I shall do so as background to my

discussion of my work in a teacher education college and as a basis for my

argument around the need to emphasise ESE in the curriculum for student teachers.

ln Chapter Five I shall describe the college in which I was working, and will give an

account of my early work and initial perceptions of the situation there. I shall also
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begin to highlight some of the problems I perceive to have existed regarding our
students' learning experiences, in terms of my overall philosophy of education.

Chapter Six will closely examine the general leaming environment in the college as
a whole' ln this chapter, I shall begin to describe and reflect on my interventions to
bring about change in terms of my own growing awareness of the importance of
developing emotional and social competence in our students.

ln Chapter Seven I shall discuss my classroom practice with my students. Here my
discussion will revolve around a particular course I was teaching where I shal try to
show my endeavours to address ESE within the ctassroom situation.

Finally' in Chapter Eight, I shall look at some of the issues and practicalities

surrounding the implementation of ESE programmes in primary schools and the
implications of this for colleges of education. I shall end my discussion with
recommendations for ESE programmes I believe to be essential for primary school
student teachers as part of their initial education for the teaching profession. ln so
doing, I hope to contribute to the current debates in teacher education, with
particular reference to providing a curriculum for primary school student teachers
that is relevant and appropriate br a new education in SA.
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CHAPTER TWO

BACKGROUND: DEVELOPTNG AN EDUCATIONAL pHllosopHy

A deeper humanism is what the world most needs, a humanism that is
complete and seeks the full development of the whole personality in
every person.

(Pope Paul)

2.1 lntroduction

ln this Chapter I should like to sketch a picture of my educationaljoumey, from my orvn

days as a student teacher, through the years I worked as a teacher of young children,

up until my involvement in teacher education. As background to the work I am
presently engaged in, I shall describe here my earliest exposure to a leaming

environment and view of children that became intemalised and incorporated into my

owrl emerging educational philosophy. I also intend to discuss some questions around

teaching and leaming that arose flcr me during my first teaching years, to try and show

my thinking at the time and how it has developed.

I have decided to begin with my ovvn student teacher days, because, although I have

moved away from vrrcrking with young children, my PP training and early years of

teaching had a profound effect on my understanding of and thinking around issues

related to leaming, teaching, emotional development and social change.

2.2 Mv own orofessionaleducation

ln 1983, I entered Barkly House Teachers' College for a on+year Higher Diploma in

Pre-Primary Education after completing a B.A. degree at the University of Cape Toryn

(UCT). \Milst it was my love for young children, rather than any real interest in

education itself, that directed me towards PP teaching, I did start to become more and
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more interested in education that year. My interest related not only to the education of

the young child, but also to broader sociological, political and philosophical issues.

2.2.1 Teaching Practice

My first exposure to teaching practice was not in a typical SA school classroom, but

rather in a playroom and a garden, each containing different leaming areas.

Although I have no documentation of my early impressions, nor do I know what my

expectations of a typical pre-school day were, I do remember being struck by an

atmosphere of informality, both in the playroom and in the garden. There was very little

'teaching' to be observed. The teacher's role was, essentially, to structure the

environment and to facilitate the explorations and discoveries made by the children

themselves.

As students, then, it was our role to plan, set out and supervise the different activities.

Never were the activities refened to as 'lessons', although we heard much about

leaming. Each activity had to be wntten up in a log book, emphasising, every time, our

objectives in terms of the children's physical, emotional, social and intellectual

development. Writing the activities up in this way became a rather tedious task and

somewhat mechanical after a while as we were not, from what I can recall, encouraged

to engage in any deep rellection about our objectives. We merely had to record how

each aspect of the child would be enhanced by the particular activity we were providing.

Having to write about each of the four aspects of the child every time, however,

certainly served to highlight and reinforce the notion of the Vrhole child' - the child's total

development - that reflected the more theoretical component of the @urse.

Throughout that year, the concept of integration', in terms of the cuniculum as well as

in terms of the child, was, for me, be@ming intemalised. \ /hile we were leaming to

plan a daily programme for the children which incorporated, through a common theme,

the arts, language, mathematics and scien@, we were leaming that the enhancement
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of the child's selfoncept, and the development of social values such as tolerance,
sharing and eoperation, were as important to the child's development as were
intelledual, perceptual and physical skills.

It can be seen, then, that already during this time I was becoming aware of the
emotional and social dimensions of leaming and their importance in terms of the child's

ovenall development.

2.2.2 Pr+Primary Didactics

Of the twelve theoretical subjects offengd to us, 'PP Didactics,' a general @urse

covering various methodology-related aspects of early childhood education, certainly

had the greatest impact on me that year. During a class one day, our lecturer wtrile

attempting to convey the issue of 'process versus product', canied out a demonstration

with us. She divided the class into hall and gave us all a small piece of paper. One

half of the class was expected to draw/create anything that flies, while the other half

had to follow her instructions, step by step, to produce a drawing of a butterfly.

Needless to say, the teacher{irected group produced identical butterflies, wfrile the

students in the other group each produced their own individuat creations, from drawings

of birds, to hot-air balloons, to paper jets.

The experience of sitting in class, participating in this activity and the discussion that

ensued remains a vivid picture in my mind, up to this day. This simple demonstration

that took place so many years ago, amidst a bombardment of subjects and content

matter that year, impressed itself deeply into my groring understanding of wtrat it
means to facilitate rather than direct leaming. At the time, my understanding of

'f;acilitration'ufias that it had to do with something entirely separ:ate fiom that of directing,

leaming - that they were two mutually exclusive and ineconcilable styles of *teaching'. 
I

have, subsequently, come to a more nuanced understanding of the teaching-leaming

pro@ss, but it was the demonstration and discussion that day that uas my first
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@nscious encounter with an issue that was to emerge again and again for me in my

own practice over the years.

As fiar as the school programme went, nowhere did the idea of facilitation become

clearer to me in practice than in the area of creative (art) activities. As I understood it

then, we were not to direct the children's thinking in any way, nor were we to bcus their

attention on the end product of their creations. Rather, it was our role to encourage the

childrcn to explore and discover the possibilities of the art materials laid on ficr them,

creating whatever gave personal meaning. Leaming that was personal and meaningful

- that is, leaming taking place on an affective level - would become an important

educational issue for me in years to come.

2.3 Earlv Eachinq vears

As the end of that year approached, I began to think about finding a teaching post for

the ficllowing year. The uncomfrcrtable awareness that I had of my own privileged

background in contrast to the majority of South Africans directed me toryards seeking a
post in a'disadvantaged'school, but I was persuaded to begin my teaching career at a
'good' school where I could be assured of a solid grounding. Accepting this advice, I

landed up, for the next three years, at a white, middle-class PP school, one of the 'best'

schools with an apparenily excellent reputation.

My first year there was exciting, fulfilling and most rewarding. With a group of 22 four-
year olds, I was able to apply and build on much of what I had leamed the previous year

at Barkly House. ln time, however, I @an to question aspects of what we were

taught, particulady with regard to the amount of stimulation we needed to provide br
the children. I began to wonder whether there was a such a phenomenon as 'over-

stimulation', and what possible effects that could have on the cfrildren's overall
personality development.
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The questions of 'hcnar much to give'? and 'how mucfr to hold back'? emerged, initially, in

terms of play material and equipment. ln time, hotever, this question, which relates to

fiacilitating leaming, has manifested itself in difierent ficrms throughout my proEssional

c€lneer.

I came to believe that (in the particr.rlar context u/hich I was uorking in) 'less rather than

more' might be better for the children's intellectual and emotional development - that is,

the less that was provided ficr the children, the less they would be distracted by outside

stimuli and the more they would then rely on their orn inner resour@s. The less I

gave, the more they could develop in themselves.

Many years later, I found a supporting view in John Holt's 'Leaming All the Time' (1989:

160) in 
'rvhich 

he writes:

! was an ingenious and resourceful teacher, crever about thinking up
lesson plans and demonstr:ations and motivating devices and att oithat
acamaracus. And ! only very slorly and painfully - believe me, painfully -
leamed that wtren I started teaching less, the cfrildren started leaming
more.

2.4 Further studv - ememinq issues

By the end of 1985, I had decided to study further and enrolled the ficltorring year ficr a

B.Ed u/hich I was to complete, part-time, over the next two years at UCT. During this

time, issues and @ncems that had become increasingly interesting to me could be

further explored and devdo@.

I should like, at this point, to spend some time reEning to three papers that I wrote in

my first year of the oourse. I do so in order to highlight pattems in my thinking at the

time, whictt I hope will (in tum) further clariff the development torards my present

position.
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The first paper I refer to was written as part of a module on Psychology of Education.

The title was Creatino Dependencv or Facilitatinq Self-Reliant Leamino? tts

imolications for enhancino the selfoncept in vouno children. My opening paragraph

writes:

.-- How much should we, as educators, be imposing our knowle4ge and
our rcality on our children at school?: Or how much shoutd we be helping
them to create their own knowtdge and understanding of the wortd in
ways that are meaningtulto themselves? (Silbert, 1gg6 a:1).

At the time of writing this paper, I was prrcupied with issues around the
development of confidence and indepedence in young children. ln response to a
question I raise about horv to ensure that children will not develop into 'passive,

unconfident and dependent individuals', I say that:

There is little doubt that therc is a good chane of the child developing
autonorny, anfidence and a sense of competence, if the right nna or
leaming environment is provided - an envircnment which,b fee forthe
child to explore and disaver, thereby becoming active in the
anstruclion of her (sic) own personal knowledge and meaning - where
she makes her own chor'ces and discovers her own rcsources - where
she will find areas which will ailow for achievement and success
(Silbert, 1986a: 4).

It is clear that ! was already preoccupied with issues that have remained
preoccupations today and which will be discussed later on in terms of my cunent
practice. \Mtat I refer to is that which is, primarily, to do with the kind of leaming

environment necessary for optimal gro\ilth.

The second paper I wish to reEr to is one written as part of a module on Cuniculum
Studies: Primary Education. The project was an action research study, entiged simply
Action Researctr Assionment. I chose to focus this study on exploring my role in terms
of the needs of my class of four-year old children.
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Through my observation, one particular question that I believe to be significant for this

thesis emerged:

Are young children more in necd of exciting and siimulating activities -
that is, are these children morc cognitively oiented? Or arc their
emotionalneeds - p'a,isr., apprcval, rcassur€l,ne, warmth, seanrity - of
greater impftance? (Silbert, 1986b. 2).

Again, my interest in the emotional aspect of children's development is evident. My

initial hunch was based on my belief that the relationship between the teacher and

children was more important br the total development of cfrildren of that age than mere

intellectual stimulation. I came to question wtrether this could be an 'either'-'o/ situation

and whether my focus on the emotionaUsocial aspect - on inter-personal relationships -

emanated fiom my ow't psychological needs, rather than from a detached and

balanced perspective on what I perceived the needs of bur-year old children to be.

After all, if we are concemed about the development of the whole child it would surely

imply that all facets are integrated and therefure, equally important. But on further

reflection I was reminded of Maslor (1954) and Erikson (1963) who both argue that

children's needs are difierent at difbrent stages of their lives, and that healthy

personality development would necessitate resolution of each stage (Hilgard and

Atkinson, 1979).

It is apparent, then, that what is of particular concem to me now was something I was

already grappling with while participating in this action research project that is, how far

our intentions, as teachers, are focused on children's overall development. \Mrat kind

of leaming experiences are appropriate for young (pre-school) children? And to wtrat

extent should this change with the primary school child? The question of bo.rsing on

children's overall development will be pursued in Chapter Five in my disa.rssion of the

contrast betueen PP and primary education.
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The theme of the third paper (also wriften as part of the module on Cuniculum Studies

Primary Education) relates directly to my first one rebned to above, that being, the

theme of the teacfre/s role and the kind of environment mqst conducive to leaming.

But a shift in bcus had, cleady, tiaken place.

By the time this third paper was wriften, I had had plenty of opportunrty to engage with

colleagues in discussion about different aspects of pre-school liE, These discussions,

together with my inability to avoid noticing their practice, led me to Ed rather

perturbed, and yet curious. On the surface there appearcd to be a fairly @mmon

understanding and acceptance amongst teacfrers of the kind of environment that was

appropriate for young cfrildren - mostly what we were taught at college. But, by looking

more deeply, it seemed that somewhere along the way, betureen being a student and

being a teacher, many of the ideas that were so strongly emphasised in our teacher

education rrvere lost. Perhaps they had never really been understood and intemalised

in the first place.

While e><amining this question, it became dear to me that there was a discrepancy

between what we uere taught and the way we were taught it. Pr:actice seemed, to a
large extent, to have contradicted theory. We were taught about problem-posing

without having problems posed to us; oeativity without much opportunity to be

creative; exploration and discovery without us being encouraged ourselves to explore

and discover; active leaming while we sat passively and listened; and prooess was

emphasised in a content-oriented way.

Our task br this assignment was to develop a set of cuniculum materials. I ctrose to

challenge the teacfring methods used in my olm teacfrer education and compile

materials based on a different approach to teaclT ing students, one whicfr would require

adofling a difhrent methodology. My opening vrords of this paper are that of the uelt-

knom old Chinese Proverb:
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'l hear and lforget
I see and I rcmember
I do and I understand'

lMen one directly and actively participates in the leaming expeience,
the whole petson, in both the emotional and cognitive aspecfs,
is involvd (Silbert, 1986 c:1).

ln trying to facilitate a better understanding in students of an approach to teaching

which is more process-orientated, which is based on discovery leaming and which

allows for the child to be the f@us, rather than the teacher, I knew that they (the

students) needed to experience those very things themselves (actively) and that

not until they are fully and deeply understood by the student or teacher,
willthey be able to be nurtured in the chrld (silbert, 1996c: 6).

By now, what was my initial focus of concem - the education of young children - had

broadened to embrace a new @ncem. My interest in teacher education had clearly
begun.

2.5 Facilitatinqtotaldevelooment

I have attempted, in this Chapter, to trace my growth and the development in my

thinking over a number of years. My days as a PP school teacher allowed me the
opportunity not only to leam more about children but also to use an approach to
teaching which has deeply informed my practice today: that is, an appro€lch based on
the development of the child as a whole, meaning that I saw my role as a teacher as
facilitating a process rather than simply instructing or imparting knowledge.

As I have tried to show, not only did I have strong views on the kind of education young

children should receive, but through reflecting on the way I was taught as a student, I
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also began to develop views on how student teacfrers should be taught. I came to
believe that practice had to be integrated with theory in order br the theory to be

intemalised - that student teachers need to experience actively that which they are

expected to put into pr:aclice in their own teaching. Hen@, the methodology used in a

classroom was as significant, as the content to be taught, if not more so.

lnitially, I believed that adopting a particular philosophy and teaclring approach seemed,

simply, to be a matter of theory and practice being integrated in one's orn teacfrer

education. I have come to realise, however, that the extent to whictr facilitating the

d'tild's total development is understood and intemalised by diftrent students (wtro are

subjected to the same leaming experiences), is not only related to the kind of teaching

methodology one is exposed to, but is also largely shaped by the multitude of
experiences all of us have throughout our lives; that the way we teach and much of
what we believe about teaching and leaming reflects the kind of person we have @me

to be. Supporting this view are Fullan and Hargreaves (1992, in Davidoff, 1993: 17)

wlro daim that

Teachers are people too. You cannot understand the teactrer or teaching
without understanding the person the teacher is ... And you cannot
change the teacher in fundamental ways, without clranging the person
the teacher is, either ... Teachers become the teachers they are not just
out of habit. Teacfring is bound up with their lives, their biogr:aphies, with
the kinds of people they have become.

To what extent initial teacher education can impact significantly on one's character and
personality is a question centr:alto this thesis.

ln the nex Chapter I begin to look at this question by erplaining ESE, wtrere t erplore

issues around personal development and hor this is influenoed by and impacts on the

kinds of relationships and social interactions we have with others.
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CHAPTER THREE

EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL EDUCATION

Until recently, calls for schoor reform have centred on academic
excellence. But it's nor clear that we need moral excellence as well. For
the most important thing about any society is the character of its people.

fihomas Lickona in STIMULUS, 19gt: 1)

3.1 lntroduction

On 27 April, 1994, the entire world witnessed the ooming into poi€r of the first ever
democratically elected govemment in SA and the official ending of a system that

devastated an entire nation - in the words of Oliver Tambo (1987 in Feinberg, 19gg):

"Our @untry has witnessed some of the worst atrocities in human history". Apartheid

has been formally buried. But it is widely acknowledged that its effects wilt continue to
live on for years to come.

\Mile ESE is necessary within all contexts, the urgent necessity ficr bcusing on ESE in

schools and at teacher education colleges in this country needs to be seen in terms of
this reality - wtrat has taken place in the past, the efiecls that the past has had on the
emotional and social lives of SAs people in the present - and in terms of trying to build

a better society ficr the future.

My intention, in this Chapter, is to begin to address the concept of ESE. I slrall first
attempt to ofier a broad definition of ESE, afier wtrich I shall look separately at

emotional education and social education wtrere I introduce some of its key

components as a basis ficr my disarssions in subsequent chapters.

\Men I began writing this thesis, t was not avrare of the tiUe 'Emotional and Social

Education'. All I knqrv was that my @ncem br teactrer education was to bcus on the
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person - both in terms of developing the student teacher as a person, as well as

emphasising the development of the child as a person, as the students' main task with

their pupils in the future. ln other vrrords, I see our role as teacher educators as being

not simply to train our students to teach traditional subject matter to their pupils at

scftool. Rather, I believe, our role is to educate students, emotionally and socially, in

such a way as to enable them, in tum, to develop emotional and social competence in

their pupils, and provide the necessary kind of environment to optimise their pupils'total

development.

3.2 Emotionaland Social Education brq3dlv defined

ESE appears to have a variety of titles, anrcngst them being: Character Development

(Schaps et al, 1985,1986); Personal and Social Education (White, 1989; Pring, 1984;

Lang, 1995); Personal and Social Development (pring, 19g4); and Social Education

and Personal Development (Tattum and Tattum, 1gg2).

Thinking carefully about the title, I feel that 'Character Dewlopment', while t certainly

regard it as an integral part of emotional and social education, as a title is not explicit

enough and therefore inadequate for my purposes. I have chosen to use the word

'emotional' as opposed to 'personal' ficr one main reason. Feelings, and indeed the

whole emotional realm, tend to be ignored or down-played in educational situations.

Hence, using the word 'emotional' in the title not only oonveys my specific concems, but

is moreover an attempt to give status to the emotional realm, an aspect of the person I

believe to be central to leaming and teactring. I have also chosen the word 'education'

as opposed to 'development', as the term 'education' addresses, more broadly, my

overall @ncems at scfrool level and in teacher education.

ESE, then, lefers to developing emotional and social competence in student teachers

as well as educating them to bster emotional and social competence in their orn
pupils.
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What is common to allthe above titles, however, are shared con@ms, these being:

... Qualities and attitudes, knowledge and understanding, abirities and
skills in relation to oneself and others, social responsibilities and morality
(DES, 1989 in Lang, 1995).

Broadly speaking, important aspects of ESE relate to attitudes, values, feelings, self-

awareness, self-esteem, responsibility, and general inter-personalskills.

ln line with the above, Pring (19&4: 5) highlights aspects of personal and social

development which fit comfortably within my ow'r understanding of ESE:

... moral reasoning, awareness of one's own values and attitudes, self-
esteem and human dignity, respect for and tolerance of others,
independence of thought.

3.2.1 Emotional education - emotional competence

While emotional education and social education cannot really be separated, emotional

education refers more directly to the personal dimension of the self - to Eelings (the

expression, awareness and understanding of ftelings), motivation, enhancing self-

esteem, darifying one's own values and attitudes and to developing personal

rcsponsibility (Woldt, 1 982: 21,22).

Emotional education involves helping leamers to become emotionally competent or

ernotionally liter:ate, which involves leaming to be aware of their emotions, their

intensity, and the reasons for them (Lasker, 1995; Woldt, 1gB2). Furthermore,

emotional literary reErs to'the ability to clariff these hellngs to others and to knor
how and when to express them most productively" (Lasker, 1g95: 2).
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Self-awareness, that is being aware of and knoring one's emotions, is the keystone of
what Daniel Goleman (1995: 43) calls'emotional intelligence'. According to Goleman
(1995: 43), self-awareness is "crucial to psyctrological insight and self-understanding,,.
People who have greater clarity and certainty about their belings are ,,better pilots of
their lives" as it is less likely that such people will be lefi at the rnercy of their Eelings
(Goleman, 1995: 43).

The importance of self-awareness in inter-personal retationships has been highlighted
by Saba and Lasker (1996: 2) who argue that

self-awareness firstly facilitates accurate and efiective communication
skills.and secondry arerts us to what further xnonaJl" ,"y need to bedeveloped in order to enhance these skills.

The above authors emphasise the point that without an awareness of not only the
values underpinning one's world vierv, but also of the effects of those values on one,s
behaviour and style of communication (1996: 3), the tenctency to prqect one's orn
values and assumptions unconsciously onto a situation becomes almost a certainty.
This is highly problematic as it undermines efbctive interaction, leading to
miscommunication, blame, and judgement (1996: 6).

Managing one's emotions, another characteristic of emotional literacy, is an ability which
builds on self awareness. Accoding to Goleman (1gg5: 43), this ability enables people
to "bounce back far more quickry from rib's setbacks".

Goleman (1995: 96) highlights empathy as being another abilig buitt on setf-annareness.
He describes 'empathy', the ability to recognise and knory hor another ftels, as being
'the fundamentar people skilt" and the inability to ernpathise, he says, is

a tragic failing in what it means to be human. For all rapport, the root ofcaring, stems from emotional attunement, hom the op"artv or ernpatni(1995:96).
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Smale (1976) points out the importance of teachers' having the ability to empathise,

particularly in terms of establishing a rapport with students, which he argues "makes the

sharing of ideas and inbrmation possible" (in Batcher, 1991: 1g). Spady (1917)

believes that empathy, rather than pedagogy, is what counts in teaelring because "a

good teacher is one wfro knora the needs, both cognitive and affective, of students and

who acts towards these" (in Batcher, 1981: 18).

A discttssion of emotional literacy would be inadequate without mentioning the abilig to

delay gratification, or "impulse control" (Goleman, 1995: g1). Goleman (199s: g1)

daims that "there is perhaps no psychological skill more fundamental than resisting

impulse [which is] the root of all emotional self-control".

One of the confusing things about discussing emotional literary is the question wtrether

'belings' can be separated from cognltion. Much of what is described as 'emotional

literacy' appears to fiocus on cognitions about feelings rather than on the actuat

experience of feelings. I vrrculd argue that feelings, per se, are as important a part of

emotional literacy as is the awareness, understanding and management of them, as, in

the words of Goleman (1995: 41), "emotions enrich; [and] a model of mind that leaves

them out is impoverished". Furthermore, "our humanity is most evident in our belings"
(1995: 41). Batcher (1981: 2), supporting this view, argues that emotions "are the most

meaningful expression of a child's existence" .

Feelings, in every way, affect our lives

To the degree that our emotions get in the way of or enhance our abitity
to think and plan, to pursue training br a distant goa|, to solve problems
and the like, they define the limits of our capacity to use our innate mental
abilities, and so determine how ue do in life (Goleman, 1g95: B0).

Feelings, I believe, need to be nurtured and developed. They need as much attention

as any other asped of development.
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3.2.1.1 Self-concept and self-esteem

The coming together of the cognitive and fueling dimensions of the person is clearly
evident when lmking at hor self-concept and self-esteem relate to leaming. Concepts
and belings are two basic @mponents of the self (Hamachek, lggo). Setf-concept is
described as the "@gnitive part of self-perception [wtrilel self+steem is the aftctive
dimension of self-perception" (Hamacl,rek, 1990: 307).

Several research studies (Friedland, 1992; Goleman, 1995; Hamerchek, 1990;
Kostelnik, et al, 1988; Mwamwenda, 19g9; purkey, 1g70; Stevenson, 1992) have
indicated that the ideas we have about ourselves (self-concept) as well as hor we 1"el
about ourselves (self-esteem) influence leaming and indeed our behaviour in all
situations, and that a high conelation exists between positive self regard, emotional and
social competence and academic achievement. ln this regard, in relation to healthy
self+steem, Friedland (1992: 62) cites the blloring:

Higher educational aspirations; superior academic achievement; less
t?n." of dropping out of school; io'r'rer chance of becoming involved
with drugs and alcohol; less chance of anti-social behaviou[; greater
acoeptance of other people and less prejudice.

Refening to self-esteem programmes, stevenson (19g2: 11) highlights the belief that

students who feel competent and self-assured are in a better position to
leam than are children who doubt their own abilities and are hesitant to
enter into new situations ... Children who are aftaid to fy, wtro are shy
and setfcritical, may find schooldifficutt and even threatening.

Friedland (1992) relates self-esteem to selfcfficacy, while Goleman (1995: 89) retates

setf-efficacy to optimism and hope. 'Self-effcacy' is defined by Goleman (1995: g9) as
"the belief that one has mastery over the events of one's lib and can meet challenges
as they @me up".
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Goleman (1995: 89) further quotes Albert Bandura, an American psychologist who has

done much of the research on self-efficacy. According to Bandura (1ggg),

People who have a sense of self-efficacy bounce back ftom fairures;
they approach things in terms of how to handle them r:ather than worrying
about what can go wrong.

It can be seen, then, that self-esteem is centr:al to cfrildren's leaming and their overall

development. Their belie6 and feelings about their abilities have a significant effect on

those abilities.

3.2.2 Development of self

As the self is, to a large extent, social (Goleman, 1995; McKendrick & Hofrnan, 19g0;

Purkey, 1970; Tattum and rattum, 1gg2), it seems logical at this point, bebre

discttssing social education, to look at how the self devetops. Apart from bridging my

discussion on the two key aspects of this thesis - emotional education.and social

education - it is also essential to understrand the development of the self in terms of

implementing ESE in the cuniculum.

The self is social' means that we become the kind of person we are through interaction

with others and that who and wfrat we are have direct bearing on the lives of others.

The notion of the self as social does open up the debate regarding the naturenurture

controversy, raising questions around the extent of genetic and environmental

influences on the development of the self. \Mrile it is beyond tIE scope of this thesis to

enter into the debate, I would agree with Tattum and Tattum (1992: 100,101) $/tlo

argue that the selfoncept is leamed, developing out of the

mass of interpersonal interactions wfrich bombard the individual from
infancy... the personality is brmed in toto through the sum of experiences
an individual has in socialrelationships.
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Purkey (1970: 34) expresses it this way

The self is formed ftom the experience \,\oven in everyday life, concealedin everyday o@urrences, hidden in the deep communications of
unspoken Eelings and affection.

ln addition, Canfield and Wells (19%) and Purkey (1970), highlighting the need for
children to devetop a positive sense of selt point out that they need to have certain
kinds of experiences with the significant others in their tives. Warmth, empathy, trust,
acceptance, attentiveness, en@uragement by significant others, charactense the kinds
of experiences needed to enable the development of a healthy emotional self
(Goleman, 1995; Martin, 1gB2; purkey, 1g7O). And, needlesstosay,

any behaviour which causes a young child to Ed inadequate, incapable,
unworthy, unwanted, unloved or unable is oippling to tire self (pu*ey,
1970: 33).

Given biological and noncnvironmental factors in development, it needs to be pointed

out that all children exposed to the kind of positive experiences described here will not

inevitably develop into emotionally healthy individuals. I would argue, however, that the
likelihood of this happening is greater than if children are denietJ such experiences.

Erikson (1963) believed that emotional and social behaviour develops through difierent
stages of childhood. He called them 'psychosocial stages' because, like other theorists,
he believed that a person's psychological development is dependent on the social
rclationships established throughout liE (Hilgard and Atkinson, 1979: 9S). ln terms of
childhood stiages, the first (occuning during the first two years of lib) is where ctrildren
leam to trust others depending on whether their early needs are met.

Failure to meet needs can hinder the development of trust and lead to serious
emotional disorders throughout life (Martin, 1982: 7). During the second stage (age two
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to bur), children begin to explore, investigate, and do things ficr themselves, and in so
doing begin to develop a sense of independenoe and Eelings of pride in their
accomplishments. Restraining children from the above-mentioned activities may lead
them to doubt their abilities. During the third stage (age bur to five), children develop
initiative and a sense of purpose. Again, preventing or discouraging them ftom
exploring their interests can lead to feelings of inadequacy or guilt. The fourth stage
(occuning fiom ages six to twelve) is where ctrildrcn leam the various skills, generally,
from school. To the extent that ctrildrcn experience school su@ess, they wifl develop
feelings of competence; school failure leads to felings of inEriority and
discouragement, and to expectations of further failure (Hilgard and Atkinson, 1979;
Martin, 1982).

Maslow (19il), another well-knoryn psyctrologist, proposed that human beings
prWress through a 'hierarchy of motives' based on the fuifilment of certain needs. The
lower levels of the hierarchy include physiological (the most basic) needs, sabty needs,
love and acceptance needs, and esteem needs - to achieve, be competent ancl gain
approval. When the basic needs are difficult to ensure, then, according to Masloar
(1954), the satisfaction of those needs will dominate a person's behaviour and the
higher motives - cognitive needs (to know, understand and explore), aesthetic needs
and finally, self-actualization needs - will have little meaning (Hilgard and Atkinson,
1979: 315).

The raray the self develops clearty has important implications ficr teachers of young

children. As Ginott (1972;13) so eloquenfly puts it:

As a teacfrer I possess hemendous porver to make a child,s lib miserable
or joyous. I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of inspiration. t can
humiliate or humour, hurt or heal. ln all situations it is my response that
decides whether a crisis will be escalated or de-escalated, and a child
humanized or de-humanized.
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ln other urords, the way teactres relate to their pupils and the kind of leaming

environment they establish can serve either to enhance children's sense of self

or to diminish it.

3.2.3 Social education - socialcompetence

As with emotional education, it is somenrfrat artificial to disanss social education on its

o,vn, as the social self is inextricably bound up with the emotional setf, and the

development of one has direct bearing on the development of the other. Emotional

education and social education, then, overlap and work together towards developing

people's emotional and social competencies and, hence, torards developing society.

Discttssing them separately is purely for the purpose of clarity and also to facilitate

highlighting a slightly difierent emphasis in eaclr case.

Social education is mainly concemed with social objectives - that is, it aims at

developing social competence or prosocial values and behaviouns, such as

understanding of and concem for others, consideration, helpfulness, faimess,

generosi$, an ability to solve interpersonal problems and social responsibility (Battisticfi

et al, 1989; Goleman, 1995; Schaps et al, 1985, 1986).

Goleman (1995: 223) defines socialcompetence as being

cooperative and getting along with other children; being empathic, prone
to giving and sharing, and considerate; and being able to develop dose
friendships.

According to Battisticfr et al (1989: 148), one of the most important tasks of social

development is "leaming to cope efiectively, produc{ively, and positively with social

problems'.
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A central component of social competence is the ability to resolve conflict through

negotiation. Negotiation, according to Lantieri (1993: 13) involves:

communication and giv+and-take, a beginning understanding of two
points of view, and the ability to see how difbrent aspects of i conflia
relate to eactr other.

Social education, then, focuses primarity on social processes and outcomes in the

leamer, emphasising the need to develop those social values and skills w,hich would

enable individuals to contribute towards building a society of which its members can feel

proud.

3.2.3.1 Morals, values and human rights

ESE has at its centre moral development, involving the acquisition of certain values. ln

other words, ESE is aimed at particular personat and social goals $dtich are held to be

morally desirable (Pring, 1984; Straugham, 1gg2). This, of @urse, raises questions

about what sort of human beings should be developed - that is, what kind of qualities

should be nurtured and why these qualities are worth promoting; wtrich in tum, links

directly to the sort of society one wishes to have. As Pring (1984: 5) points out, the kind

of society will then shape personat values, habits and understandings of each person.

It is, indeed, a dialectical process.

That mor:als and values are central to ESE raises some ethical questions. First, if

values are relative to a particular social context, then wtrich values are morally

acceptable and wtro decides? The second question relates direc*ly to methodology,

that is, hovrr one goes about teaching particutar morals and values, a question I will

address, in detail, in Chapter Eight.
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ln attempting to answer the first question, it could be helpfulto look briefry at wfrat Singh
(1994: 87,88) has to say regarding the individuatist versus the collectivist notion of
human rights:

Given that group rights may indeed be at odds with individual rights, there do, honrever,
seem to be universal human vatues that "transcend group identity and the diverse
values that define group membership" (Singh: 1994: 91). lf not, it could not be possible
to question practices of discrimination or condemn apartheid, br example, as anybody
vrould have the right to act on his/her own personal berieh.

ln terms of morally acceptable values in SA, the present govemment,s vision for
education, embodied in the Draft White Paper on Education and Training (Govemment
Gazette, 1994: 't0), suggests that a goal of education and training pohcy ought to be ,,to

enable a democratic, free, equal and just society to take root and prosper in [the] tand".
Furthermore, that education should reflect the values underlying the

ln a pluralistic democratic society there will always be tensions betneen
the public interest q1! tne righti and interests 

-ot 
groups ano the rights

and autonomy of individuals within a group and within the larger so"ie[.

democratic process and the declaration of fundamental rights..., the unity
oJ the nation, the common citizenship and @mmon destiny of all south
Afticans, inespective of race, ethnicity, culture, class or gender and ... [to]equip citizens to participate confidenfly in sociai and civic liE
(Govemment Gazette, 19g4: 10).

Put another v\fiay, in order to eradicate the legacy and eftcts of inequality,
discrimination and all other injustices inherent in the previous system of government -
those 'moral wrongs' of the past - it is essential that education concems itself with
values around equality, responsibility, justice, caring, compassion, tolerance, trust, and
respect. This vienv is supported by educationalists (starkey, 1991; singh, 1994;
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Goleman, 1995; Bullard, 1993) concemed with the development of human rights and
building of democratic values.

Perhaps we may find some parallels with the Russian situation in that it, too, finds itself
in the process of restructuring (simultaneously) the eoonomic, political and social

spheres, having, like SA, recently emerged fiom a situation of tight state control
(Daniels et al, 1995: 30). lt has been suggested that the three major problems post-

communist Russian education is crtnently facing are those of "democratisation,

individualisation and humanisation" (Maclean, 1993, in Daniels et al, 1g95: 29), and that
humanisation is regarded as a "key factor influencing social change in the country''
(Kohli, 1991; White, 1991 in Daniels et al, 1995: 29).

While (post-communist) Russian education appears to emphasise humanisation

perhaps more so than the present SA education, the overall parallels bet\ /een the two

(new) education systems are clearly apparent.

3.2.3.2 Character education

According to Lickona (1993), 'charactef relates direclly to the issue of morality

Good characler consists of knoring the good, desiring the good, and
doing the good [and] scfrools [should] hetp cfrildren understand the core
values, adopt or commit to them, and then act upon them in their own
lives (in Stimulus, 1994: 1).

ln terms of the goals of 'chamcter education' (or'rnoral education), Lickona highlights

two moral universal values: respect and responsibility (Stimurus, 1994: 1).

Respect tells us to value ourselves, other people, and the natural
environment on wtrich all life depends. Responsibility tells us to help our
neighbour, to give back something to the persons and communities that
gave to us, to alleviate suftring, and to do wtrat we can to make a befter
world (see Appendix C br further elaboration.)
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ln terms of respect, Pring (1984: 28) highlights two important levets: one, the
recognition of someone who has a "mind of her own, has a distinctive point of view, and
can provide an altemative perspective on events"; the second level relates to an
attitude toryards others in which "their wants, feelings, and interests matter and not
simply the points of vievrns they put across". Hence, according to pring (19&4: 29),
respect operates at both cognitive and affective levels - it is a cognitive act, but there
are appropriate Eerings (or tendencies) toarards peopre too.

SA has witnessed a deep lack of respect, and painful consequences as a result of this,
on a personal and social level. t would argue, therefore, that education in this country
should not simply pay 'lip seryi@'to the notion of respect by merely acknowledging its
importanoe, but should carefully consider how to develop it in c6ildren as a basic and
fundamental social value.

3.3 social and emotionat education - differcnt sides of the same coin

ln this Chapter I have attempted to explain ESE, focusing on the development of
emotional and social competence. As the topic is a broad one, t have highlighted only
some aspects of ESE. I have chosen those that t feel to be particularly important to
enable the healing of past wounds and to build a better future.

While I have discussed emotional education separatety from social education, I have
tried to shcnr that each individual's personality and level of emotional competence wilt
have direct bearing on the way s/he relates to others; and the way individuals relate to
others, that is, their level of social competence, will in tum aftd others' (and their orn)
sense of self and their emotional development. ln other words, social and emotional
development are a part and parcel of each other, together lying within the heart of
human relationships.
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The inter-relatedness of emotional and social competence may be summed up in the
folloring statement by Lasker (1995: 6):

Facilitating the emotional and social grorrth of cfrildren [means]developing interpersonal relationship sk-ills, ennancing self-esteem,
improving poblem-sorving and decision making 

"tot"gi"., 
developing affexible outlook on life and acquiring a personar-varue slstem, ail of which

can be facilitated by refined communication skills.

And in tum, "@mmunication itself is enhanced when emotionat literacy is augmented,,
(1995: 6)' Emotional education and social education are indeed two sides of the same
coin.

My disorssion of ESE in this Chapter should be seen in the light of my educational
philosophy highlighted in the previous Chapter and my general congerns regarding
education which wilt be discussed in subsequent chapters.

In the following Chapter I will look at education in SA in order to contextualise my
argument for ESE and to provide background fur my discussion of ESE as a neglected
area in our college cuniculum.
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R

THE BROADER CONTDff

How is one meant to survive in a system like this? And equally important
- hor is one meant to provide a meaningful education to the yautlr of this
country? ... we are alljust teachers and, sitting back, are bombarded by
the questions but Eel a measure of helplessne$s as we struggle to find
the answers ... (WECTU Nenrsletter, February lggg).

4.1 lntroduction

ln this Chapter it is my aim to give an overview of educaton in SA, basing in particr.rlar

on black schooling and colleges of education. I shall do so in order to provide a context

for my cunent rrrork in a teacher education cotlege and to highlight some of the
problems that exist in black education in particular. ! wilt also, in this Chapter, discuss

the problem of violence in SA to shor, not only horrr violence has been (and still is) part

of our education system, but also to highlight its efiects on the emotional and social

lives of the majority of cfrildren growing up in this country. By induding a discr.rssion on

violence I am hoping to shorv how ESE can help to address the problem of violence,

both by dealing with its eftcts as part of SA's healing process, as well as by

contributing torards the prevention of violence in the future. \Mtile it is my intention to

shor, later in this thesis, how ESE could contribute to redressing some of the problems

discussed in this Chapter, ! should like to emphasise that my argunrent br the inclusion

of ESE (in both scfrool and college cunicula) is not limited to one of redrcss. ESE is, I

believe, essential br all ctrildren in all schmls and br all students pr€paring to become

teachers.
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4.2 South Africa and violence

Violence has been described as "destructive harm ... the many techniques of inflicting

harm by mental or emotional means " (Walter, 1969 in McKendrick and Hffinan, 1990:

3)

Molence in SA cannot be separated trom the system of apartheid. That apartheid has
'inflicted harm by mental means', has 'injured, controlled [and] destroyed' people and
groups physically, emotionally and spiritually, is indispr,rtable. Storey (1990) in Meier

and Fraser (1996: 8) writes that "violence has stained the souls of an entire generation

and has left its mark in hardened hearts".

The family, particularly, has been shown up as a 'training ground for violence' (Argus,

30/07196), both directly and indirectly. Directly, in that children growing up amidst

violence leam violent pattems of behaviour through a pro@ss of modelling (Goleman,

1995; McKendrick and Hofhran, 1990); and indirectly, in the sense that children

growing up in a deprived and unstable or abusive home lack the emotional security that

is essential to healthy emotional developrnent. McKendrick and Hofrnan (1990) point

out, so many children in SA do not have a normal family life and knor only fear and

violence. They quote Chikane (19S0) wtro said: "to be bom into an apartheid society is

to be bom on a battlefield" (McKendrick and Hoffman, 1990: 32).

The black child, in particular, has been a victim of what Le Roux (1993) reftrs to as the

'anti-child culture' which

confronts cfrildren with a cold, hard r,vorld outside their homes and within
the home changes in structure and setting of family tife have a profound
and often ill effecl on cfrildren's well being (Packard, 19E3 in Le Roux,
1993:31).
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Chikane (1986) gives a detailed picture of lib fior the toamship chitd'. To quote

something of wtrat he describes:

... A toamship child often experiences the cnrelty of the system at an early
?ge::. For many the world is a harsh one of empty bellies, of disintegrated
fiamilies, and of violence in many forms ... in6re are those tctriiorenl
whose exposure and experiences of brutalization will harm the-ir social,
physical, spiritual, moral, and mental development brever (Burman,
1986: U2,34.3).

\Mtile the above quotation refrs to the lives and situation of btack ctrildren up until

almost a decade ago, the effecis of such trauma live on into the present.

Chikane (1986, in Burman: 344l shares, along with many others, a deep concem for
the way in which violence seems to have become the norm amongst those children

who have grown up surrounded by it.

The most tragic reflection of the war situation in which South Africa finds
itself is that it faces the years to come wilh children who have been
socialized to find violence completely acceptrable.

These'years to @me'are no^/ upon us. Ten years tater, the Cape Times (lUOg/gO)

reported on hor pupils of a local high sctrool'\rvent on the Empage in their schoo1",

smashing and overtuming fumiture, to demand money firom the
goveming body to pay for their [matric dance] party,.. They toyi-toyied into
the administnative bloc - wreaking havoc as they urent ... bashing light
fittings ftom the ceiling and dancing on fumiture that had not been broken
the day befure.

Molence begets violence. This has been doormented over and over again (Argus,

29106/96; Argus, 30/07/96; Holdstock, 1990; Meier and Fraser, 1996; McKendrick and
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Hofftnan, 1990; Goleman, 1995, Purkey,197O). Children who grorr up surrounded by

violence will leam violence is natural and acceptable.

4.2.1 Corporal punishment

Prior to and since the eradication of corporat punishment from education legislation

which clearly states: "No person may administer corporal punishment at a scfrool to a
!eame/' (S.A. Scftool's Act, Govemment Gazette, 1996: 10), much has been written

about the detrimental effects of corpor:al punishment on leamers.

According to a dinical psychotogist, N. Walaza, "Corporat punishment brutalises society

and teaches violence to children" (Argus, 14110/96). She points out that parents and

teachers who support corponal punishment argue that they were caned at school and

gre\il up into disciplined adults (Argus, 14110196). These parents "are not aware of the

humiliation and loss of selfcsteem the cfrildren have to go through [and] sometimes

even if they knortr, they tum a blind eye" (Argus, 14t1}tg6).

The ficllowing descriptions vrere given by a group of my students in an intervievy,

responding to a question I asked them their experiences of corporat punishment during

their ortrn school dala.

rt 'WEn / was doing Std 2, I auldn't do long diision and tables.
When I am trying to say [to my teacher] 'l donT know how to do
this long division', the teacher would just ay: 'Give rne that stick'.
How can you do long division being beaten with a stick?"

"lf a teacher asks you a questbn and you just dand therc not
knowing the answer, Wu are going to be beaten".

'We vrere beaten under the feet or they'rc going to dtec* for this
bone on your wist and then thelrc going to hit pu there".
(lnteManv: 06/11/96)

t

i
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ln a study reported by Holdstock in 1987 (Meier and Fraser, 19g6) it raas revealed that
967o of black boys and 96% of black girls had experienced corporal punishment at
school, with 50o/o of children reported being hit on a daily basis (Rakitzis, 19g7, in
Holdstock, 1990: 347).

It would appear that despite corporat punishment being ouflaured, a significant number
of parents, teachers and principals still believe in its effectiveness (The Teacher,
September, 1996) and have resisted its abolition (Argus, 14l1}tg6). A principal from a
local black high school has this to say:

Parents regard it as unnatural that kids not be given a hiding wtren there
is a need for it... I can't see myserf changing anytning ... !f tG department
loes takg^any steps it will be taking steps igainst the community and its
feelings (Chalkline, 1 9/09/95);

A recent newspaper report described how 'raging' pupits, at another local black high

school, chased their teachers wtrile hurling bricks and smashing their cars because of
the teachers' refusalto abolish corporat punishment at their sctrml (Argus: 14t1}lg6,). lt
was further recently reported that parents of children at a local black primary school

signed a petition demanding that caning be reinstated (Cape Times, 11106/96). At this

same school a colleague, during a teaching practice visit, witnessed corporal
punishment being openly practised by a teacher, supported by the principal (Fieldnotes,

July, 1996).

An informal study was recently canied out by my own group of students during their
teaching practice session in primary schmls. Their task uras to find out how their
pupils'Elt about leaming, by giving them (the pupils) fuur simple incomplete statements

to complete: I find leaming easy when ... ; I find leaming difficult when ... I enjoy

leaming when ... ; I do not enjoy leaming when ... .
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Most of the pupils, in one or other of the four statements, refene d to ,beating, 
by the

teacher (Fieldnotes: 1996) (see Appendix B for sample of pupils' responses). The point
of mentioning this assignment here is to give an indication that corporal punishment is
still widely practised in primary school classrooms. This was also confirmed by the
group of students I interviewed, all of whom said that the teachers, in the schools in
which they were placed for their teaching practice during July, 1996, still practised
corporal punishment (Fieldnotes: 06/1 1 /96).

It would seem that corporal punishment is not only regarded as acceptable, but
desirable amongst many.

It would appear that punishment is largely equated with corporal punishment. This is
evident from the responses given by my third (final) year students to a question on
reinforcement (of pupils' behaviour) in their final examination in the subject ,Education,.

I had asked the students to discuss the notion of 'reinforcement, in relation to
punishment' Every student who answered this question spoke of punishment in terms
of beating (Fieldnotes, November, 1996) (see Appendix c for sample of student
responses)' From this it would seem reasonable to conclude: first, that corporal
punishment is deeply entrenched in the minds of students; and secondly, that in their
three years of teacher training they had not been helped to change their thinking that
'punishment' does not necessarily mean 'corporal punishment'. Furthermore, it would
seem that the students were embarking on a teaching career without an awareness of
altemative forms of disciprine to corporar punishment.

Holdstock (1990: 340) argues that discipline is, without a doubt, of the greatest
importance in determining the well-being of the individual as well as of society. yet, he
points out, few issues in education are as poorly handled and that the approach to
discipline in SA schools "contribute[s] to the epidemic proportions that violence has
reached in the @untry". lt has been disastrous not only that punishment has become
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equated with corporal punishment, but that there appears to be litfle understanding that
there is any difierence beh^reen discipline and corporal punishment.

Since corporal punishment has nor been ttreoretically ouilawed in SA, there is likely to
be a decline in its pr:acticei but wfrat is so troublesome are the deep and probund
eftds that corpora! punishment is said to have had, on millions of SA's people - today
and tomoncnds teachers arnongst them.

Many people wtro have been subjected to physical injury at scfrml daim that it has
done them no harm, or even that it has done them good (Holdstock, 1990; EPOCH,
1995). ln line with the Argus rcport (14l1}l%), such people only think they have been
unscaned by oorporal punishment and seemingly lack the self-awareness and general
psychological insight to understand the unconscious eftcts that corporal punishment
has on the psyche of an individual.

Among other emotional and social efbcts of mrporal punishment, cited by some of the
research are: educational impairment; undermining of the relationship between

teacher and cttildren; lorcred selfcsteem; weakened negotiation and communication

skills; Eelings of rejection and depression; mor:at atrophy; sexual disorders; and

damage to interpersonal relationships (Holdstock, 19g0; Holt, 196g, EPOCH, lgg5).

The problem of corporal punishment is "multi-faceted and comple{' (Ieacher lnserviced

Projed Annual Report, 1996: 8). One of the key problems highlighted in the above
report is the emphasis on treating symptoms rather than on understanding root causes.

Teachers resort to corporal punishment as a means to maintain their pourer and

authority, as they have not, on the whole, been emporered with the necessary

unCerstanding of young people, or of the @uses of hansgressive behaviour and hor to
build relationships in a construstive and heatthy way (Teacfrer lnservice poject Annual
Report, 1996: 9).
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4.2.2 lmpact of violence

Molence has an overwhelming and decisive influence on individuals and
society. lt pervades all aspects of the environment and no person
remains untouched by violence (McKendrick and Hoftnan, 1g90: 24).

The effiects of violene have been touched upon in the above discussion on corporal
punishment. For the sake of emphasising the scale of the problem, horever, and

hence the need for schools and teacher education to make a concerted effort to
address the issue of violence - it is worth reiterating its efiects.

Refening both to the individual and society in general, McKendrick and Hoffman (1990:

24-30) daim that violen@ can injure and destroy; it can restrict lifestyles; it evokes

han it damages relationships - interpersonal or intergroup; it dehumanizes; it alienates;

and it causes psychologicaldisruption. All in all, the efbcts on the emotionaland social

lives of people are clearly apparent.

Having lmked at violence and how it has infiltrated education in SA, I will nory discuss

education in a more generalsense.

4.3 Aoartheid education and black schoolino

ln April 1995 the daunting process of disbanding and merging the four racially defined

educational departments got under rrvay. Wthin one year, the Department of Education

and Training (DET), the controlling body of black education (formally known as the

Department of Bantu Education) ficr the past 43 !,ears ceased to exist. According to the

Cape Times (16/01/96):

Bantu Education was arguably the most wicked aspect of apartheid's
crime against humanity, stunting the development of human potentialand
oippling the nation's skills base.
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While apartheid education has touched the lives of every person in this country, it has
devastated black scltooling, causing 'tremendous and long-lasting damage that will be
hard to undo" (Green, 1992: 15). ln the words of Ngelwane (Argus, 09/11196):

The major efiect of apartheid education is that it ercded the whole culture
of leaming and teaching in black scfrools. As a result, our scfrools have
ceased to be leaming institutions but have become contested tenains of
v.arious "interest groups", eacfr with its orn agenda and the wit! and
determination to entrench its porer. This kind oisituation is antagonisticto efiedive teacfring and reaming Bantu education is leeply
entrenched in our school. ln other uords, black sctrools are inbcted with
a virus.

Black schooling lras been ctraracterised by high pupil-teacher ratios, low motivation and
morale of teachers and a leaming environment wfrich was, both materially and
pedagogically deprived (Meier and Fraser, 1996; Motiala, 1g9s; orbach, 19g2; R@ves,

19%). Furthermole, "teachers and students in black schools are products of the
intelleciually sterile cunicr.rlum content and processes of bantu education" (Gwala,

19E8, inWalker, 1991: 158).

Poor pedagogical practices including rote leaming, silence and obedience on the part of
the pupils, and corporal punishment (Hibbert, 19g4; Motala, lgg5) are further
highlighted as problems in black sctrmling.

The follqring cornments were made by some of the students with wtrom lwas teaching

during 1996 ,about issues in their scfrooling:

t

t

'They fthe teachers/ used to tett us that you arc stupid. They
uvoukl sny: 'if you dont undeNand Wu are stupid - oh, but your
brother is so baght and why arc Wu so stupid?'. They vwuld say
it jusl like that".

"lf you dont follow, you dont fotbw. They ftea$ersJ dont even
hide that - they will tell you: 'l am going with fhose who
unde&and"'.
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*

*

"l think of when / was ,n Sfd 2, my teacher atways @mpare me
with my brcther - he was billiant. She used to say: you're stup'xl.
And then I always dodge the school".

At one sfage [the teacher] locked me in a cupboad and forgot to take me
ouf' (lnterview: 06/1 1/96).

It would appear, fom these comments that school was not, on the wtrole, a happy

experience br many cfrildren. \Mren I expressed this sentiment to this group of

students, one of them responded by saying: "Schoo/ was like a jail' (lnterviaru:

06/11/96).

A white teacher who taught in a black school in 19&4 gives a cfrilling account of his

experience. He compares the conditions in black schools with those existing in the

average white school describing a situation of chaos and emotional numbness on the

part of his students (see Appendix D for full description).

Anotherwhite teacher, as she anived at a school in Sorcto where she was to teactr br
two years, was greeted by a black colleague with: "Welcome to the circus. Are you a

tightrope walker or are you a cloryn?" (De Mlliers, 1990: 86).

4.4 Teacher education

As with every aspect of education in SA, teacher education has been rightly

characterised by'tagrnentation, difference, and discrimination (without any) coherent

teacher education policy or plan br nationaldevelopment' (NEPI, 1992a: 5). Reporting

on the resutts of the first National Teacher EducaUon Audit conducted in SA in 1995, an

artide published by the Mai! and Guardian (December 1995) entitted'Teacher training

fails the test" described the system of teacher education as "poor quality'' and

"alarmingly inadequate in need of fundamental resfiucturing". ln terms of teacher

education colleges, specifically, the bllowing specific problems vrrere identified:
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little integration of theory and pr:actice $/hlch aims at the
development of reflective practitioners;
limited understanding of an integr:ated approacfr to education and
training vvhich focuses on the development of teacher
competencies;
a teacher-centrcd approach to leaming; [and]
limited promotion of the core vaiues oi the \Mrite paper
(democ^racy, equatity, liberty, justioe and peace) (Jaff and Rice et
al, 1996:83).

4.4.1 Colleges of education

Up until the reoent transition to one education department, colleges fu1 under the
control of the various Education Departments - the three separate Departments of
Education and Culture plus the DET. \ /hile the colleges ficr whites and indians tended
to have some degree of autonomy, the majority of colleges in sA nrere stricfly controlled
by their respective departments (the colleges falling under the House of
Representatives (HOR) and the DET).

According to the NEpl (1992a: 16) report on teacher education

The authoritarian nature of relationships at coileges of education is
reflected.not only in the dominance of departmentairunctionaries and inthe topdown leadership style within the institutions, but also in thepedagogy, which is characterized by lecturer dominane.

Many of the reports on colleges of education talk of olleges in homogeneous terms.
But because of the fragmented education system and the gross inequity that has
chanacterised education in SA, doing so does not give an accurate reflection of the
situation. The bllowing and subsequent reports should be regrarded in the light of this.
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4.4.1.1 DET colleges of education

During the last three decades the training of black teachers has grovrn continuously,
with an increase trom 4 292 students being trained per anum in 1g60 to 4E g75 in 1gg0
(orbach, 1992)' But wtrile the number of btack teachers has grcafly expanded, the
quality of their tr:aining has shown litUe improvement.

Because of the tight departmental ontrot, black colleges, up until 1996, have been
brced to teach according to prescribed syllabi, always conscious of the extemal final
examinations at third year level. Not only was the content of the cuniculum decided
upon, but because of the extemal exam system, the type of teacfring methodology r,r/as

also determined to a large extent. This will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter
Seven.

With regard to teacher educators, research has shorn their qualifications to be lorer
in DET colleges - the majority being on category D and E * - than those of white and
indian colleges - their average category E and F (NEpr, 1992a: 30). There are no
special @urses for oollege teacher educators, the assumption being that

teacher education is not a specialised field and that the theory andpractice of general teacher education @urses supplemented by
classroom experience, is sufficient preparation for teacher educators
(NEPI. 1992a: 31).

Any teacher with a high or primary sctrool degree who has a minimum of three years
ficrmal teaching experience (at any level), could be accepted as a primary scfrml
teacher educator.

t Category D = Std 10 + 4; Category E = Std 10 + g, etcetera
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And so, says Orbach (1992: 208): "if instructors are inadequately prepard br teadrer
training, it strands to reason that many of the teachers trained by them are not vrol
trained".

ln terms of fficiency the 1996 National Audit ficr Colleges of Education (Jaff and Rice,
et al, 1996: 31): 'the ex-DET colleges by and large seem to be functioning on a day-to-
day basis ... thos€ in the ex-HoA, HoR and HoD are functioning with varying degree of
efficienq/. Regarding academic standards in DET colleges, the above audit, after
scrutiny of intemally set question papers, reveals that "stiandards are lora/' (Jafi and
Rice, et al, 1996: 69).

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to extend my discussion here about DET colleges in
general, suffice to say that the surveys conducted by both NEpl (1992a) and the
National Audit ficr Colleges of Education (Jaff and Rice, et al, 1996) highlight the very
poor state of these colleges on every significant level.

4.5 Addressing the oroblem

I have focused in this Chapter, on apartheid education and violence, in an attempt to
shory its devastating impact on black education and on the emotionat and social lives of
black children in partiorlar. I have done this as rationale br my argument trat all
involved in education, particularly in teacher education, should begin to assume
responsibiltty by not only acknowledging the eftcts of apartheid, but by making a
commitment to attempting to redress past vrounds. This, I argue, can be done by
understanding the role and importance of ESE, by regarding it as a matter of prirxity,

and by careful consideration of how to go about implementing it in the cuniculum of
teacher education colleges.

ln the next Chapter, twill begin to lmk dosely at the college in wfrich I vrorked, u/hicfi
should be seen against the broader context described in this chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE

EARLY YEARS IN TEACHER EDUCATION

\A/hat we hear in the townships firom the parents and the people is ...
They are qualified, the teachers, and have the oertificates, but in the
classroom they are not perficrming' ... so something must be wrong here.

(Teacher, in Sieborgerand Kenyon, 1992: 165)

5.1 lntroduction

ln this Chapter, I shall discuss the second phase of my teaching care,er, beginning in

1987 when I took up a post as a PP lecturer in what was then a combined pre- and
junior-primary (JP) didactics department at Good Hope coltege (GHc). tt is my
intention, here, to give a general picture of the college as well as describe my early
perceptions and experiences as a stiaff member there. I shall do so in order to give a
sense of one college of education as a microcosm of the broader educational system in
SA (which will be described in the next Chapter), my aim being to contextualise my
cunent work and my argument for the inclusion of ESE as a necessary component in

the cuniculum br primary scfroolstudent teachers.

5.2 Good Hooe Colleoe

GHC, which opened in 1987 under the DET, is situated in Khayelitsha, the ne$Est and
largest township about 30 kilometres outside Cape Town. lt was the lirst and only
college to be built in the Westem Cape catering exclusively ficr black students. As with
rnost colleges of education in SA, GHC would be conemed with the initial education of
primary school teactrers (and PP br the first three years of its existence). Secondary
scttool teacher education has atways been, primarily, the responsibility of the
universities.
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For the first seven years, GHC was housed in a small, under-resourced primary-sc6ool
building in the heart of Khayelitsha. During the first year we existed without the most
basic facilities of any 'normal' tertiary institution - let alone a college of education. There
was no library, no art or music room, no media-centre, no laboratories, no micro
teaching @ntre, no cabteria, no administrative offices, nor any enctosed space large
enough br the wfrole college to gather. while enrolment figures grew rapidly - ftom the
initial 234 to o40 by 1989 (Ainstie, 1996) - the home of GHC remained retativety
unchanged over the next seven years, despite community-supported staff and student
protest' lt raas only in Marcfr of 1994 that the college finally made its move to a new,
purpos+built facility - leaving behind the small building to the primary sc6ml br whom it
was initially built.

5.2.1 Staffing

A mixture of Xhosa, English and Afiikaans speaking people have rnade up the staff at
the college, with Afiikaans (as mother tongue) speakers predominating up until 19g4.
For example, in 1987 there uere tr,rro Xhosa-speaking stafi members (as opposed to
thirteen Afikaans speakers) and ten Xhosa-speaking staff in 1992 (as opposed to
t'*enty{hree Afiikaans speakers). The number of English speaking staff members
amounted to approximately half of the Afrikaans speakers sinoe 19g7 (Ainslie, 1996).

ln terms of qualifications, the majority of staff were trained to teach in high scfrools. For
example' in 1996 78 o/o (41 out of 52) staff members were high school-trained and
have had no primary school background, with only 21o/o (11) having been primary (or
PP) hained, and thereficre having had experience with younger children (Fieldnotes,
November, 1996). According to one partiorrar stafi rember:

Most of the staff arc speoa/rbfs in thelr subjec:t - people are hetdhosfageby their own subject. A ptae tike this nn6i-&pp wtth subjec.tspecialistions - aademic quatifiatbns have atways-ciunted. very few
statr have taught lpung ditdren (lnterviar, 12t11ign).--
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The fact that so many staff have had little or no direct erperience in the very field ficr
wttich they are training the students has been identified as problematic by sieborger &
Kenyon (1992: 163). They argue that

rne .e.9ta!tl9!'reo pattem of appointing recturers on the basis of aspecialised higher degree nas not sew6o education, particuhrrv primary
schooling, well at all. lf most lecturers at primary cotteges do not have asuitable balance of grounded experience in ff;tbool vrork anda@ess to the theoretical frameworks ano reselrcn findings in"irealistically inbrm primary education practice, then it is not surprising thatprimary schools look more like secondary schools.

Training to teach at high school level and training ficr early childhood education
(including JP) are entirely difhrent. Staff members who do not have the neoessary
background in and understanding of young cfrildren's development nor of the kind of
schooling appropriate br their leaming will not, on the whole, be able to do justice to the
needs of primary schml student teachers.

5.2.2 Student bocly

During its first year of existence, there were 1000 student applications, of wtrictr 234
were accepted. By 1996 there was an enrolment of 640 full time students, with 100 in-
service teachers studying part-time.

While the selection procedure for admitting students has varied over the years, the
calibre of student has, partio.tlarly in the latter years, been cause fur concem amongst
the staffas a whole. \Mten the college opened in 1987, the average age of the full-time
students was25,2 years (GHC Annual Report, 1987). At that time, students wishing to
uork with young children had a choice betueen preprimary and junior primary, and
these classes tended to be made up of students motivated, presumably, by an interest
in or liking of children of a particular age group. Furthermore, in @ntrast to the cunent
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situation, the average student during the early years tended to be older, more mature
and were also further removed from the turmoil prevalent in high schools at the time.

A survey was conducted in 1995 by a staff member to lmk at the matric symbols of the

students at GHC. A random selection of 190 past students' records, between 19g7 and
1996, was taken. Of these 402 students, none had higher than a 'C' aggregate; only 1

had obtained a 'c' (o,o2o/o); fio/o (144) a 'D; and the rest 'E', 'EE' and 'F' aggregates
(Ainslie, 1996).

ln addition to the GHC survey, this same staff member looked at statistics reflecting the
matric results of white and black student teachers at the UCT registered in 1g95. ln
comparison to the GHC figures of 1995, lOOo/o of the wtrite students at UCT obtained

an aggregate of 'D' or above ('C' and 'B'); 82,60/o of black UCT students obtained an

aggregate of 'D'or above ('C'), while 74o/o ol GHC students obtained a 'D'as the highest

aggregate (Ainslie, 1996). These figures not only point to the significant difference

between white and black university students but refrect the difbrence between btack

students studying at UCT and those studying at GHC. The point lwish to make is that,

in terms of teacher education, the academic levet of the student teachers at GHC was

exceptionally low.

Regarding student calibre, researchers involved with the National Audit ficr colleges of
education (1995) found that the majority of the 5OO OOO students studying at state

colleges had no intention of becoming teachers - the "most depressing finding"

according to the report (Argus, 20/03/96). !n terms of GHC, this finding has certainly

been supported (Ainslie, 19g6).

5.2.3 Disruptions

During its initial years, liE at GHC raras relatively calm and untoucfred by the politkul

activity sunounding it. The first GHC Annual Report (19g7: 11) states:
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ln a year that has been characterized by stayaways, boycotts and unrest
at different educational institutions in the westem cape, the Good Hope
College of Education has been very brtunate in its first year of existence
that it had none of these experiences.

But by 1990, the situation had changed considerably. According to the Annual Report

ofthat year (1990: 8):

south Africa in 1gg0 was clraracterized by upheaval, change,
transformation and the creation of great expectations amongst the utaix
communities. These profound changes on the socio-potitical ftont
influenced events, attitudes and expectations at the college.

... the first semester was characterised by frequent stayaways ... the
college los[t]only six lecturing days in the second semester.

And in 1992 (p7)

once again the academic year was characterised by frequent disruptions
of the academic programme. Mass actions, stayaways, boycotts, etc.
caused the college to lose numerous lecturing days...

Unfurtunately there are no available GHC records from 1993 onwards wl'rich could

further trace the disruptions that became part of normal GHC lib. t shall retum to the

subject of disruptions in Chapter Six.

5.2.4 Early work and personal perceptions

During my early years at the college I came to understand the tragedy and complexities

of the SA situation in a way that I had never bebre. t was subjected at the same time

and in the same plaoe to a combination of realities and worlds that were vastly different

ftom each other and yet closely intertwined. ln terms of the staff, all the possible
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extremes that exist in SA were, here, throrvn together under one small roof to try and
achieve a moreor-less common end,

For the first three years ! was involved in the teactring of PP Didactics to pp students.
ln 1989, however, the PP @urse came to an end - the govemment's rationale being to
equalise education u/hich meant that funding had to be removed fom the pp (non-
brmal education) sector in order to place it in primary scfrool (formal) education.

\Mat this change meant to me, on a plactical level, was that I should (if I urere to stay
at the college) no longer be vrrcrking in the field of PP education. The most logical
option br the PP staff then, was to become involved in the Jp oourse \ rhich would be
expanding (in terms of student numbers) from the ficlloruing year.

ln 1990, with the closure of the PP course, t began to work more closely with Jp
students and JP staff than I had done before. Shifting into the field of Jp education was
ficr me both startling and perturbing, albeit challenging. ln terms of the kind of education
JP cftildren were re@iving at schoot, the JP reality felt harsh and problematic relative to
the child-centred and more 'balanced' educational world of PP education. The Jp
course appeared to be more geared to teaching students subject matter (Reading,

Writing, Maths, Religious Education, etc.) and hory to teach those subjects to ctrildren
than developing in students an understanding of children and horv best to hcilitate their
leaming and overall development.

ln terms of the schools, themselves, I was honified by what I experienced at the
diftrent DET primary schools - ftom the appalling conditions under u/hich the majority
of teachers and cfrildren had to work (often morc than 50 in a class, virtually no
materials, broken doors and windorta) to the severe corporal punishment that was so
commonplace in the JP classrooms. Attogether, I felt demoralised and disheartened by

the kind of teaching and educational erperiences that prevalled at the schools as rryell

as in the college itself.
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While the students were exposed to a smattering of progressive approactres by a far
of the more progressive staff members, whet I started to notice also was that during
their (the students') teaclring practice they experienced difficulty putting into practice

these progressive teaching methods they were being exposed to at college. There
appeared to be two main reasons ficr this. First, their role models in the scfrools were
mainly teachers who used the traditional chalk and talk, transmission style of teactring.
The students, thereficre, were not being exposed in reat lib to what they rrtrere leaming
in the college situation. And because these methods were generally not part of the
teachers' praclice, the students were given very litfle support, both direcly and
indirectly, to experiment in their classes. At the same time, at college, the students
were experiencing different and often contradictory ideologies on the part of the staff,
which meant different educational philosophies and therefore different teaching
approaches. \Mat was clearly happening, then, was that the students were receiving
very mixed messages both fnom the discrepancy betureen college and school practice

as ulellas ftom within the college itself.

Perhaps under difbrent circumstances exposure to different teaching approaches
trtottld be healthy and would serve to expand on and enrich students'experiences. ln
this particular situation, however, t believed that these contradictory messages could
only serve to undermine any endeavours to bring about real change in style and
approach to teaching. Unless the students' received leaming experiences that were
consistently different, they would probably end up with some intelledual notion of
different approaches to teaching without having significanfly intemalised them at all.

The other reason br the students' apparent inability to practice new approaches to
teaching is explained clearly by Walker (1991) who, says:

Research in other countries suggests that teacher behaviour is leamt
during [one's] orvn schmldays and that this school experience is the most
significant influence on teaching practice (in Unterhalteret al: 15g).
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It seemed that in order br our students to intemalise an approach to teaching different
ftom what they had previously experienced (and hence a different role for themselves
as teachers), they would need to have had a vastly diftrent kind of educational

experience ftom what they ever had before.

Becoming a teacher was not so mucfr something that could be taught by telling, but
was rather, I believed, about providing a particular kind of leaming environment and
engaging with the students in a very partiallar way.

Much of what our students were leaming at college felt intuitively wrong, and the more I

began to look dosely at what our students'experienoes were, the more I believed that
the cuniculum oftred to them was not going to help them to approach their pupils

significantly differently.

5.2.4.1 Teaching practice

While evaluating JP students during their practice teaching, I began to notice a
disturbing pattem in terms of the way these students were relating to their pupils. They

did, indeed, make an efbrt (on the wtrole) to be fiendly to their pupils, to try to involve

them by asking lots of questions and to praise them when they answered questions

conectly. But what of the pupils who were not participating? And wtrat of those wtro

u€re answering inconectly?

There were two things in particular that struck me: One, therc appeared to be litfle
attempt to involve all children in ansuering questions; and tno, little seemed to be done

with those puflls wtro got ansu€rs wrong and wfro appeared not to understand the

uork. What was perhaps most disturbing of all was the response of the student

teacher to the children who answered (oral) questions inconectly or in a way that did

not lit with the student's o,rm anticipated answer.
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One of two things would generally happen in such a case: The student would either
ask the class if that particular ctrild was right; inevitably the dass would ans\,ver "no", to
\,Yhich the student uould then ask fur a another child to 'help' the one who got the
answer wrong; or the student without asking the rest of the class, would either, herser,
say "no" and then prcceed to find a child who knew the ansrter, or simply ignore the
pupil who gave the wrong answer and ask somebody else. The conect answer would

then be given by another child, received with a heao "g@d,ftom the student and a
round of applause from the dass.

Over the next faar years during teactring practice, whether second year or third year

students, never a day went by wrthout my observing at least one or more students

responding to their pupils in this way. ln discussion with them after the lessons, I

attempted to discuss: one, the importance of involving all pupils in answering questions;

and two, a Inore appropriate response to the clrild wtro answered inconecfly and the

detrimental effects that their (the student's) response could have on the child's self
esteem and hence on the child's leaming in generali but the fqu minutes I had to
discuss these things was, of @urse far fom adequate.

I knew, first, that telling a student this inbrmation was an inappropriate method of
developing the understanding of child development that I believed necessary for every

teacher. lt would have been far better to ask the students questions to help them to

reflect on their pr:actice in terms of their theoretical understandings of hor children

leam, and to engage with them in some kind of meaningful discussion. Time, hourever,

did not allcnr for this. But besides, the students were (naturally) more interested in their

marks and their ounr belings of having been evaluated. Even if the telling method was

a reliable one, there was littb chance that they were re@ptive to any ne\ / inbrmation

about the child and leaming at that moment.

Two questions raised by the above situation are one, the way our students were being

assessed; and tuo, the way our students urere being prepared br the teacfring
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situation. Regarding the latter question, I would like to comment on my perceptions of
what was taking place in the classroom

(i) The'right'answer

\A/hen chatting to the students about their responses to those children who answered
'inconectly', their standard response was that "the pupils leam fiom each othe/,. lt
seemed as if they (the students) had little understanding that another ctrild, eager to
answer conectly and to win the teache/s approval, was not in any position to help the
child who got the answer wrong to understand wtrerc s/he had gone wrong.

It appeared that a key element of students' lessons was on eliciting the right answer
and it would seem, on knowing rather than understanding. After subjectton to rote
leaming and the telling method as the dominant mode of leaming and teaching

throughout the student's own schooling and to some extent, at college as well, their
emphasis on right answers and the lack of emphasis on understanding was not

surprising. This focus on right answers is reflected in a statement made by one of my

third year students of 1996. ln response to my request to the students for any

suggestions to improve my or,vn teaching, she said: ,you are anect by getting

information frcm us but you must try and sum up and give what is right" (Questionnaire,

October 1996).

It seemed to me that, for the student, good teaching was to do with making sure one's

pupils have the right answers inespective of whether they understood or not, r:ather

than helping the children process inficrmation to a pclint of understanding. lf my

perceptions were a@urate, getting answers right would then serve to affirm, in part

anlruay, that good teacfring had taken place.

So, in trying to understand wtry the students failed to attend to and assist a child wtro

answercd inconectly, several possible reasons come to mind. lt seemed to rne that
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perhaps the students did not actually understand that it was part of their job to do so; or
perhaps they felt insecure when wrong answers were given as this would probably
reflecl badly on them as teachers. Calling on another child to answer (conecfly) would
then solve this problem. Another possibility was that they genuinely believed that
children (leamers) can leam from one anotherand werc simply applying that principle to
this situation. lf this was the case - ie. applying the idea of pupils leaming from one
other to this situation - it would strongly suggest that the notion was not dearly
understood at alland hence was being inappropriately applied.

Something that I found to be particularly difficult in terms of evaluating the students was
that I was aware of the contradictions between wanting them to understand the
importance of active involvement in leaming and the way in which they were being
taught to do so. ln other words, I was expecting the students to help their pupils

engage with and process that which they were wanting their pupils to leam rather than
simply telling them information, but the way I (and I suspect most other staff members)
tried to get the students to team this was by writing comments on an evaluation sheet.
The mode here was quite clearly also a telling one - the only difference was that the
one was verbal while the other was written. The very thing that I was so critical of in
terms of the teaching we received during my own student days - that is, the
discrepancies between the way we were taught and the way we were expected to
teach - was not only happening here right before my eyes, but I was party to it.

(ii) Children's feelings

As it seemed obvious to me that the very children who answercd inconecfly (not to
mention those that did not even attempt to answer) were the ones that needed the most

encouragement and help of all, I uras surprised that this was not obvious to the

students. lt appeared that the students who responded in the way I described above

seemed unable to understand wtrat it Eels like ficr a child r,rho so wants to prove
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him/herself to be ignored, unacknoryledged, negated, and pushed aside fcr somebocly
else

ln this regard, Purkey (1g70: s2) quotes Moustakis (1966), wtro had this to say:

By cherishing and holding the child in absolute esteem, the teacher is
establishing an environnrental climate that facilitates grorth and
becoming.

ln trying to understand wtrat motivated the students' attitude toarards their pupils, I

wondered if (besides the inevitable modelling of the students' orrn teachers of the past)
there could be any link between the students'apparent inability to tune in to the pupils'

ftelings and the fact that the students themselves were schooled in classes with very
large numbers, exa@rbated by an authoritarian environment. To be more specific,
dealing with large numbers of pupils diminishes the likelihood of teachers being able to
give individualised attention to their pupils (Reeves, 19g4; Le Roux, 1993; student
intervienr, 1996), which would therefore mean liftle opportunity for individual
acknowledgement and affirmation. As one Sub A teacfrer said about teacfring large
numbers: "!t's like teaching mass meetings" (Reeves, 19921: 14). tn addition, the
disempowering and dehumanising eftcts of the apartheid system, wtrere people's

sense of self-vtorth was undermined, surely added further to the problem.

Acknorledging the importance of Eelings and haMng one's Eelings valued and
affirmed would, I believe, be a necessary prmndition br understanding the necessity
of and having the ability to validate others.

(iiD The dassroom environment

The more I thought about the way our students were teaching, it seemed that the
students, in general, had insufficient understanding of the kind of environment that is
most conducive to leaming - that is, one that is truly nurturing, supportive and
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encouraging

environment

Quite clearly, they lacked the necessary skills to provide such an

The apparent inability, on the part of the students, to understand the emotional needs of
the children they were teaching, and to relate constructively and empathically towards
them, could point, it would seem, to the level of emotional and social competence within
the student's own personal development.

5.3 Emerqinq concerns

ln this Chapter, I have attempted to give a picture of GHC by describing several
aspects of the college as well as by outlining my early work and initial perceptions there.
As I tried to show, my PP background enabled me to view the world of Jp education in
a way that ! found to be troubling and highly problematic, in terms of both the situation in
schools as well as the kinds of leaming that were taking place in the college.

The question that began to emerge for me was: what was lacking in our college
cuniculum that would have enabled our students to relate to their pupils in a way that
would foster optimal total development? As far as I was concerned, if students by their
final year had not developed basic skills necessary to provide such an environment,
something in what they were leaming was very wrong.

I have focused on our students'teaching practice in JP classrooms and on questions

that began to emerge for me in this regard, attempting to show the links that I began to
make between the students'own leaming experiences and the way they were teaching.
I came to believe, then, that educational change would mean, apart from anything else,

having teachers with a different consciousness - with a different view of education and
of their role in the classroom - who would be able to give the children they teach

different kinds of leaming experiences and opportunities. Since schooling in SA has
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been characterised by transmission teaching, it seemed vital that somehory and

somewhere this pattem needed to be broken.

During the three years I was involved in the teaching of PP education at the college, my

experiences both in the schools and with my oolleagues were @mfortably consistent

with my own educational philosophy. tn contrast to this, hoa€ver, I have tried to
highlight some of the major disparities between my philosophy of leaming and teaching

and my experiences of JP education - in terms of what our students were leaming, the

way in which they were leaming, and what was taking place in JP classrmms in the

schools.

The most significant shift that took place ficr me at that time was perhaps the disturbing

realisation that, in the attempts to teach students hor to teach the various subjects to

their pupils at school, the emphasis on developing the child as a whole seemed to get

lost. As I saw it, the emotional and social aspects of children's development were quite

clearly being neglecied.

ln the next Chapter, by examining the generat leaming environment at GHC, I shall

attempt to highlight further the apparent lack of emphasis on emotional and social

as@s of leaming. I shall do this to support my argument that without an emphasis on

developing emotional and social competence in student teachers, there will be litile
chance of their not only having the skills to devetop emotional and social competence in

their pupils, but of their understanding the necessity to do so.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE LFARNING ENVIRONMENT

Perhaps the greatest of all pedagogical fallacies is the notion that a
person leams only the particular thing he (sic) is studying at the time.

(John Dewey: sour@ unknown)

6.1 lntroduction

ln the previous Chapter I tried to give a sense of my growing @ncem regarding the kind
of leaming experiences our JP students were receiving at GHC. I did this by describing
some of my general perceptions of the JP course and then more specifically by
focusing on the kind of leaming environment the students \ rere providing for their pupils
during their teaching practice. t began, at that time, to question the cuniculum we uere
ofiering to our student teachers, making clear links between the students'own leaming
experiences and the way they were teaching their pupils. ln this regard, Walker (1gg1)
highlights the point that

ln their onvn schooling black teachers will have experienced a process
dominated by teacher tark and the transmission of prescribed rnowtedge.
As pupils they will have been passive and ineri in their classrmris,
restristed to receiving, memorising and regurgitating official textbooks.
By the end of ten or twelve years of sctrooting, Lnd a-further two or threeyears of 'fundamental pedagogics' in teather training, most black
teachers will have intemalised a partiarlar understanOing of teacSer
behaviour u/hich they then act out in their onm classrooms 1in Unterhalter
et al: 158).

ln this Chapter it is my intention to begin to address the cuniculum at GHC, specifically
with regard to the emotional and sociat aspects of it. I shall do this by providing an
analysis of a situaUon that has impacted deeply and significanfly on my thoughts and
understanding of the leaming environment in which our students find themselves, in
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order to illustrate ESE within the contex of a 'typical' primary school teacher education
college in SA

My aims for this section, then, are to begin to show ESE, not only as a neglected area
in the cuniculum, but as a major deficiency in the education of our student teachers;
and in so doing, to provide a basis for my own attempts to address aspects of this
problem

6.2

It would appear that often when the term 'cuniculum' or 'cuniculum development, is
refened to by staff of a school (or in our case, a teacher education institution), what is
meant is the syllabus or syllabus revision. For the sake of clarity, then, and as a way of
introducing my discussion of the cuniculum at GHC, I feel it necessary to provide a brief
explanation of what r understand by the term 'cunicurum,.

6.2.1 The concept'cuniculum'

Cuniculum has been described as "everything that is expenenced by those who inhabit
schools whether it is intended or not, and whether it is implicit or explicit,' (King and van
den Berg, 1991:2).

ln other words, cuniculum would incorporate all leamings that are transmitted and
experienced overtly and covertly. lt includes the formal programme of lessons as well
as the

climate of relationships, attitudes, styles of behaviour and the generalquality of life established in the scn6o .orrrnity-". , wfiole,, (DES,
1980, in Dufour, 19g0: 1).
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GHC supposedly participated in a 'cunicutum development process'tomards the end of
1995. According to the above definitions of 'cuniculum', which are in line with my owrl
understanding of it, the process the staff participated in tmk place within a very limited
understanding of 'cuniculum'. There was no discussion on teaching methodology and
teaching approaches, teaching materials, student assessment, timetiable organisation
and all those other variables \ fiich "determine the culture to which the [student] is
exposed" (Buckland, 1992, in King and van den Berg, 1gg1: 7). Norwas there any
attempt to erplore the cuniculum in terms of our broader educational goals and vision.
It was simply a "technical undertaking" (Eisner, 1g85: 79) in deciding wtrat subjects
should go into a new @urse for our first year students of 19g6.

Using the term 'cuniculum' synonymously with 'course design' is misleading and
problematic in that it creates the impression that subject matter counts most and that
once down on paper, the job of developing a cunicr.rlum is done. There are two main
poblems with this: one, that the cuniculum tends to operate in a vacuum, so to speak,
without any sense of a bigger purpose; and two, that other, more subfle and often
unconscious lessons being transmitted and leamed tend not to be given sufficient
emphasis.

The aspecl of cuniculum which operates at this more covert level, wfrich fucuses on the
values inherent in the structure and rules of the institution and the human dynamics and
intelactions which take place, is partiarlarly centml to my discussion. lt brings me
closer to the concept of the 'hidden cuniculum' which I should like, briefly, to touch
upon.

6.2.1.1 Hidden qlniqllum

The hidden ctrniculum is that aspect of the cuniculum $/hich functions at the levet of
social relations, where students' leamings @me about through their ',ourn active
engagement as participant[s] in social events" (Salmon, 1988: 55). lt is at the level of
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doing r:ather than saying - what happens between students and students and teachers
and students - that the hidden cuniculum operates (Postman and Weingartner, 1g69:
30; Eisner, 1985: 47). Educational institutions teach "much more - and mucl,r less -
than they intend to teach [and] although much of wfrat is taught is explicit and public, a
great deal is not" (Eisner, 1985: 87). The hidden q.rniculum, then, is the ,unintended,

cuniculum. According to King and van den Berg (1gg1: s), it

comprises those everyday features of scfrool lifu which exert a huge
infiuence on students and teachers alike but which might seldom or never
be ficund in any cuniculum document.

Tattum and Tattum (1992: 78) say that "in addition to being an intellectual activity,
schmling is also a social experien@". I nould take this further by arguing that
schooling is also an emotional experience, and it is at this level - the social and
emotional - that the hidden cuniculum often operates. The hidden cr.rniculum is
fundamentally concemed with "the values reflected in how students and teachers
interact in the classroom and school" (paolitto and Hersh, 1976: 113).

My discussion of the cuniculum at GHC will be located, particulariy, at the level of the
hidden cuniculum. The unconscious messages that are transmitted to our students
and unconscious leamings that are subtly and subliminally taking place are, as ! try to
show, particularly powerflrl in terms of the students'overail development.

6.3 Peeonal oerceotion, of Good Hooe colleoe's hidden curriculum: the
oeneral learnino environment

Over the last few years, I became increasingly aware of what appeared to be an out-of-
control situation at the college, wtth students seemingty having firee reign and dictating
the terms, to a large extent.
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I came to believe that the students themselves could not be blamed ficr their bad
behaviour and misguided attitudes. Rather they were being led to believe, as their
demands were either fully or atmost fully met on all occasions, that they were
(inappropriately) in control. I tended, initially, to cast the blame on senior management.
As far as I was conoemed, they held the power and they were the ones w6o negotiated
with the students. My sentiments were shared by several colleagues who had this to
say:

"Management ... don't tell the students point btank how the staff
feel - they want to make it palatabte for the sfudenfs - the
medicine, sometimes they have to swallow it".

'The rcctorgryes way too ofren,,.

'^plyaggmentl going on aMing to students' demands', (lnterviews,
07,12,13111/96).

ln believing that management was, to a large extent, responsible br the students,
behaviour, at first I kept looking to them for some firm direction and the establishment of
limits brthe students.

One of the recuning issues at the college related to the timetable. The issue at hand
was staffs re-discussing student demands around reducing the teaching time and
including in the timetabre, fiee periods, an assembry period and a sports period.

6.3.1 lnitial student-staff negotiations - 1995

ln the first semester of 1995, after lengthy and tedious negotiations with the students,
their demands (as expressed above) were agreed to on condition that the situation
would be reviewed in the second semester and that all lost academic time woutd be
made up.

*

*

*
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What happened, horever, was that wtren a new timetable was drawn up in the second

semester with the agrced upon lengthened day and then presented to the students,

they refused to accept it.

Something in particular struck me then regarding the staffs position. When rae (the

staff) uere called together again to discr.rss the matter, many entered back into debate

on hor to accommodate the students and satisff their demands. Already in the first

semester, many hours had been spent in discussion. At that time, I had suggested that

several options be put to the students ftom which they could decide u/hich option best

suited them. I suggested this because I believed it is important for student teachers to

leam, not only that they will be faced with cfroices in liE, but how to go about making

choices through prioritising.

Furthermore, I believed that by agreeing to every demand of the students, an unhealthy

prcedent would be established which would lead the students to believe that whatever

they wanted they could simply demand, wtrich would therebre not help them to

understand the real meaning of negotiation and compromise. Opportunity ficr decision

making is a vital and necessary aspect of students' leaming, but there are situations

where it is inappropriate, I believe, br them to be the final decision makers. This was,

in my opinion, such a situation, and I blt strongly that giving the students whatever they

were asking for was not in the interests of their overall development.

6.3.2 Reentering negotiations - 1995

Notv, once again (in the second semester) we rrvere being called to re-negotiate the

same demands as bebre. I uondered if the staff had brgotten the agreement. But if

so, they were no/v being reminded. Or was it that most of them did not value

agreements? And what of accountability and responsibility? Could the staff not see

what was happening? Or did they see, but simply not care? The facl that most of the
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staff appeared indifierent to those values so deeply held by myself was of @urse
extremely disconcerting

I also wondered about the college management and where they stood on this matter.
Did they have an opinion which they chose, deliberately, not to voice so that the staff
would take orvnership of the matter? or were they, themselves, as unsure as most of
the staff seemed to be on horv to solve the problem, and for that reason were hoping
that the staff would work it out? or did they just not care? lnitially these were genuine
questions that I asked in an attempt to understand management's stan@ on the matter.
As time passed, I came to betieve that the negotiation, mediation, conflict-resolution
skills required to deal with students in a fair and constructive way were skills that
appeared to be sorely lacking at our college. And while I still believe this, t do also see
that this apparent inability to deal with the students constructively might actualty have
had nothing whatsoever to do with the problem. The problem was rather indicative of a
possible difference between my ow't (and like-minded staff members') sense of wlrat is
meant by constructive and appropriate handling of students and those who were
actually dealing with the students.

6.3.3 Power-relations : the deeper issue

The whole situation started to feel as if an 'us and them' (student versus staff) situation
was emerging. What did the students mean when saying that staff must mmpromise
their (staff) time? Did the students really believe it was the lecturers'time and not see
that it was also their tuition time that was being sacrificed? lt seemed as if either the
students were not considering the work that needed to be done, or perhaps they simply
believed that we could arter the academic @urse structure to suit them.

Butwhatof theinitialagreement? Didthatmeanabsolutelynothing? ltElttome, more
than anything, that a much deeper issue lay at the heart of the matter - that the
students' demands had little to do with the actual reasons given by the students, but
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rather had more to do with the power relations behareen themselves and the staff. lt
seemed that wlrat had emerged was (partially perhaps) linked to a deepseated
emotional need br students to assert themselves. I began to uonder wfrether there
\ 
'€re unresolved emotional needs, amongst many of the students, that were now

possibly playing themselves out in this type of way. Furthermore, the students, cnrn
authoritarian behaviour (making demands and dictating) perhaps could also have been,
amongst other causes, reflective of the authoritarian rote models they had had in their
orvn lives, both at schmland possibly at home.

That students were subjected to authoritarianism in the home uras supported by sever:al
of the students I intervierred. I urould like to quote some of the comments made during
the intervierr:

"Y! 
^o? 

was very strict, and stitt is ... herwords are finat ... even today,
afthough now I am having my own famiry, but t don,t take t*v iiildea.srbns. lf l'm trying to d*ide, t must go atnd anfirm with my'rrir,. 

l

"My mother was foo Nid".

"My parcnts vwuldl 
.t discuss important things with us - they would just

say: 'lou donT do this", but you don't have to ask ,hrhy,? 
The minute you

say '\why", it means you arc out of antrol,'.

'We must just obey.
06/11196).

My parcnts never allowe4 me to ask,, (lnterview:

A comment, made by one of my students in response to a questionnaire I had given
them, expressed a similar sentiment:

t

!t

!t

:t

while wu were teadting Libenlview of a diV 1pu reminded me of how Igto.y lp the right opportunities which I didnt get because of
authoritaianism at home. t had no fredom of drorr-t pr""" Decause
liberalism value eguality, happiness, justkn so af home I was treated bad
others werc treated ight and t had no happiness. That chapter rcalty
hurt me (Questionnaire, @ober, 1gg5).
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From my experience with the students over the years, it seemed as if the sentiments

expressed by this student, as urell as those expressed during the interviqry, were
indeed the norm.

Battisticlr et al (1987; 21,22), linking authoritarianism with lory emotional and social

competence, says:

Authoritarian parenting, characterized by high demands ficr ompliance
and low @ncem for the child's needs (Baumrind, 1976,1921) is
associated with children who are lor in social competence and self-
esteem, [and] are aggressive... Studies of authoritarian control strategies
in the classroom have shorrrn similar eftcts on students.

All in all, trying to make sense of the students' behaviour as well as my general

erperience of students over the years led me believe that many of the students

appeared to lack emotional and social competence. This opinion was supported by

several colleagues. As far as they were concemed:

'The majority of students feelvery litile rcsponsibittty making
decr.sions ,,

"tThe sfudenfs/ very freguently havent thought through the
@nse,guen@s".

"lt's obvbus that our studenfs cant keep to agreernents".

'l'd go along with any claim that they show /ess mafurity than
auld reasonably b expected".

'The allege should be doing something about fthe students'] lack
of rcsrynsibility - lack of maturitl' (lntervievrrs:1,13111/96).

I realise that my perceptions of the students in this regard (as vrrell as those of my

colleagues) are rooted within our own value systems and am aware of the possibility of

falling into the trap, through 'disconfirmed expectancies' (Brislin, 1986, in Saba and

t

t

*

rt

t
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Lasker, 1996: 5), of making Judgements' based on our ovrn experiences and worldview
(Saba and Lasker. 1996. S) As the authors point out,

universal explanations do not exist in an intercultural context, and
@nsequently individuals [could] risk making inconect attributions [which,
consequently, could lead tol a complex pattem of miscommunication and
judgement, prejudice, patemalism and misconceptions (saba and Lasker,
1996:6).

Saba and Lasker (1996: 5) maintain that the above is most likely to o@ur amongst
individuals who lack self-awareness. ln terms of myself, while I do believe I have some

level of self-awareness, I would like to say that I am cautioned in my perceptions and

the statements I make about the students are tentatively made.

Understanding the students in this particular way, nevertheless raised a key question

for me. What kind of cuniculum is most appropriate to nurture and facilitate emotional

empowerment, a heatthy sense of self in students and an ability to relate in a healthy

and constructive way towards others?

While pondering this question, I @an to look towards the college management as one

way of addressing the problem.

6.3.4 Role of management

I began to believe that management needed to deal with the students difierently from

the way they had been. By writing a letter to three members of senior management, I

hoped to persuade them to re-think their ways of dealing with the students and

therebre change their own approach towards them (the students). ln my letter, lwrote:

... in an attempt to instil dernocntic pinciples (in plae of an authoritaian
top down' approach) one runs the isk of allowing the pendulum to *ring
to the oppsite extrcme .... lnstilling a cufture of democncy dcrus not, I
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believe, prcclude careful guidane and the establishment of limits by the
leaderc - on the mntrary... (07/08/95)

From my observations of what was taking place with our students, it Elt as if, during the

timetable and other deliberations, they were not being adequately taught about
negotiation, nor were they being sufficiently guided in terms of the appropriateness of
their demands. ln my letter, I tried to convey this concem:

.. ttlhat I mean by setting limits is nof fo sfop nqotiation and debate, but
rcther to provide options, to help the studenfs understand the true
meaning of amprcmise and to help them leam through expeiencing the
consquences of their aclions ...

My sentiments are genenlones, but lwoutd like to make one point about
the timetable. By even ansideing going back on the agreement that we
made with the sfudenfg we are teaching them that honouring an
agretement is not impoftant, that mmpromise rs on+srded, that planning
and foresight is unnwssay, and that academic excellene is not for
sfudenfs at Good Hope coilege. Are these really the vatues and the
leamings we want for our students? (07/08/gS).

The importance of establishing limits is supported by Friedlander (1993: 13) who

suggests that

Children and adolescents exposed to a great deal of violence urgenfly
need clear rules, high expectations, stable routines ... and a loving
firmness that combines definite boundaries with unambiguous assurance
of personal attachment... Discipline ... consists of upholding eryectations
ficr a code of decent conduct that does not get lost in petty struggles over
authority.

While our students are neither children, nor adolescents, I still believe that we have

something to leam from the sentiments expressed here.
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6.3.5 Role of staff

ln the events that bllorcd, nothing cfranged. But by the time another (relatecl) incident
took place, in February 1996, my understianding of the college situation in terms of
pattems and dynamics had slighily shifted.

Reflecting on wlTat had happened over the year since the beginning of 1995 to
February 1996, I began to realise that it is not management alone wfro were solely
responsible; but rather vve were all collectively responsible - staff and management
together - br guiding our students. According to a colleague: 'M/e're fiar too lax -
students just get away with anything - we allow them to get away with it" (lnterview,
13/11/96). The realisation that we, the staff, were fiailing our students in terms of
helping them to develop responsibilrty, by allo,ving them to believe that they could
dictate the terms, was both distressing and liberating at the same time.

The issue around which this second incident took place was, on the surfaoe, difhrent
fiiom the previous one. Looking deeper, horuever, it Elt exacfly the same.

Once again, the students (having leamed previously that they could decide on the
timetable) rrtrere debating the same thing - that they wanted the college day to end
earlier than the timetable alloryed br. This was being discussed in the hall amongst the

student body.

The discttssion was taking place during the allocated assembly period, but five minutes

before the next class u,las due to begin, all Heads of Department (HOD), which included

myself, vtere called to meet in firont of the hall. Assembling together, u/e u€re told by

the redor that the students were demanding to see the HOD's to discgss the matter at
hand. Some of us Elt that wtrib we \ rere willing to meet with the students, we vrrere not

willing to disarss the matter then. Classes wene rqsuming within five minutes, and the

students had agreed previously (afier severat attempts) that they r,rould not use class
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time to hold meetings. t felt then, and said as much, that by agreeing to enter into
discussions at that particular time, we were: one, @nveying to the students that it was
aceptable to hold general meetings during class time; two, that agreements made
together need not be adhered to; and three, that whatever the students demanded, the
staff were prepared to accede to (in this case coming to meet with the students on
demand).

We allwent into the hall, a fuw of us, unwillingly. Once we were in the halt, some of the
students started to become aggressive and abusive, at which point a colleague and I

walked out of the hall, angercd and deeply upset. The rest of the stiaff members
remained.

Thinking about the incident, I realise that I no longer was appealing solely to the
leadership of the college to do something about giving in to the students. Now, I was
appealing to my colleagues br us, together, to do something about it.

Reflecting on my oryn actions and feelings that day, I came to realise that if I felt so
strongly about the matter, perhaps I should not have gone into the hall, even if it meant
I was the only one taking this stand. At the time, however, I was still trying to convince
people to do what I believed should be done - that is, not to engage in discussion with
the students at that particular time. Without realising it at the time, then, by going along
with the group, I was inadvertenUy supporting the very principle t stood against. But,
walking ottt of the hall that day was indeed a step clqser to putting my beliefs into
practice.

Yet again, I bund myself writing to the restor and vie-rector. \^/ttile I had come to
realise that we were collectively responsible ficr our students' actions, it is clear, from
what ficllorvs, that I was stilltrying to drive, to management, a particular message.
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we are enteing our tenth year of exisfenoe and I do not see us
moving any clo*rto developing what we hear so much about fhese days
- a cufture of leaming ...

It is no supnse that principals speak of Good Hope college prducts
d_ispragingly and that many staff members agree that our students have
little idea on how to provide quattty baming opportunities for the pupils
they teach. lf is only sad and unfortunate ... (22t)2lg6).

Looking at both the content of the letter as well as its tone in comparison to the tefter of
August 1995, it is evident that my appeals to management u€re no longer so desperate

and urgent. lt would seem that, most of atl, I simply wanted to convey my fuelings. (As

it happens, I never gave this letter to the two people for whom it was intended, perhaps

because by now, I had little hope that the letter was going to change anything.)

6.3.6 My role

On Friday 12 April 1996, just ttto months after this partiorlar incident, students called a

mass meeting to debate a matter relating to finance. The meeting was called during

dass time, once again, at 12h30, which meant the last two

teaching periods would fallaway.

At a meeting wtricfr was called to discuss the problem of students having unplanned

meetings during tuition time, stiaff agreed (after mucfi debate) to make up the time

during the blloring ueek. l, horever, had a diftrent idea.

ln my third and final letter to the rector and vice-rcctor I wrote:

(1) why do you think the students antinue to defy (if one an u* this
vrord) a all - plea - request (whatever one wants to eil it) trom
the staff and management about not holding meetings duing
c/ass time? What are w, allectively as staff and
management, doing wrong?
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(2) Does it not bother you that the studenfg particutarty 3rd years (not
all obviously, but enough to be influentiat), after ail tiis time at
GHc, still do not unde*and what it means to crlnstlt, negotiate
and be awuntable? And are nowhere nearcr to being adift and
responsible in their behaviour? And as an eduationat teacher
truining institution, drc we not failing in our duty towards fhe
sfudenfs, if they have not yet, by their third year, leamed the*
things? (16/04/96).

\A/hile I was no longer asking management to take control, it is dear from the above
that I wanted to knor where they stood in terms of the kind of education rrte ofier GHC

students. Their oryn educational philosophies, goals br our students, and overall vision

brthe college were completely unkno,vn to me.

The last part of this partiorlar letter shors a further shift in my position from going along

with decisions taken by the staff as a whole despite disagreeing with these decisions, to
going against staff decisions on the basis of what I believed to be the right thing to do.

-.. Regarding the Fiday incident, t did not support the decision taken by
the staff - ie. to simply make up the time and forget about the prcbtem -
and I have therefore decided not to go along with it. I believe it was
short-sightd and it was not making the best of a ptentially pwerful
leaming oppoftunity for our sfudenfs. t have decided not to go to my
c/ass, but instead would write a letter to the sfudenfs I was due to take,
explaining my absene. I have enclosed it here for your interest
(16/04/96) (fior letter to students, rebr to Appendix E).

According to Pring (19M: g4) there are many instiances in schools where

questionable behaviour of pupils [becomes] not an interErence with the
cuniculum but a focus of the cumculum itself - an opportunity within the
right schml and dassrmm atmosphere, to bster the personal and social
growth of the dass as a whole.
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But, says Pring (1984: 9rl), "success in this requires a particular kind of relationship

between teacher and pupil, and a particular approach to leaming".

ln terms of GHC, it seemed that the staff, as a whole, did not regard the various
incidents that had taken place throughout the year as a part of the cuniculum, let alone
use of the students' questionable behaviour to fuster their personal and social gro6h.

one particular colleague felt differenily. He expressed it this way

when the fire fizzles out and the conflici is over, nothing gets done. The
hostage issue - I dont think it's being deatt with - studentj are involvd in
[holding the staff]hostage one day and the next day he,s sitting in the
c/ass smiling at me. At the 'ordinary times'that's wien we should have
a)urses for students to refl*t on what's happened and to took at how we
@n prcvent that from happening again (lntervianv: Og/11/96).

6.3.7 Our relationship - students and myself

What happened with the class after they had received my letter and after a short but

open discussion about it was something I found interesting and unereected. This
particular class had not, initially, made any special impression on me. After the letter

incident, however, there appeared to be some change. Not only did the students

appear to make a special effort to anive promptly for class, but what struck me even

more was their responsiveness and willingness to engage in discussion, particularly

during the last period of the day wtren students are usually exhausted.

Altogether, something had changed - it hlt as if there was a real openness between the

class and myself. I had, for the first time, been truly honest with my students about how

I had been beling.

ln his analysis of those qualities $/hich facilitate leaming, Rogers (1979: 106) describes

the importance of realness or genuineness saying:
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I have, as far back as I can remember, been aware of Roge/s (1g7g) notion of
genuineness and the importance of it in terms of effective teaching. Moreover, I had
believed that I was able to be genuine in my interactions with my students. Wrile in
some respects I may have been able to be genuine, this particular incident enabled me
to see that when it came to confrontation and expression of dissatishction, I not only
did was unable to be real, but was not even aware of this inability.

lnterestingly' a comment made by one of my students in a questionnaire I gave to them,
was to

when the facilitator is a real person, being wfrat he (sic) is, entering into a
relationship with the leamer without repreienting a fronior a facade, he is
much.more likely to be eftctive. This means tnlt ffre feelings vntricn ne is
experiencing are avaitable to him, available to his ar,vareness, that he is
able to live these belings, be them, and able to communicate them if
appropriate.

stop writing /effers. tt is better to face the studenfs eyen if you c/oss.
They will understand and exprain to you what was the probtem. t think
that is what Democracy is about ana c. Rogers meani about Empathy
(Fieldnotes: October, 1 996).

Besides the fact that this student had confused Rogers' notion of genuineness with that
of empathy, the point she was making was an important one, and has helped me gain
further insight into my own behaviour. Because letter writing was llar less
confrontational than 'f;acing the students', it was sabr and easier for me to oonvey my
thoughts coherently and rationally, undisturbed by challenge, disagreement or
interjection of any kind. Perhaps, too, it was for this same reason that I rcsorted to
letter writing to the rector and vice.rector.
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6.3.8 No feedom - no choice

One of the things that struck me most during the discussion I had with my students was
their ftelings that they had to go to meetings if they were called. For them, there
seemed to be no cltoice, despite their Eelings of anxiety about missing their classes.
The key issue for me, though, was that in spite of some students' dissatisfaction with
the timing of these meetings, they seemed to believe that there was nothing they cogld
do about it.

lnitially, I bund myself talking to the students about being frree to make their olrm
decisions. Thinking more about the situation, horrever, I came to believe that their
belings of bar and disempo^€rment might be very deepseated. How easy it rrras to
talk about having the courage and doing what one believes is the right thing to do!
Putting that into pradice was another matter altogether. lt was, perhaps my o^/n
experience - my orn inability to do this very thing t was expeciing my students to do -
that helped me to understand what it could be like brthem.

Trying to make sense of these dfficulties, seemed more than anything, to point torards
a de-valuing of and lack of trust and confidence in onesetf - that is, the inability to
honour one's own Eelings, the deeply held belief that others knory better, the possible

lack of awareness that one even has Eelings diftrent frrom those'in charge,, and (even

if one does knorv) being tm aftaid to act on one's belings. Having said this, horever, !

should like to say that mobitising collectively has always been a porcrful political

strategy in this country, and so these apparent inabilities that I have highlighted may

vrell also be linked to the notion of collective action and the belief that'unity is shength'.

6.4 Mv own develooment

ln quoting aspects of the three letters written to the rector and vie rector - regarding

the establishment of limits, the culture of leaming prevailing at GHC, our o^,n failings as

a teacher education institution, and finally my orvn actions - I tried to hlghlight some of
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the issues that concemed me with regard to the general leaming environment at GHC.
ln so doing, I have revealed a shift in my orvn position, from holding others (the college
management) responsible for the situation, to believing we, as staff, were collectively
responsible, and so to finally assuming some element of personal responsibility.

Through this shift ! have come to understand that as long as we attribute responsibility

to those outside ourselves, we shall keep depending on others to take charge. Once
we are able to accept that we are all rol+players and hence all contribute to the
situation, we become more empowered to assume a sense of oamership and thereficre

more able to participate actively in the cfrange prooess.

6.5 Emotionaland SocialEducation as neolected areas in the curriculum

ln this Chapter I have bcused, at length, on the general leaming environment at our

college, trying to highlight what I perceived to be serious problems regarding the kind of
social and emotional lessons our students were leaming, and to show my endeavours

to address some of the problems. I focused on this situation for two main reasons:

first, to contextualise my argument for ESE br student teacfrers; and secondly, to
provide background for the actions I took in my classroom to address my @ncems,

which I shalldiscuss in the next Chapter.

ReEning to the situation regarding the students'teaching practice, as described in the

previous Chapter, it can be seen that that situation and the one I have discussed here

in this Chapter clearly relate to each other: the apparent inability on the part of the

students to understand the emotional needs of the children they rrnere teacfring and to

relate constructively and empathically towards them (evident in the previous situation),

and the apparent lack of responsibility, skill in negotiation, confidence to stand up br
what they believe, and the need ficr assertiveness (evident in this situation) raould seem

to point to the level of emotional and social competence within the students' onrn

personal development. ln this regard, chikane (1997, fiom Feinberg) said:
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The children of south Africa, particularly black children, are denied their
right to be children. children in our country are violenfly forced by the
conditions in the country to be adults before their time. ihey are forced
to make choices which they wourd not make at their age. They are made
to fight battles they should not be fighting as children.

Chikane's words would suggest that these children have been deprived of those
conditions necessary for healthy development. For a child to be denied the right to be a
child implies growing up without some of the basic emotional needs having been met.
The students of GHC were young children in the 70's, most of them still in primary
school during the early 80's - two decades which witnessed severe political repression,
violence and brutality. Such unresolved needs are likely not to disappear, but rather
play themselves out, seeking to be met, right throughout life.

ln terms of the cuniculum at the college, I have tried to show, not only that the ethos
and general culture of an institution forms part of a curriculum, but that a cuniculum is

something dynamic, ever-changing and directly influenced by the personalities involved
with it - the teachers and the leamers.

More specilically, from what I have described in this Chapter as well as the previous
one, I have attempted to highlight the kind of lessons we seemed to have succeeded in
teaching our students and those lessons which we failed to teach. Those lessons our
students did seem to leam were: if you shout loud enough, you will eventually get what
you want; agreements need not be honoured; negotiation and compromise means
digging your heels in and making demands; planning is not necessary; and academic
excellence is not a priority.

Those lessons we seem not to have taught our students were: a sufficient
understanding of the teaching-leaming situation; how to teach effectively and how to
relate constructively to children; how to resolve conflict; how to make informed choices
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and how to prioritise issues; a sense of self and the courage to stand up for what one
believes.

All in all, as a teacher education institution, it would seem as if we failed to develop and
foster those human values, qualities, skills and understanding - the emotional and
social competencies - so vital and necessary for SA primary school teachers of the
future.

ln the next Chapter I shall attempt to show how I tried to address this apparent lack of
emotional and social competence on the part of our students, within my classroom
situation.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

DEVELOPING EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL COMPETENCE
IN THE CLASSROOM

The greatest revorutions start with individuars, and this teaching
revolution must start with individual teachers in their ovyn classrooms who
are attempting to make sense of their own practice.

(McNiff, 1988: 53)

7.1 lntroduction

ln the previous Chapter t looked at some aspects of the emotional and social
dimensions of life within GHC as a whole. My aim, there, was to illustrate a cuniculum
in operation, where I tried to shor hor attitudes and behaviour pattems are leamed
through unspoken 'messages'that are, often very unconsciously, transmitted.

On a more personal level, I also tried to show my own development. I did so by
showing how I grappled with issues which were in direct conllict with my deepest
convictions and educational philosophy, and through my attempts to address wtrat was,
for me, a highly proUematic situation. Reflecting on my actions during 1g95 and 1996,
it is quite clear that each step I took enabled me to shift a litle turther in my
understanding of the situation in general and of my owr'r role in particular, both in terms
of contributing toaards the problem and in addressing it.

Having discussed my interventions at a macro level, I shall, in this Chapter, describe
horv I tried to address the 'problem' within my classroom, ficcusing dosely on a
particular @urse I was teaching.
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7.2 Toyuards the overt cuniculum

The question I was faced with in response to the various incidents of 1996 at the

college was hor I could begin to address the problem of emotional and social

competence with my students in my classroom.

\Mile pondering over the question, I was faced at the same time with another question.

For the second semester of 1996, I was due to teach a module on Leaming Theories
(LT) to third year students - LT being one of bur modules that made up the subject
'Education'.

At this point, I should like to go back in time, to give some background to the subject

Education and the actions I eventually took to address the issue of emotional and social

competence within the context of the presoibed syllabus.

7.2.1 Background to the problem: an overview of the subject 'Education'

ln 1992, while lwas teaching diftrent JP didactics @urses, the Education department

(solely responsible for teaching Education) was looking for a staff member to help out

with the first year students.

The Education department uas a separate department, consisting of six full-time staff

members, including the HOD. This particular subject was a combination, broadly

speaking, of Psychology, Sociology, Philosophy, History and Didadics theory. lt uas

one of the 'majo/ academic subjects and therebre had more hours devoted to it than

most of the other subjects.

By invigilating br tests and exams, I had become a\i,are of the content of the subject

and had a strong sense, based on the style of the test and exam papers, of the type of

methodology that was probably being used to teach it (see Appendix F for sample of
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exam questions)' Although I became increasingly disturbed by wtrat I was seeing, t

tried, initially, to convince myself that, as I was not even teaching in the Education
department, it was none of my business. My endeavours to convince mysetf, hgtr€ver,
poved unsuccessful. Education encapsulated the theoretical aspects of teaching,
leaming and education as a whole, and in this way was direcfly linked to everything else
the students did in their entire @urse. tt was not difficult, hence, to convince myself
that the subjeci Education was, indeed, my business and every other staff member,s as
well

Coming to leam that the students bared and dreaded the subject more than any other,
and since I had been so critical of and concemed about the Education course the
students were re@iving, t offered to teach those first year classes.

7'2'1-1 Fundamentar pedagogics: a first hand erperience

lnitially, I bund the situation delicate and difficult to handle. Not only was t an ,outsider,

and newcomer to the very established Education department, but I fuund myself having
to share the fist year classes with a colleague wfro seemed to be at the opposite end of
the ideological spectrum to myself. Furthermore, t found the textbook that was handed
to me to use with the students, highly problematic in terms of content, style and
language' The content was deeply rooted in Fundamental pedagogics (Fp) thinking;
the style of the book was wordy, 'user unfiiendly' and authoritative; and the language
difiicult, particularly for second language speakers. students, too, appeared to have
had problems. ln a questionnaire that I gave to students about this textbook, 45 out of
66 students said that they ficund the book difficult to understancl (Silbert, 19g7).

My direct exposure to the textbooks used in Education, as rrrell as to the personalities
and thinking of most of the stafi members teactring the subject, was perhaps my first
direct experience with FP in praciice. A comment by the Head of Department br
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Education captures well the kind of thinking that prevailed by those teacfring the subiect
at the time: "lf we teach for insight, none of the students will pass,, (Fieldnotes, lggg).

The phenomenon of FP, rooted in christian National Education (cNE), was a doctrine
central to the ideology of the Nationalist govemment. ln 1g4g the lnstitute br cNE
published their policy document, its preamble stating: "we want no mixing of cnttures,
no mixing of rerigions, and no mixing of races" (Reeves, 1gg4; van den Berg, 1gg3).
FP emerged within this context. As a philosophy, Fp seeks to understand the
phenornenon of education by extracting its 'essences' and by treating educational
theory as a science, thereby establishing universally valid (and hence value ftee)
knowledge about education (Flanagan , 1992; van den Berg, 1gg3). ln other raords, Fp
sought to deny human values and context as central to the construction of educational
theory. According to the NEpl (1992a: 17) report on teacher education

Fundamental Pedagogics stiil dominates teacher education theory insouth Africa, and its-deLrilitating effects ,r" 
"r".ln"nere 

apparent ...Fundamental Pedagogics is intell6ctually harmful in that it neutralizes anddepoliticizes educational discourse, and does not prorio" students andteachers with the co..ncepts necessary to assess critiliry its (or rnv on"r)claims about education.

ln addition to being intellectually harmfut, the philosophy underlying Fp stresses
authority which reinforces an authoritarian and non-critical classroom culture (Flanagan,
1992; Hofineyr and Jaff, 1992; van den Elerg, 1gg3). As I indicated earlier, such a
culture tends to have a disempcnrering and, hence, dehumanising effect on the student.
ln this way, it is, I believe, emotionally harmful as well.
ln November 1994, colleges received a revised draft of the three-year Education
@urse' Stated as one of the objectives to the revised syilabus was the ficllowing:

... Ability to convey and clariff the point of vienry erpressed in thetetbook, by -. knonving, and reproducing essentiar fiacts', tandl. Mastery of a particutar poini of view-... tusing] the textbook and one
additional resource - the resource should relteciihe sarne pointoivienrr
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as the textbook (Draft amendments to the Education syilabus, DET,
19%: 2).

From the above, il is quite dear that while DET officials may have recognised the need

for some kind of change to their syllabi, their thinking was as rooted in FP as it had ever

been.

At the end of 1994, I had an experience vfiich brought home the devastating reality of
FP within teacher education colleges on a national scale. lt was, perhaps, the most

disturbing and powerfulexperience that I have had in my probssional lib.

As I had, since the beginning of 1994, norv been teaching Education to third year

students, I was accepted as a junior marker br the extemal Education examination of

that year. Each marker was assigned to mark one of the four modules which made up

the Education course - I was placed in the Philosophy section. And so, frrom g.00 am to

9.00 pm every day (excluding meal times), until I had reached my quota of 3000, I sat

marking Philosophy.

Up untilthat point I had some intellectual notion of FP, but had no real sense of hor all-

pervading, and therefore deeply damaging, its philosophy actually was.

After two days I had marked approximately 100 'Philosophy'questions, only to find that

not only was lfaced with almost identicalansu€rs fom students across the country, but

an enormous percentage of the answers made absolutely no sense. Clearly the

students had leamed the inbrmation ofi by heart ftom one of the turc prescribed text

books, and uere regugitating it as best as they could. \Mthin a brr days, I was so

staggered by the same kind of ansr,rrers that were conftonting me, over and over again,

that I bund myself recording some of them. I had no idea of wfrat I r,rould do with this

information, but because it uas such nonsense and so unbelievable, I felt ljust had to

do it. \Mat bllorc is a sampling of students'an$A,ers:
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(1) About the'view of rcality', aocording to Communism:

(ii)

'The fertilization can be either outside/inside but human berngs
can be created";
"Matter is the blind force in which plants and animals will change";

(2) The'view of reality', according to Pragmatism

(i) "Reality rs fhe value of childrcn because it nptivates behaviour,';
(ii) "Dixipline himself. Frcdom is limited"

(Fieldnotes, 1994) (see Appendix G ficr wider sample of answers)

On the whole, I bund mysetf caught between two diametrically opposing feelings: on

the one hand, I was amused by the strange answers that lay beficre me; on the other

hand, I felt a deep sense of despair. Apart ftom having to confont meaningless

phrases again and again, lwas also thrown into a dilemma of having to credit students

br their answers that quile clearly did not indicate that any real leaming had taken

place. Many a time, students made stiatements trom the textbook u/hich they had

managed to reprodu@ a@urately, but wtrich reflected little personal understanding or

interpretation. Or wtrat I ficund was that they would merely dump words or tfacts'that

had some link to the question at hand, and it was simply making this de-contextualised

link that wananted, according to the moderator, giving the student credit. Moreover, I

bund myself having to give students marks for making statements that were fitting with

FP thinking, simply because they were aocurately reproducing the vrord of the textbook.

The question that emerged so dearly then, was: given the cunent situation, what

should our responsibility be torards our students? To help them to pass? Or to
provide a meaningful and real education? \Mthin the system as it was, it seemed an

either-or situation. Passing 'Education' (u/hich enabled students to obtain their teacfre/s

diploma) and being educated felt absolutely ineconcilable.

(i)
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one partiarlar college's results worth mentioning, had a g7o/o pass r:ate. I wondered

what kind of feling this uould evoke by those lecturers concemed - one of pride? Or

one of shame?

According to the National Teacher Education Audit on cotteges (Jaff and Rioe et al,

1996), institutions tend to measure their guality in terms of their student pass rate,

rather than the standard of the @urses and examinations (SADTU Nar6, @ober,
1996). Digesting what was going on at a national level in the name of 'education'was

an excruciatingly difficult thing to do.

Apart from the students themselves being disempowered by the system, the lesson that

they were going away with, which would presumably be passed onto their orrm pupils,

was that learning has to do with memorising meaningless bits of inbrmation. One's

ability to reproduce accutzltely is what counts and which will ultimately determine hor
successful one will be.

7.2.2 My orn pr:actice

Throughout 1995, lwas conscious of the tension that existed betrrteen the responsibility

I felt torards the cfrildren our students would eventually be teaching, and torards the

students themselves, in helping them to pass their exams. Because of the nature of the

Education @urse - its heavily-toaded syllabus, v'rordy and inaccessibly written text book

(see Appendix H) and extemal e:<am system - I bund that I could not reconcile, to my

satisfaction, what Elt like two opposing goals.

The very least my proEssional conscience would bear unas br me to do whatever I

could in order to help the students understand the content and help them to make

connections between theory and the pnactical dassrmm situation. That I \fias so

opposed to much of the content laid out in the syllabus, to both of the prescribed

textbooks, as well as to the idea of using just one or trrvo books, was hardly in question.
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Apart from having had discussions with the extemal examiner during the marking
session of '94, and from having written a detailed response to the Director General,s
request br responses to the Revised Syllabus br Education (also in 19g4), there was
little I felt I could do about the content that had to be covered and the books to be used.
The students would still have to write the extemal exam.

My humble intentions - to help the students make sense of the infurmation in the
syllabus and to help bridge the gap between theory and practice - proved, in itself, to be
an extremely difficult task and was filled with dilemmas and contradictions of my owl
educational philosophy. I found it virtually impossible to accommodate the details of the
syllabus while, at the same time, getting beyond the details to a point of general
understanding and to a stage where the theory had a sense of practical applicability.
Doing this needed time - time for the students to engage with and process the
information - a luxury v/hich we just did not have. Because of the content load, and
because the exam questions (those within reach of the average student) tended to
focus on basic recall of information, I found myself resorting to a tmnsmission mode of
teaching, spending more time discussing and explaining details, than on exploring
practical applications. Doing so was demoralising, to say the least.

And then, torvards the end of 1995, we received nsnxs that was to have far-reaching
implications. From the ficllowing year (as we should not be falling under the DET) our
students would no longer be subjeded to writing DET external exams.

Because our third year students still fell under the old DET structure, horever, with
@urses validated by Vista University, we were informed that we could not tamper with
the present course structure, nor change the syllabi. ln other vrords, we should be
setting our olvn exams (extemally moderated by a university of our choice) but based
on the content prescribed by the DET.
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7.2.2.1 Leaming Theories - a personal approach

And so, in July of 1996, I found myself (as befure) faced with the task of preparation for
a @urse on Leaming Theories (LT) fior third par students. As this would be the third
year I was to be teactring LT according to the DET syllabus, I was quite familiar with
what I should be doing. This time, horyrever, it was diffierent. Knoring, now, that there
was some element of flexibility allowed me to look at the syllabus from a different
perspective' and in doing so, I knew I just could not teach the course as it stood. I

could not bring mysetf, any longer, to do something so @ntrary to what ! believed in.

The syllabus, as laid out by the DET, prescribed seven diftrent scfrools of leaming
theories, comprising seventeen different theorists (see Appendix l). We had two hours
per week, over approximately ten neeks, to @ver the lot. The extemal examiner
presumably realised it an impossible task, and so for the 1995 examination gave us
some choice' So, it C€lme dorn to a computsory bur schools of leaming theories,
wftich still meant a great number of leaming theorists - about eleven in all. To make
matters worse, severalof these theorists were dearly so unknonm (or unacknordedged
- for example' C.F van Paneren and M.J Langeveld), that inbrmation about them was
noryhere to be bund besides the official presoibed text book.

And so nor' with only eight teaching weeks for tr,ro hours per urcek to complete the
entire course, I was faced with a question: To wtrat extent was I goirp to deviate friom
the requirements and hor I was going to approach the course? I knew that even if I

dropped one or tvro theorists or did not teacfr the theory in the detail that was previously
required, there was still so much content to cover that the only way I would get through
the uork was to lecture to the students transmission style, which was, br me, highly
objectionable. I had always been opposed to the lecture method of teaching students,
and now, somehow, it Elt an even bigger problem. Leciuring to student teachers was,
for me, problematic fur a number of reasons. I believe this raay of teaching, as the
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norm, is both intellectually and emotionally disemporering ficr sfudents. postman and
Weingartner (1969: 43) argue that

telling, when used as a basic teaching strategy, deprives students of theexcitement of doing their o,vn finding ind of t[6 opportunity for increising
their porers as leamers.

As this method implies passivity on the part of the students, it also denies them the
opportunity to engage actively with knowledge and create their own meaning;
furthermore, as the lecturer assumes an authoritative role, it encourages dependency
on the part of the students, denying them the opportunity to believe that they indeed are
creators of knowledge and co-produoers of reality.

Since I should now be setting the exam, it seemed, then, only right that I should have at
least some control over the way I would be teaching.

(i) My aims

Given the above problems, I tried to work out a different approach to teaching this
module and while doing so found myself thinking about something that I had never
thought about befrcre. Up until then, although I was critical of the way the DET
approached the LT module, I had never bothered to question the vatue of student
teachers studying LT in the first place. lt was a given - I simply took it for gr:anted.
Reflecting on this matter, it would seem to be a perbct illustration of how, in the face of
'authority'(the DET in this case) one tends, unconsciously, to fall into an uncritical mode
of acceptance.

Nor, for the first time I had the spa@, not only to think seriously about the purpose of
teaching LT to student teachers, but also to carefully analyse why I had found the DET
LT course so problematic.
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I came to realise that the most serious problems I had with the Education @urse as a
whole, were the disempowering and alienating effects I believed it was having on the
students, and the fact that it appeared to be meaningless and useless. lt caused the
students tremendous anxiety which, I betieve, could only serve to undermine their
confidence, particularly if the @urse was not made accessible to a point of personal
meaning' I had been aware, ever since I could remember, that the students were afiaid
of Education. This was confirmed in a questionnaire that t gave to my students in 1996.
Out of 86 third year JP students, 63 (73o/o) said that they blt wonied about the subject
bebre they began their third year @urse (Questionnaire, October, 19g6) (see Appendix
J)' ns almost all of the students lwas teaching had come through a DET schooling, the
subject Education could onty have served to reinficrce the destructive effects of the DET
system' lt was at this level that I fult the need to intervene. I wanted, more than
anything, simply to ensure that the students had a positive and constructive leaming
experiencei anything else was secondary. Removing (or at least reducing) the anxiety
that the students might have been experiencing, was an important first step br me.
Goleman (1995: 78) highlights anxiety as a problematic element in leaming, saying that:

The eXent to which emotional upsets can interbre with mential lib is no
news to teachers. students who are anxious, angry, or depressed don'tleal worry is the nub of anxiety's damag-ing eftct on mentar
performance of all kind ... Anxiety undermines tnelnt6lect.

What lwanted was to provide a situation where the students would experience belings
of success and enjoyment - moreover, where they would feel nurtured, affirmed and
validated, both as leamers and as people.

ln order br it to happen, there were sever:al things I blt I needed to do. First, I wanted
to ensure that students were to be the focus, nather than me. This would be necessary
fur several reasons: to develop (or reinforce) the belief that they were important
participants in the leaming situation; that knowledge and meaning lay within
themselves; and simply because being actively involved in leaming makes the leaming
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experience allthe more pleasurable. Oveniding the above Gasons was my intention to
demystif, the subject Education, to make theory accessible and enjoyable, and to make
theorising an intrinsic part of the students' lives and identities (both as prospective and
as practising teachers).

Secondly, and relating to the point above, t Elt that I needed to en@urage the students
to talk as much as possible - amongst themselves, and to the whole class and myself. I

uanted them to talk amongst themselves, as I not only believed that the sharing of
thoughts and ideas was an important social experience, but I also kneny that doing so
gave the students the opportunity to clariff uncertainties they might have had. My
reasons br wanting the students to talk to the class and myself were: one, be€ause
English is the students' second language, I blt that talking in ftont of the wfrole class
(hence the ctrance to practise using English) was another way for them to develop
confidence in themselves; t\,\ro, it could serve as a ufiay to help undo the notion of the
students' voices not being valued or aocapted as legitimate (Nieuwoudt and Mljoen,
1996: 14)' Thirdly, related to the previous point, it would provide opportunity ficr me to
respond on an individual basis, in a nurturing, accepting and affrming u/ay; and lasily, it
urould help me to understand the students, as

listening to student:'r9igs helps us to knor students' prior knowledge of
the subject-matter, induding any misinbrmation or the iack of inbrmition
that should suggest future instructional strategies (Nieuwoudt and Mljoen,
19961 14).

My third aim was to help to make the content of the rrtork bd accessible, ufreleby it
uould "revealthe [studentJ to himself (sic) and connect him with himself' (Daniels, et al,
1995: 35). I saw this as important in its qnm right, but I also btt at to be another
opportunity to counteract past experiences in wtricfr much of the students' leaming was
devoid of relevance and personal meaning. Relevance and personal meaning did not
seem to have been a priority fur the students at school, a matter exacerbated by the
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fact that mid-way through primary schoot, they suddenly had to swtch over from
mother-tongue to leaming through a difierent language medium - the medium of
English.

Rogers (1979: 4) describes meaningless leaming as 'futile' - that u/hich "involves the
mind only" and which takes place "from the neck up". lt does not, he says "involve

feelings or personal meanings; it has no relevance ficr the wtrole person" (Rogers,

1979: 4). This type of leaming he contrasts with 'significant' or'experiential leaming'
trvhich "has a quality of personal involvement - the wfrole person in both his (sic) belings
and cognitive aspects being in the leaming event" (Rogers, 1979: 5). Apart from

anything else, I believed that personal meaning could help to strengthen the students'

emotionalself.

All in all, creating this kind of leaming environment served a twoficld purpose: one, t

blt it important for the students, as prospective teachers, to feel nurtured in themselves;

and two, I believed it urculd help to sensitise the students to a particular approach to

teaching and hence help them to internatise ways of being with their own pupils in the

future. This view is consistent with Bandura's (1963) social leaming theory (Kno^rles,

1990: 94) as well as with the view of van den Berg (1993: 27) who states that "as much

as possible of the work prospective teachers do should bllow prooesses we fud uould

be appropriate for them to use in their classroom".

ln terms of the rationale br giving student teaclrers a @urse on LT in the first plaoe, I

felt that unless it was going to help them understand the information and "transform it

into their o,m personal knowledge' (Killen, 1996: 5), engage with their own issues

around leaming, and ultimately make a difference to their thinking about leaming and

teaching, it ttrould serve liftle purpose. As a student herself wrote (as part of an

assignment \^rhich bcused on 'good and bad aspects'of lecturers the students had had

at college): "/f ts nof neessary for the lecturer to huny on finishing the syllabus while

therc is nothing gained by the sfudenfC' (Fieldnotes, @ober, 1996).
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To do u/hat I wanted to, in the short time that we had, I knerr that I was going to have to
make drastic changes to the presoibed LT course.

(ii) Tuo broad categories

The approach to teaching I eventually adopted seemed (in terms of the content) to be in
line, mor+or-less, with what appeared in the literature which looked at LT within two
broad categories: the behaviourist perspective and the cognitive Ferspective.

Grouping the various theories in this way seemed to make sense, particularly in
comparison with the technical and ftagmented manner presoibed by the DET. I was,
horever, bothered by using only the two names, 'behaviourist' and '@gnitive', because
lcould not see where the humanistic approactr to leaming fitted in. twas determined to
include the humanistic school, as its philosophy is perhaps closest to my cnrn and I

believed its messages were essential br teachers. Most of the books which included

the humanistic school did so as part of the cognitive approach, but while I could, to
some extent, understand the rationale for doing so, I was not happy with it. I felt that as
the cognitive aspects of leaming had atways been given more status than the affective,
simply incorpor:ating the humanistic school into the cognitive scfroolrrtould only reinbrce
that idea.

More than anything, the humanistic school gave special value to the role of feelings in

leaming, and placed particular emphasrs on the leaming environment, the relationship

between teacher and leamer, and interpersonal oommunication. lt was these very

things that I was trying to emphasise in my oml teactring.

My reasons br induding a section on behaviourism was threefuld: first of all, because

so muctt of SA schooling and educational thinking has been rmted in this tradition, I Elt
it important br the students to be aware of its underlying philosophy and principles of
leaming. Such an awareness would, I hoped, enable them to be more conscious of
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their teaching styles in the future; secondly, bllowing on from the first point, I bp that
the behaviourist perspective could serve as a frame of reference for the other
perspectives whictr could help to clariff the fundamental differences between
behaviourist thinking and other approaches, thereby enabling the students to see the
problems with behaviourism and its underlying philosophy, thirdly, I blt that including
this sec;tion raould give an opportunity to fccus on the issue of punishment, particularly
corporal punishment - an issue that did not seem to be given nearly the kind of attention
I believed it needed, if there was to be any hope of ridding the schmls of it.

The reason wtry I wanted to include the cognitive perspective was so that the students
would really understand the concepts 'discovery leaming', 'meaningful leaming,,
'interactive leaming' and the reasons wtry they were being encourzrged to use these
approaches with their pupils at school. Furthermore, I wanted to help the students to
understand the cognitive definition of leaming, my intention being to shake up what I

had come to believe to be @mmon assumptions of leaming amongst the students, and
in so doing, help to equip them to adopt a different teacfring mode fiom wtrat they had
been used to in their orvn schooling. lt seemed, from my experience, that the students
tended to equate leaming with remembering, as long as the answerwas conect.

And so I had to find a way of bringing together the three difbrent leaming perspectives
that uould make coherent sense, while not undermining the humanistic school by
lumping it together with the cognitive, despite their being 'allies', so to speak, in their
opposition to behaviourism. The way I chose to resolve the matter was to use the
terms 'outside-in'and 'inside{ut'as two broad categories. I had @me across these
terms and liked them, not only because they could comficrtably incorporate the diftrent
perspectives on leaming, but particularly because, in their simplicity, they seemed to
capturc the very essence of the two main leaming ,camps,.
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7.2.2.2 Doubts and ditemmas

ln thinking about the three approactres to leaming that I was intending to focus on, I

was soon faced with several doubts. one was that I had not made allowances br two
other perspectives whictr I believed also to be very important br student teachers,
these being theories relating to social and.moral leaming. I knew, horrever, that to
avoid meaninglessly skimming through a wtrole host of theories as was done in the
past, certain cfroices had to be made, and so, uncomficrtably, retained the behaviourist,
cognitive and humanistic approaches.

My second initial doubt related to my approaching the whole course from a westem
perspective and nefening to theorists primarily ftom America and Europe. Given the
context in which I was uorking, I blt this to be slighily problematic. Much of the
available literature, horever, focused on traditional leaming theorists and t did bg that
many of the principles underlying their particular theones are universally applicable.

I have described, so f;ar, the first phase of the action researcfr cycle. Having identified a
particular problem - the lack of emotional and social competence in students and an
inappropriate and inelevant @urse on LT - my plan was to teach LT in a way that I tr"lt
would be more meaningful and relevant to our students than I had perceived the @urse
to have been in the past. At the same time, t was aftempting to provide an envircnment
that would enhance my students' emotional and social devetopment.

! shall now discuss the next phase in the action research cycle, that being the
implementation of my plan. Apart ftom highlighting some genenat reflections to^rards
the end of this chapter, I should tike to point out that observations of and reflections
about my plactice and the way I attempted to address ESE brmed an integral and
ongoing part of the process in which I engaged.
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(i) Meaningful leaming while.reinficrcing 'bad' behaviour? Or experiential leaming
while reinforcing rot+leaming?

One of the first dilemmas I experienced, once I had begun teaching the course, related
to the disruptions ure had been experiencing throughout the year. The DET syllabus
presoibect far more content than what I had had in the revised @urse, and had the
students still been writing the extemal exam, they would have been in trouble. We
could not possibly have completed the work in the br ureeks left to us.

The question I now faced was to what extent should I condense the course in order to
accommodate stayaurays and mass meetings? First, t knerr that cramming in a short
@urse on LT could not possibly do this module justice; and anyray, I felt that having a
short course u/hich could be completed could serve to reinbrce the idea that holding
mass meetings during class time and organising stayaways was a@eptable. My
thinking behind this question was that by oompleting the work in dass, the students
uould not then experienoe one of the consequences of their actions - in this case, that
they would need to do much of the work on their own. Not giving a shortened @urse
could help the students to leam an important lif+lesson: that actions are a matter of
choice and every choice has a consequence. The consequence of the students,
actions, in this case, would be that they would need to do some of the work on their
o^rn.

\Mtile the latter option would seemingly be a preErable one in terms of leaming lp+
long lessons, the problem with this option is that muci of the work would require
disanssion (and quite often, erplanation) in orderbr it to be meaningful. Not discussing
the material could mean that the students uould simply leam the vtork off by heart in
order to pass the exam. This, too, would debat wtrat I was trying to do. ln other urords,
the dilemma for me was: engaging with tess content meaningfully wtrile reinforcing ,bad,

behaviour? Or leaming lib lessons through experiencing the consequence of the
choices one makes, but en@uraging meaningless rote leaming at the same time?
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Clearly I was experiencing a tension between two educauonal principles in wtrich I

strongly believed: meaningful leaming on the one hand and learning through
experiencing the consequences of one's actions, on the other hand.

Reflecting on this dilemma, I am aware of having made an assumption about the
students - that they needed me to help them to make sense of the materiat and that
they were incapable of doing it on their own. ln this way I was perhaps doing the very
opposite of wfrat lwas hoping to do - I was, it seemed (unconsciously) undermining the
students' capabilities and creating dependency. t was being presumptuous, but my
assumptions were based on past experiences, where the students appeared to have
tremendous difficulty with certain concepts (the difierence between positive and
negative reinfiorcement, or Piaget's concept of 'ac@mmodation', for example).
Reflecting on this issue further, however, has made me aware that what I could have
done was to pick out some of the concepts that past students have had difficulty with,
and spend time with those, while getting the students to rrtork on the rest on their cnrn.
Perhaps my re€lson for wanting to help the students to work through all the material in
class was a desire br a way of controlling the situation and the students, possibly
pointing to my oun deeper need for control.

(ii) Academic readings versus interactive materiars

The second major dilemma I was faced with related to the materials used br the
course' Because I had been so opposed to the two (almost identical) prescribed
textbooks, I had made a considerable effort, since the beginning of the year, to dr:aw on
as many other sour@s as I could find. During the lirst semester, for a course on
Philosophies of Education, I had compiled readings br the students with accompanying
uorksheets' What I found was that the readings required a tremendous amount of
explanation and deciphering. The students, on the whole, had difficulty with many basic
words, let alone with the rnore challenging concepts.
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Now, with the module on LT, I decided to experiment with vrorking in a sl(7hily difbrent
way' lnstead of compiling readings, I wrote my o^rn materials, based on the various
books I had been using' I did this br two reasons: one, as the aver:age (Arnerican or
British) academic book is not written with second language speakers in mind, I thought
that I could write in a simpler fiorm, thereby making the academic content more
accessible for the students. I think I was particularly sensitive (perhaps over so) to
academic writing as t, myselt (as an English speaker) have tended to find most
academic books alienating and generally not very accessible. Secondly, the style of the
aveft€e academic book tends to be didactical rather than interaciive, and because of
this, not particularly'user fiendly'. I Elt that writing inter-active materials could serve to
make the written word more interesting, as uell as keep the students interacting as
much as possible with wtratever was being presented to them. This was in line with my
orun teaching style.

The question that then emerged, however, was that by giving the students these
interactive materials, I was spoon-feeding them. I asked the students whether they felt
this to be the case, and every one of them responded "no", with one student very firmly
saying "nevef'(Questionnaire, October, 1996). I reatise norv that my question to the
students, apart from being a 'set-up'question, to some extent, was perhaps vague. tn
addition, because it did not refer, specifically, to the use of materials, it could have been
misconstrued.

A further question that was raised regarding materials related to afiective versus
cognitive, leaming and wtrich should come first. I wondered if it was not more important
for students to feel that they uere succeding with the language and the content and
that they were enjoying the informal and accessible way of prcsentation and interaclion;
afterwhicft the next step could be a more intellectually cfrallenging one, using more
brmal and academic material. Certainly, this uould be in line with my aims br my
students' I believed that readiness to tackle academic readings could be facilitated by
belings of motivation fiom the more acoessible material. tn other words, infurmal
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material @uld, I blt, serve to bridge the gap between the student (especially as a 2nd

language leamer) and academic writing. on the other hand, horever, raras it not

disemporering the students, as they would indeed be facing academic writing in their
{fiture lives, and was what I was doing really going to help them to deal with that?

ln my questionnaire to the students, given to them at the end of the LT course, I asked

them which type of presentation of materials they preEned: the compilations of
readings and worksheets I had given them ficr the Philosophy section of the 6gurse

(earlier in the year), or the hand- written interactive materials for the LT course. Of the

75 students that responded to the question, 39o/o (29) of them said they prefuned the

Philosophy materials and worksheets; 33o/o (2s) said they liked both; and 2go/o (21)

responded in fiavour of the LT materials (euestionnaire, october, 1996).

One of the reasons given ficr the Philosophy choice was that the materials were "mote

dtallengeable" (Questionnaire, October, 1996). Most of the students who gave

reasons for prefening the LT materials said that they had found them "clea/',

"straightforwa td " and "u ndetstandable". One student wrote:

Leaming theory wor*sheefs have many practicar exampres. we have to
@me up with our own examples. we were very active [n] this section.
We enjoyed rf (October, 1 996).

!n terms of my oryn thinking fior the future, I have come to see that wtrile ! still see the

value of easing students, so to speak, into academia - helping them bridge the informal

to the brmal, the accessible to the inaocessibte - perhaps the gap between them could

be nanoured. ln other words, I think wtrat would be most helpful and useful would be

having each approacfr (my simple style and the more academic style) presented

simultaneously, so that the students have both experienes at the same time. This

tt/ould mean, furthermore, not only giving students notes or readers, but encouraging

them to go into the library to do research br themselves.
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(iii) Leaming as product or leaming as process?

One of the ways of addressing some of the issues around the events of 1996
(described in the last Chapter) - or at least beginning to address them - was, I believed,
to have discussions with the students about what was happening; not just the
Students' Representative Council (SRC), or a small group of student representatives,
but the entire student bocty; and not in a big, impersonal venue like a hall, but rather
with small groups of students in a dassroom situation. Discussions involving all
students and all staff could have been a step in addressing the conflict situation.
Because this idea did not go down tm wellamongst the staffas a whole, t was left with
the question of how I was going to dealwith the issues at hand.

Discussions with my own group of students seemed to be the most obvious thing to do.
To some small extent this did happen, initiated by my expression of concem by the
events that had taken place; but it proved to be hopelessly inadequate in terms of the
kind of discussions I believed would be meaningful and ftJitfrJt. The reason for such
unsatisfaclory discussion was, t initially thought, that there was ,no time,. There was
work to be done - a syllabus to be covered and an exam to be written.

I have @me to realise that 'time' was not to blame, nor was it 'time, that prevented
discussion. Time just does not have that kind of povyer. Rather, it was a matter of
choice - that is, the way we chose to use that time (the students and l, but myself
mainly, because I did not even put my dilemma to the students). Despite the fact that
our students would no longer be writing an extemal exam, and perhaps because it was
only the first year that this was happening, I had become so locked into a cufture of
'having' to cover the prescribed uork and help the students pass their final g)6m that I

did not know another way of operating. I suspect this was so br the students as well.
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And so, realising that there was another way of addressing the issue of emotionat and

social competence (through the course on LT) seemed to be a step in trying to solve
what I perceived to be a major problem. Initially, during the planning stage of the LT

@urse, it fett satisffing. But very soon, hourever, the issue of time and content load re
emerged. Despite having drastically reduced the content ftom the presoibed DET
@urse, somehory, the content I had intended to cover still felt too much.

lwas faed with a key question: To what extent should t spend the (lit1e) time we had,

working through wtrat seemed to me to be unexaminable exercises? As

teaching should start ftom the students life experiences, not the
experiences of the teacher, ... nor the prescriptiveness of the discipline',
(Nieuwoudt and Mljoen, 1996: 14),

I had very much wanted to begin the course with (and incorporate into it) activities and

exercises where the students would reflect on their own leaming experiences and

explore their belings about these experiences. These tasks, vr/hich entailed some

individual work as well as group discussions, needed time, and could I justiff spending

valuable time on work that would not appear in the exam? Of course I had no problem
justiffing it to mysell but I think that ! raras perhaps so insecure about ,illegally,changing

the syllabus in the way that I had, that I just could not feel at ease with what I had

chosen to do wtth the students.

The issue of time does not Ed a simple one in any way. Again and again, I felt a
tension between wanting to spend time on one or other aspect, and needing to move

forward in order to accommodate covering as much work as rrt,e could. A br,v of the

students in my classes also Elt the 'time' factor to be problematic. In my questionnaire

to them, as many as ten students spontaneously reEned to the need ficr more time
(october, 1996) (see Appendix K for sample of student responses).
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One of my biggest frustrations regarding the time fadorwas not making time to discuss
with the students those things that had nothing to do with the actual content of the work,
but rather to do with their orm leaming in relation to my teacfring. For elomple, while

discussing one of the characteristics of a 'non-threatening environment' (within the
context of the humanistic school's approacfr to leaming) - fteling unafiaid to made
mistakes - I asked the students if there was anybocly in the class who blt unaftaid to
make mistakes. Three students put up their hands. What a perbct opportunity, there
and then, to talk together about it - br the students to say what they felt, br them to
listen to one another, for them to fuel heard, and for me to understand - and I allorved

that opportunig to go by.

Laubscher (1996: 2), claims that the best way br a teacfrer to beome sensitive to
his/her pupils (and perhaps students in this case) "is to get pupils to start talking to eacfr

other and to you". Not, as he points out, just about wtrat the conecf answer might be,

but rather br "explaining their ftars, their problems, the way they are thinking and the
way they are struggling".

Because of my oryn need to cover a certain amount of vrork and because of my sense
that many (most?) of the students were more interested in passing their exam than
anything else, there just did not seem to be any space (in any sense) to spend time
'simply talking'.

As ! write nor, I am taken back to my days as a student teacfrer, thirteen )@ars ago,
where lwas introduced, fur the first time to the issue of 'process'versus 'prcduct'. As a
student teacher, the lesson that day, wtrere half of the dass had to draw a butterfly

according to direct instructions fom the lecturer (desoibed in Chapter Tv,o), left a deep

and lasting impression on me. As a teacfrer of young cfritdren, I Elt it was so dear and

so simple. There was no dilemma, nor doubt that most of what the children leamed

was self-initiated, made possible by the environment created by the teacfrer. To me, at
that time, the leaming prooess stood out clearly as being that wtrich mattered most and
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it strongly overporered any need there might have been (on my part) for the clr1dren to
leam about specific facts. ln that way, my role between teacher and facilitator was
never a confused one. I was not a teacher, in the traditional sense of the raord.

Since working wtth student teachers, horever, the issue of process and content has
become a f-ar more complex one and has continued to emerge as an issue ficr me, both
in relation to my oryn teaching, as well as in my deliberations about how teachers of
primary schml children should be going about their practice. Somehow, it seems as if
the idea of 'real school' (as opposed to PP school) has come to be equated w1h content
and knoryledge prirnarily. And in so doing, it would seem that leaming as prooess, has,
sadly, been lost.

Through my years of teacfrer education, I have @me to believe, that in the course as a
whole and suFcourses we offer to our students, we have fallen into the trap of content
over-load, and as a consequence, seem to be depriving our students of maximum
opportunities for'pro@ss' leaming.

Clearly, developing @urse content is part of a much larger exercise of cuniculum
development - something that should take place, I believe, amongst the whole staff and
in terms of a commonly identified vision ficr student teachers and teacher education.
This in tum, should happen within the broader context of examining society, whereby
we aim to "help [our students] to recognise the real problems and do something about
them" (Eisner, 1985: 76). Hence, I am proposing what Eisner (1gS5) refers to as a
'social reconstructionist' orientation to our cumculum; in other words, a vision of
education u/hich aims to r+shape society. \Mthout a dear vision of wtrat we are hoping
to achieve, seen within a social reconstructionist ftamenork, we are likely to continue
operating in disconnected ways, and in so doing, Iess likely to efiect the kind of
chianges in teachers that I betieve this country is sorely needing. We should heed the
advioe given by the Cheshir+Cat to Alie, in Lenris Canol's (1912: 33) Alice in

Wonderland':
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7.3

ls.heslire-Puss," she began 'v/hidl way shourd r go from here?,'
"That depends a good dealon where you want to get to,,.
"l don't much care wtrere -', said Alice.
"Then it doesn't matter which way you go,'said the Cat .

The art of facilitation

So far I have highlighted severat dilemmas that I erperienoed, both vyhile planning the
couBe on LT as wellas during the time that I was teaching it. I should like to describe
one final situation within the classroom wtrich relates directty to my style of f;acilitating
discussion.

My general approacfr in attempting to involve students in wtrol+class discussions had
always been one where lwoutd pose a question to the class as a whole, and then ailow
anybocly to respond. tW main reason br using this approach was that, in wanting to
create a relaxed and non-threatening environment, I did not in any way want students to
Eel anxious about being singled out to respond in front of the whole class. I believed
that they should feel absolutely at ease with talking in class and that each student
vtould know wten s/he felt ready to do so. \Mrat t began to notice, hotlrever, more so
than I had previously, was that just a small group of the more confident students uould
end up talking and the rest would remain quiet. Trnro students, in rsponse to the
questionnaire I had given them, also identified this as a problem. One said:
"En@ttrage all the sfudenfs to take part in fhe lesson not few individuald,; and the
other had this to say: "sfudenfs wene usually given five minutes fo answe r questions.
ofhers vverc not sinerely to themselves they just wait for otherc to ansvorguesfibns,,
(Questionnaire, October, 1 g96).

Rellecting on the situation, I realise that I had, so unconsciously, slipped into this mode
of operating, and that all the time I had been teactring in this way it had never oauned
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to me that it could be counter-productive. Suddenty, during one lesson, I saw the whole
situation differenfly

What happened rmas that aftergiving the students some time to fill something in on their
worksheet, I asked, in my usualfashion, for bedback. The same students, once again
responded' The next time there was such an opportunity, (a fi$il minutes tater), I asked
if we odd have different people responding. This time, there was no response at all. I

then asked the students wtry nobody responded and proceeded to write some vrords on
the board: 'tited", "boted", "afraid". There was silence until I wrote the word ,,aftaid,,, al
t'vhich point, sever:al students called out '!zes"/ A ferry students then commented that
they felt "unsure" and "uncgnfident,, (Fieldnotes: 23106/96).

The way the students responded that day fifted wellwith the more silent cues that I had
received in my years of teaching at the ollege - very soft responses, wavering
responses, or simply no responses at all - just one of the areas which pointed, so
clearly it seemed, to a lack of confidence.

Because of my orv{'l aveGiion from being singled out in public in order to produce a
response on demand - because I knew how anxious it had always made me feel - I

perhaps tended to over-identrfy with the students. Reflecting on the situation, I came to
realise that luras un@nsciously p0ecting my o^rr'r bars onto the students. Because it
was so unconscious, I tended to rationalise my approach by really believing that the
students should ansu€r only when they were ready to do so. t could not, at that time,
see it any another way.

\Men I started reflecting on my actions, I sarr that perhaps I was doing the opposite of
what I had been hoping to do - that instead of helping to build students' confidence,
what lwas really doing was simply affrming those students wtro were already oonfident,
and ignoring those wtro needed affirmation most. Moreover, not only was I was doing
the very thing that I would tell the students not to do during their orvn teacfring practice
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(described in Chapter Five), but I was, unknowrngly, contradicting my own educational

philosophy in terms of my strong belief that students teach the way they are taught.

Perhaps this contr:adiction is reflective of the ability to understand a principle removed

from oneself, without having sufficiently intemalised it to a point of application.

Whatever the reason was for being unable to do with my students what I wanted them

to do with their pupils, I realised that, in this instance, I was certainly no role model.

lndeed, the students were not leaming from me how best to encourage all children to

answer questions!

While I believed, at the time, that I was providing a relaxed atmosphere that was helpful

and encouraging to students, I have come to see that the atmosphere I was providing

was, perhaps, too relaxed. I knew, then, that it certainly was not helpful, nor could it

have been encouraging. The situation that day was, indeed, a turning point.

Facilitating leaming is an art, and one that ! still struggle with. lt is, I realise, about

challenge within a safe environment - providing just enough fteedom and yet not too

much - pushing just a little but not too hard - standing back and yet moving fonrvard - it

is to do with 'holding the tension of the opposites' to use the well-known Jungian

phrase. Providing an en@uraging and nurturing environment, I have come to see, is

not free of risk nor tension. Rather, I believe, it means being there with the students,

helping them to take risks, knowing that they can do so feeling safe and supported -

providing that bridge between where they are and somewhere new.

7.4 Personal stories -'We should do this more often"

Before I conclude my own 'story', I would like to return to the'interview' session ! had

with that one smatl group of students (06/11/96), refened to in Chapters Five and Six. !

am including it here because the interview was the last time ! had any formal contact

with my students. Not only did this particular experience provide me with further

opportunity for reflection and to think of my own practice for the future, but it was an
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opportunity for the students to reflect on their lives and their experiences at the coltege.
For these reasons it feels logical to end my discussion of my action research process at
this point.

It was my intention, that day, simply to find out more about the students lives, - their
homes, their schooling, and their experiences in general. The session, however, turned
out to be far more meaningful and enriching than ! had ever anticipated. There were
several occasions when some of the students became tearful while relating their
stories, and at the end, just before they left, the students thanked me for the opportunity
to talk. One student acknowledged that it had been painful to talk about her life, and
yet how good it was to be able to do so. After the group left, a different student c€lme

back to me and said that she thought it would be a good idea if other staff members
could do what we had done together that day, and that students have the opportunity to
do what we did, more often.

It was only after they had left that I started to wonder what it was that had made the
discussion a positive experience for the students. I wanted to call them back to ask
them, but they were gone and I never did get the opportunity to do so after that.
Perhaps, I thought, it could simply have had to do with somebody's showing interest in
each student's life - hearing her personal story, and acknowledging her feelings and
experiences. Another possibility was that the session served as a catharsis, providing

an opportunity for the students to release some of the feelings they may have
suppressed over time. Perhaps a combination of the two, perhaps it had to do with
something else. The reason actually did not mafter. What was more important was to
recognise that the students had found talking about themselves and their lives an
important and valuable thing to do: particularly so in as much as they were being
attentively and sympathetically listened to. On listening and hearing, Rogers (197g:

224) says.

... \Men I can really hear someone it puts me in touch with him (sic). !t
enriches my life. lt is through hearing people that I have leamed dtt tnat t
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know about individuals, about personality, about psychotherapy, and
about interpersonal relationships ... I have often noticed that the more
deeply I can hear the meanings of this person the more there is that
happens. one thing I have come to look upon as armost universal is that
when a person realizes he has been deeply heard, there is a moistness in
his eyes. I think in some real sense he is weeping for joy.

My meeting with the students that day was clearly a powerful experience ficr them and,

indeed, a moving and enriching one for me. Unintentionally and without realising it at

the time, the interview session was, undoubtedly, a case of ESE in practice.

7.5 Reflections: insiqhts oained and lessons learned

ln this Chapter so far, I have tried to show my attempts to address emotional and socral

competence with my students within my classroom. I have done so by focusing on one

particular @urse I was teaching and by exploring ways in which to teach that course

which would help to take the students further in their own emotional and social

development. While starting out with the two seemingly unrelated questions of how to

address emotional and social competence with my students, and how to deal with

teaching a @urse on LT in a meaningfulway, I have seen that these two goals merged

with and informed each other.

lnitially, at the back of my mind, I had been conscious of wanting to address the

affective aspects of the students' personalities as it was at this level that I believed

much work needed to be done. I realise now that the affective domain, while it certainly

can be emphasised, cannot really be separated ftom those cognitive aspects that

inform students'development. Brown (1971) uses the term 'confluent education', that is

the term for the "integration or flowing together of the affective and cognitive elements"

(in Knowles, 1990: 80). I have come to understand that thought, awareness and insight

are ne@ssary components for the optimal development of values, feelings and

competencies. Real leaming is, indeed, about the whole person.
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ln terms of my action research pro@ss, it would seem, from looking back since my first
years of teaching, that reflection, a central component of action research, has
characterised my practice as a teacher and teacher educator. \A/hile, initially, my

reflections did not focus on my own practice, I did tend to look critically at the way

students were being prepared for their role as teachers - in terms of both my own

experiences as a student teacher, and of those of our students at GHC.

Within the early years of my involvement in JP education, I began to examine the way
our JP students were teaching their pupils. This reinforced an already felt concern, on
my part, about wtrat the students were leaming and the way they were being taught at
the college. As time went by, this concern was further reinforced as I observed the way

the staff and management seemed, unconsciously, to be contributing towards particular

kinds of leaming experiences for our students that I believed were counter-productive in
terms of preparing them for their role as teachers in the new sA.

As described in Chapter Six, for a period of almost one and a half years I attempted to
address what I had identified as a key problem in our cuniculum - the lack of emotional

and social competence in our students and the lack of awareness, on the part of the

staff, of its importance.

According to Davidoff and van den Berg (1990: 32): "Action Research facilitates a

systematic way of planning an action, 'doing' the action, observing the action, reflecting

on the action, and then planning a revised action".

While I continually observed and reflected on the situation and on my actions to bring

about change, I had not consciously planned, at that stiage, to engage in action

research. Hen@, I did not systematically plan an action. ! was simply doing something

that naturally 'fitted' with my professional responsibility. ln other words, having

recognised a problem I tried, in the best way that ! could, to do something about it. My

attempts to change the situation were, hence, neither planned nor systematic.
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Reflecting on the actions I decided to take with my students, it would seem that while it

was my aim to address the issue of emotional and social competence, what occuned

also arose quite naturally out of a particular situation confionting myself and my

students. lnitially, my two aims - one, to address emotional and social competence with

my students; and two, to teach LT in an appropriate and relevant way - felt quite

separate. While I did not consciously reconcile them, it seems that somehow intentions

that would appear seemingly unrelated have a way of finding themselves merged into a

dynamic and deeply meaningful whole.

I have tried to show that my reflections were in no way limited to the 'end', but rather

took place throughout my action research process, informing my practice in an ongoing

way. lndeed, action research has no real end, but rather is to do with continually

being aware and critical of [one's] teaching and using this self-critical
awareness to be open to a process of change and improvement of
practice (McNiff, 1988 in Walker, 1990: 3).

ln my overall reflections, I believe I was able to become "more aware" (Davidoff & Van

den Berg, 1990: 44) and arcomplish a central aim of action research, that being

[to look] at the way in which you are working, together with the way in
which the students are working with you, [the purpose being] to try to
understand your classroom reality, [and] what is possible within and
beyond (Davidoff & van den Berg, 1990: 44).

From my earliest days in teacher education, ! was conscious of and driven by the reality

beyond my classroom situation. My thoughts, reflections, and actions were informed by

my need for teacher education colleges to make a difference - a difference to the

children our students would be teaching, to the schmls in which those children found

themselves, and to the society at large. Through reflecting on my practice, I came to

understand, not only some of the constraints of working within the context that I was in,

but also how my own actions, at times, unconsciously reinforced that which I stood
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against in terms of my broader vision of change. As such, my action research could be
seen, to some extent, to fallwithin an emancipatory mode.

Throughout my endeavours, discussed both in the previous Chapter and in this one, I

have continued to gain new insights and learn new lessons about leaming, teaching,
students and myself within our society as a whole. My own growth, as a teacher-
educator, has largely been informed by my observations of and reflections on the day-
to'day events of college life, through my interactions with the students I have taught and
the communication that has taken place between us. ln this way, my own emotional
and social self has, I believe, been enhanced.

While this thesis focuses on one small period, I understand my reflections, insights
gained and further exploration to be part of an ongoing process as a teacher educator.
ln the words of McNiff (1988: 51)

Education is not a business of manufacturing. lt is literally a growth area,
for pupils and teachers arike. once teachers embark oir tne joumey oi
self-education, then thinking becomes action, and action becomei a
neverending cycle of re-creation.

To conclude this Chapter I should like to quote a few responses to two questions of the
questionnaire ! gave to my students. I wish to include them here, not because they
ficcus on any one thing in particular, but rather because they capture something of the
general feelings and perceptions of these students about my teaching and our time
together. Several of the students offered practical and useful suggestions for the
future, which I value and appreciate. But the ones ! have chosen to include here I

found to be funny (in some cases), toucfring and meaningfut. The comments I asked
the students for related to any problems they might have had, general comments about
my teaching, and suggestions ficr the future.
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*

*

"As far as / see you in the way you teach silbert is that you will try to use
what everyday life canies fo us ie you arc not make examples that are
too difficuft ruther examples that are easy to understand so that when you
are writing a fesf you relate your quesfrbns fo your example then you get
your point there and therc".

*

*

"sometimes you come in with harsh and angfly action. Especiaily when
we dont attend your classes through the sociatism philosophy that we
depend on others".

"Do the same Miss Beth silbert and will you prease ask the Rector if he
can try to make a graduation ceremony for us please,'.

what you have done was perfect I even say you fart on s/avrn's policy
'teach them how to be good teacher for life rather than teach them to
pass fhr's year onll' (we know how to fsh) (i) (euestionnaire, october,
1ee6).

For the purpose of clarity, I should like to point out that this student confused

'Slavin', an author of a reading I gave to my class, with the famous Chinese

proverb: "lf you give a man (sic) a fish, you feed him for a day. lf you teach him

how to fish, you feed him for a life-time".

(i)
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c R EIGHT

A PICTURE OF POSSIBILITIES

I am tired of hearing that the hope of my country lies in my generation. lf
you give me the same indoctrination as a child, how can you expect me
to be any different from you?

(Unknown)

8.1 lntroduction

ln the preceding Chapters I have attempted to highlight what I perceived to be a major

deficiency in the cuniculum of GHC as a teacher education institution - the lack of
emphasis on ESE for our students. I have tried to show my endeavours to address this
problem in terms of the college as a whole, as well as in my own practice within the
classroom.

ln this Chapter, I shall explore some of the issues sunounding the implementation of
ESE at school level, including a brief look at ESE programmes in other parts of the
world. lt is my intention then to discuss the implications of ESE for teacher education,
and in so doing, I shall highlight those aspects of ESE that I believe to be essential for
primary school student teachers in the present south Africa.

8.2 FT$lsnal and social Education cauqht or tauqht? 'Add-on' versus the
'add-in' approach in schools

Should ESE be a specific subject (or incorporate several subjects) on the timetable?

Or should it be integrated within the entire programme and cuniculum as a whole?
Refening to personal and social education (which I mentioned in Chapter Three to
simply be a variation on the term ESE), Tattum and rattum (1991: xi) argue that
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Personal and socia.l development ... should be an integral part of a
school's ethos ... it should be reflected in the quality of relati-onships within
the school community itself.

This view is supported by White (1989: 17) who points out that "personal and social
education is not a mere adjunct to the academic cuniculum, but inextricable ftom it,;
Dufour (1990. 42), who says that it "has more to do with wholeschool relationships,
teaching and leaming styles and method or process, rather than subject or @ntent,,;
and Pring (1988, in Tattum and rattum, 1991. 166) who claims that it

should not be confused with a subject, a slot on the timetable...[but]
rather [it is] about the development of tne person - an aim which ii as
broad as the educational enterprise itself.

While I partially agree with the opinions and approaches expressed here, I would argue
that, in terms of the South African context, particularly at this time in our history, these
vievus are limited. I believe that ESE needs to operate both in terms of the total
cuniculum and in specific subject areas: in other words, that ESE should be infused
and integrated into the curriculum, and allocated space on the timetable as part of the
formal programme (as a subject or as a set of subjects pertaining specifically to ESE). t

shalloutline my reasons in detail below.

8.2.1 An integrated approach

As I have tried to argue earlier, leaming has to do with the whole person. ESE is,

therefore, "necessarily a pervasive matte/' (white, 198g: 2) as it deals with a ,,huge

slice of young people's educational and human experience" (Hargreaves et al, 19gg:
178)' For this reason, it would seem, the trend in England and the USA is to integrate
ESE with regular subjects and infuse it into every facet of schml life. Hence, the
necessity for every single teacher to be conscious of developing emotional and social
competence in his/her leamers.
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Every teacher interacts with hiVher pupils and hence is in relationship with them. Every

teache/s personal values, attitudes, and hence teaching methodology will have bearing

on the emotional and social lives of the pupils s/he teaches. For example, teachers -

through the way they relate to their pupils on an everyday basis, the kinds of
expectations they have of their pupils, the manner in which they give feedback - can

either enhance pupils' self-esteem, or undermine it. Pupils have the chance to combat

feelings of powerlessness and inferiorig and to develop feelings of adequacy and self-

worth, depending, to a large extent, on the kind of leaming environment and

opportunities the teacher creates (Ginott, 1972; Kostelnik et al, 1988; McMillan et al,

1995; Purkey, 1970). Likewise, teachers will play an important role in determining the

kinds of values and social skills their pupils will develop, through the way they relate to

their pupils on an everyday basis, the way they talk and listen to their pupils, and the

extent to which they create opportunities for pupils to talk and listen to one another, co-

operate and work together. What I have described here refers to the classroom

situation, but as stated above, ESE is included in the

everyday fabric of school life; in its rules and regulations, its
attitudes and expectations; in the entire range of rerationships
within the school community (Hargreaves et al, 198g: 1&4)

8.2.1.1 Whole school policy

ln order to bring ESE out of the realms of the hidden cuniculum and hence integrate it

into each subject and into the whole school ethos, it needs, according to Tattum and

Tattum (1991: 166), a unity of purpose which all teacfrers subscribe to and work toward;

more so, they argue, than any other aspect of the school cuniculum. A cross-cunicular

approach implies that ESE needs to be coordinated as an erplicit part of the school's

whole cuniculum policy and vision. This would further mean having a teacher or group

of teachers to co-ordinate ESE and take responsibility br its development, to avoid it
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being implemented in a "haphazard and ilt-defined way" (Tattum and Tattum, 1991

16e)

Having a cross-ctlnicular approach to ESE has implications for the structuring of SA
schools. Such a discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the implications for
teacher education will, however, be discussed tater in this chapter.

8.2.2 Emotionaland social Education as a separate subject -'Guidance'

ln SA schools, it would appear that the closest subject to focus on aspects of ESE,

would be the subject Guidance.

With regard to the thinking about and implementation of Guidance and Counselling into

schools in the last few years, several problems, however, have been highlighted. One
of the main problems is that it has not, according to NEPI (1992b 21), been regarded as
part of mainstream education and therefore "remains a marginalized service in all the
education departments in South Africa". Not only is Guidance regarded as part of
'auxiliary services', but this marginalization has further been exacerbated in recent years

because of economic constraints resulting in an inadequate provision of resources in

this area, and the low priority it is apparently accorded by administrators and teachers.

Recent reports on SA schooling have indicated that a new cuniculum is to be phased in

to schools with effect from 1998, along the line of eight learning areas with 'life
orientation/personal and social development' as one of the eight areas (The Teacher.

November, 1996). The new cuniculum is, according to the National Department of
Education, intended to

fos!e-1 leaming which encompasses a curture of human rights,
multilingualism, multiculturalism and a sensitivity to the valuei of
reconciliation and nation building (The Teacher: November, 1996).
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The Westem Cape Education Department (WCED), too, is endeavouring to address

emotional and social issues through a new Guidance programme which it has recenfly

developed, (Argus: 21108/96). Johan Pretorius (1996), chief school psychologist of the

WCED, says of the new Guidance programme: "lt is an all-encompassing programme

where we hope to address every aspect of a chitd's development" (Argus:21tO}lg6).

According to a document issued to educational institutions: 'lnterim Programme for

Guidance' (lPG) WCED, 1996. 1), the programme which is to be implemented fom
January 1997 should include

an assessment of the developmental needs of children and adolescents
in terms of social, emotional, cognitive and physical domains; [and] an
awareness and implementation of human rights and responsibilities within
a democratic society.

The goal, function and aims of the programme are to "help each pupil find

satisfactory solutions for problems which he/she may experience in regard to social and

emotional adjustment ..." (WCED, 1996: 2). Furthermore, it aims to [develop]...
democratic values and competencies; to challenge preludice and discrimination on all

fronts...; to promote nation building and tolerance (wcED, 19g6: 2).

The document states that its ultimate objective is:

to equip the child with life skills which will promote self-actualization,
emotional stability and social sensitivity, and render the child competent
to make successful career choices, to buird a stable family and to live
with respect and tolerance of self and others (WCED, 1996: 2).

From the above, it would seem that the importance of developing emotional and social

competence in leamers at school is beginning to be clearly acknowledged.
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8.2.3 Problems regarding the integrated and separatist approaches

While both approaches clearly have advantages, each one also brings with it specific
problems. ln terms of a cross-cunicular approach, teachers need not only be deeply
sensitized to the issues around ESE, but also to be highly skilled and creative in

including the different emotional and social competencies into traditionat subjects. For
example, developing an understanding of democracy: will the teacher do this through
her/his methodology and teaching style - that is, by 'democratising' her/his own
classroom, for example, by giving pupils opportunities to make decisions, etc? Will s/he
also have discussions about democracy to conscientise pupils into understanding
democracy, thereby bringing both an affective and cognitive component into the pupils'

leaming? The same questions would apply to other emotional and social
competencies, such as'self-esteem'. Would the teacher want to build pupil self-esteem
through the way s/he interacts with the pupils and by creating a particular classroom
environment? Or will the teacher also do particular self-esteem exercises and activities
with her/his pupils? And if so, how will they be integrated into traditional subjects?

The problem becomes more complex if one takes issues such as 'discrimination',
'compassion', Justice', 'self-awareness', 'empathy', etc. Having teachers put these
values into practice (or discarding them) is one thing (which of @urse presupposes

subscribing to these values in the first place), but is doing so sufficient ficr developing

the awareness necessary to enable the pupils to practice or discard these values in

their own behaviour? And if it is not sufficient, then how do teachers, who are trying

simply to cover the basics of traditional subjects, go about integrating lessons such as

those mentioned above?

Because there are many teachers who are already demoralised and demotivated by

having to work against tremendous odds, such as large classes, shortages of
resour@s, etc. (not to talk about those who are not committed to teaching in the first
place), and who appear to battle with fundamental problems of teaching traditional
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subiecfs, it feels like a tall order to expect these teachers to integrate ESE within their
subjects. And the risk, then, of abandoning ESE altogether, believing there are 'more

important'things for children to leam, becomes very great.

ln the light of the above, a case for having ESE as a particular subject - that is, having it

as a separate slot on the timetable - would seemingly be an attr:active one. ln this way
there would be sufficient time not only to develop skills, but also to understand why
such skills are important. This, however, immediately raises a fundamentat question: lf
there is special time for ESE, should it be presented by particular teachers - that is,

ESE 'specialists'? or should it be presented by all class teachers?

The specialist-generalist debate for primary schooling is an enormous one, and without
entering into it here, I should like to point out several problems regarding both options.
First, if it is dealt with by specialists, the rest of the staff may feel freed from the
responsibility of ESE - hence the danger of 'ghettoisation' (Hargreaves et al, 19g9:

27,28). The problem with this, of course, is that it would perpetuate what already
seems to be an entrenched notion for the average teacher - that is, that emotional and
social aspects of the child are not part of their (children's) everyday leaming. Secondly,
having specialists presenting ESE which would inevitably lead to its 'distancing' itsetf
from the average teache/s everyday @ncerns could further lead to misunderstandings

of ESE and failure to recognize its importance. This problem could be exacerbated by

the non-academic nature of ESE, hence the status of the course becomes
questionable.

The advantages of having ESE as a special subject, presented by all teachers (as

opposed to subject specialists) are twofold: First, it sends a 'values' message - that is,

it gives status to the emotional and social realm of people's lives; and secondly, having

every teacher engage with emotional and social issues, it may have an automatic
transfer effect - that is, it could help to facititate a shift from having ESE solely as one
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particular slot on the timetabte, to becoming part of traditional subject teaching as well
as into the general school ethos as well

The problem with this approach, however, is that teachers who are not committed to
ESE may regard these periods as 'soft' lessons, and could use them to catch up with
unfinished work ftom other lessons, or use these periods for other purposes besides
that for which they are intended. Furthermore, if teachers do not have the right kind of
methodology, skills and abilities to handle the sensitive and delicate issues which relate
to ESE, then it runs the risk of becoming yet another academic subject which serves
only to add more content to an already content-filled cuniculum, without affecting the
emotional and social lives of the children at all

counter-productive.
ln this way, ESE becomes futile and

8.3 Erotion"l .nd So"i"l Edr""tion oroqrarre" in oth", parts of th" *orld

Several school-based programmes designed to enhance children's social problem-
solving skills (Battistich et al, 1989) and general prosocial characteristics (Battistich et
al, 1987; schaps et al, 1995, 19g6; Goleman, lggs) have been developed and
implemented in the USA. Worthy of mention is the'Child Development project, (CDp),
an exciting school intervention program, referred to by Goleman (1g95: 212) as being
"essentially, an invisible emotional and social competence 6purse,,. The cDp,
implemented and researched over a number of years, arose as a result of a felt lack of
concem for others and a decline in social responsibility (Battistich et al, 1gg7: g). The
goals of the p@ect, according to Murphy (19gg: 1) are

lhose of anyone concemed with herping chirdren distinguish right
from wrong, helping them balance seliconcem with concern for
others, and strengthening their natur:at desire to function as
responsible members of their community.
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ln order to do this, the CDP set out to eordinate five types of activities: co-operative
activities; helping and sharing activities, setting positive examples; promoting social
understanding; and a classroom management approach called 'positive discipline'
(Schaps et al, 1985, 1986: 34) (see Appendix L for detailed description of the above
activities).

ln all five @mponents of the CDP program, children are involved in 'moral discourse, (or
'moral reflection') where they are presented with basic prosocial values such as
faimess, kindness, ConCem and respect for others, and personal and social
responsibility, and are helped to understand how these values apply in their own
interpersonal relationships as well as more broadly (Battistich et al, 19g7).

The other programme I would like to comment on is known as 'Self Science', which,

according to Goleman (1995: 261) "may be a modet course in emotional intelligence".

The director of the particular school where Self Science is offered commented on the
emotional lessons leamed. She says:

when we teach about anger, we help kids understand that it is almost
always a secondary reaction and to look for what's undemeath - are you
hurt? jealous? our kids leam that you always have choices about how
you respond to emotion, and the more ways you know to respond to an
emotion, the richer your life can be (Goleman, 1g95: 26g).

Self Scien@ encompasses the "tensions and traumas" of children's lives which become
the topic of the day (Goleman, 1995, 262) (see Appendix M for full list of topics).

8.4 lmolications and ouestions for teacher education

I have spent some time discussing advantages and shortcomings of both an integrated

and subject approach to ESE in schmls. The questions and issues raised in relation to
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schools would, to a large extent, apply to colleges of education as weil. There are,

however, some differences

The first difference has to do with the difference in age{roup. This point, while an
obvious one, is worth considering as it raises questions of developing emotional and
social competency. The earliest years of life are regarded as the most vital in terms of
the learning and the development of self-image, relationships with others, individual

development and general social behaviour (McKendrick and Hoffinan, 1990; van den
Berg and Vergnani, 1886; Tattum and Tattum, 1992). What then, does this mean in

terms of socialisation in adults? Does the emphasis on early leaming imply ineversible
experiences confined to early childhood? And if this is so, would focusing on emotional

and social aspects of student teachers' own development be a waste of time?

Tattum and Tattum (1992: 9) argue that there is "ample evidence that socialisation

does not end with adolescen@" - that secondary socialisation is a life.long process right

up to old age (Tattum and Tattum, 1992: 9). Supporting this notion of life.long leaming

is Rogers (1951, in Knowles, 1990: 42)who believes that leaming is as natural a life
process as breathing. ln this regard Knowles (1990: 98) refers to Mezirows (19g5)

notion of 'perspective transformation'where adult leamers are helped to transform their
way of thinking about themselves and their world. Furthermore, Brookfield (19g6, in

Knowles, 1990: 98) says:

significant personal leaming might be defined as that leaming in which
adults come to reflect on their self-images, change their selfioncepts,
question their previously intemalized norms (behaviour:al and moral), and
reinterpret their cunent and past behaviours from a new perspective.

Much, too, within the category of psychology and 'self-help'for adults, has been written

about personal development in terms of building relationships (Goldhor-Lerner, 1g90;

Paul and Paul, 1987; Weeks, 1992). Suffice to say that personality is not fixed in
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childhood and that emotional and social development programmes can impact on the
lives of student teachers at any age.

The second difference between schools and cotleges has to do with purpose and goats.
While individual schools might differ in their vision and specific aims for their pupils,
essentially they have a singular aim - that is, they try to teach or devetop or educate
children (depending on how individual schools define their purpose) to cope with the
world at large' Colleges of education, on the other hand, have a dual, parallel purpose.
Their main objective (presumably) is to develop teachers capable of educating
children, but in order to do this, they seek atso to provide subject knowledge (in the
traditional school subjects) as well as lessons on how to teach those subjects to
children at school.

The question that this raises for ESE, then, is an organisational one. Schools do, too,
have to confront the question of organising ESE in terms of the curriculum, but
what makes the issue more complex for colleges is that they (colleges) would need to
create the space, not only to build emotional and social competency in the students
themselves, but also to develop the skills and expertise necessary for students to
develop emotional and social competency in their pupils. tn other words there is a
didactics @mponent as well. Not only, then, would colleges need to ask the same
questions raised earlier for schools, that is what kind of approach to ESE would be
appropriate (cross-cunicutar, subject, or both), but also how to integrate the didactic
component with the'academic'component. (The term 'academic'was used at GHC to
distinguish that aspect of leaming which focuses on the students, own personal
development as opposed to 'didactics'u/hich ficcuses on the pupils at schml.) There is
clearly some overlap between these two levels and the extent to which they should be
separated into diffigrent components is debatable. Whictrever approach one adopts
(integrating the academic with didactics or keeping them separate) in tum raises
questions about an integr:ated or cross-cunicular approach to ESE.
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This links to the third difErence between schools and colleges - that is, the 'generalist-

specialist' issue. While generalists do exist in primary school, particularly in the JP

phase, and to some extent in the Senior Primary (SP) phase, colleges of education

operate, primarily, in terms of subject specialists. At GHC for example, SP education is

divided rigidly into 'academics' and 'didastics', and in terms of the JP phase, even

though there is a field of study called 'JP didactics' which operates as a separate

department, the different subject areas (such as maths didactics, language didactics,

etcetera) are broken up and are taught by different staff members. The only subject

\ rhich every student is subjected to in the same way, and which is not accompanied by

a separate didactics component is the subject Education, and in terms of the new

structure being introduced from 1996, a subject called 'Professional Studies'. Education

is (apparently) meant to draw on and feed the theoretical underpinnings linked to the

teaching of all subjects and to explore broader and more general educational issues.

Professional Studies is a broad area of study, pertaining to the more practical aspects

of teaching and life in the classroom in general (COTEP, 1996: 4B).

8.5 Recommendations for teacher education

As an ideal for teacher education, I would argue that ESE should be implemented in the

following four ways: one, the development of emotional and social competence in

students should be infused into every single subject by every staff member; two,

developing emotional and social competence should be part of the broader college

cuniculum beyond the classroom walls; three, the subject Education and/or

Professional Studies should be used, for all students, to explore ESE in its widest

sense - experientially, cognitively and didactically; and four, Guidance should be offered

as a choice specialisation subject (alongside the present choice subjects such as

History, Biblical Studies, Biology, etc.) where students who are particularly interested in

psychosocial aspects of human development would not only have the opportunity to

explore ESE further, but would also be trained both in counselling and coordinating the

Guidance program at school.
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I should now like to highlight specific aspects of ESE that I believe to be particularly
relevant to primary education in SA today, and hence essential to include in the
cuniculum for primary school student teachers. \Mat follows can be included both as
part of the broader college cuniculum and within a specific subject area.

8.5.1 Peace education

ln Chapter Three I discussed the issue of violence and how it has impacted on the
emotional and social lives of children in SA. Peace education aims to address this
issue within schools. According to the Quaker peace centre (1gg2: 11), peace
education "is the process of promoting a non-violent and co-operative way of living,,
which involves the development of specific skills, attitudes and knowledge (Hicks,
1990; Jones, 1993; Carl, 1994) in order to learn to deal creatively with conflict and to
work towards a more just, more humane, and tess violent world. Hicks (1gg0: g7)
argues that

studying the causes of violence, the nature of effective conflict resolution,meanings of peace and the nature of justice are prerequisites for anycreative and secure future, both within scnools and in the wider society.

Peace education has implications for both cuniculum content and leaming processes.
It can contribute to all subject areas in that to a large extent peace education is ,,att1ude

of mind, an infiltration of peace-promoting ideas that inform and illuminate whatever
syllabus [one] happens to be teaching" (Jones, 1gg3: 1). But, to raise a point I

attempted to make earlier in this Chapter, given SA's history, which includes the type of
education system that exists at present where any form of ESE has been absent fom
general educational thinking, I would argue that infusing peace education into the
leaming prooess is not Easible, nor sufficient. My point in this regard was raised in
relation to schooling, yet it would apply to teacher education as well. Teacher
educators have to be knowledgeable, sensitized and committed to the whole prooess of
peace education' Given my experience in teacher education with the cunent state of
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college staff, it is my opinion that bringing educators on board such a process would be
a tim+consuming and lengthy task. I believe that while such a process is being set in
motion, a peace education programme could operate within a particular slot on the
timetable. Furthermore, again in line with an earlier point, ! believe that having a

subject called 'Peace Education' or'Peace Studies'will help to give status and value to
peace education alongside traditional subjects.

Peace education is a broad field of study and while it can be conceived in various ways,
I would suggest that it includes teaching about peacemakers and peace philosophies;

understanding causes and effects of violence and dealing with its effects; the effects of
and altematives to corporal punishment; conflict management; communication;
building a caring community; and living with respect for the environment.

Each of the themes suggested above deserves careful planning and thought and
wamants detailed explanation. lt is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis to provide

such explanation, so I shall select just a few on which to comment briefly.

8.5.1.1 Coping with violence

The issue of violence, including corporal punishment, was discussed in Chapter Four,

and hence will not be discussed in any detail here; suffice to say that violence affects
both teaching and leaming. Because of the subtle nature of psychological injury, and
the fact that victims of violence almost always suffer psychological damage (Argus:

04/08/96), teachers, unless they have been helped to deal with their trauma, will carry
the effects of that trauma into their classroom and, needless to say, into their
relationships with their pupils. As far as the leamers are concemed - those children
who are victims of violence - they will, unless hel@ to deal with their trauma, not be
able to leam effectively. According to Reeves (1994: 10S)

Y"ny of our young people are traumatised by the past and will need help
Students will need help trom trained remedialteachers and psychologisti
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we. .need more professionals who are trained to deal with specific
problems to join the staff of schools.

It is essential, therefore, that colleges of education provide intervention programmes at
three levels: one, for students who are victims of violence; two, for developing the
necessary skills in all student teachers to enable them to deal effectively and
appropriately with their pupils who have been affected by violence; and three, for
leaming altematives to corporal punishment.

8.5.1.2 Conflict resolution

!t is widely acknowledged that conllict is a natural and inescapable part of our lives
(Lantieri, 1995; Weeks, 1gg2; Rooth, 1995; euaker peace Centre, 1gg2). Leaming to
handle conflict constructively should be seen as an opportunity that can deepen one's
understanding of oneself and others, and can lead to growth and improved relationships
(Quaker Peace Centre, 1992: 5).

For teacher education, students would need to leam about conflict, leam skills in

dealing with conflict and mediation, and leam how to teach conflict resolution to their
pupils at school. Conflict resolution programmes at colleges, then, would need to focus
on the following: understanding conflict; recognising conflict; dealing with anger;
listening and communicating; empathy; creative conflict resolution; negotiation;

mediation; and intervention.

Lantieri (1995: 16) takes this even further by suggesting that teachers should adopt a

new style of classroom management, "one that involves sharing power with students so

they can learn how to deal with their own disputes". The implications for teacher
education are quite clear.
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8.5.1.3 Building a caring community

Goleman (1995: 1o4,105) highlights the link between empathy and caring, saying that
"to feel with another is to care". An important way of helping to heat wounds in

children's lives is for them to have continuing compassion and adults who represent
constancy and care in their live. tn tum, such teachers can play a role in instilling a
caring attitude in their pupils.

One of the ways that colleges of education can help develop a caring attitude in student
teacherc is by introducing community service projects as part of the students, @urse.
Such projects could include hospitalwork, youth projects, animalwelfiare organisations,
creche assistance, or neighbourhood projects.

Community service projects would not only give students opportunity to engage in

caring acts that would help to improve conditions in the community, but would also build
on other emotional and social competencies, such as building teamwork (students
working together on projects); creativity (in looking at ways to address community
problems); developing personal and social responsibility; and expanding and enriching
students' life experiences (lGye, 1993: 13). All in all, it could help to instil a sense of
educational values in students: that leaming to care for others is part and parcel of
education.

Other areas of study that I believe to be particularly important to include in SA teacher
education programmes, which could well fall within the ambit of peace education or
t 
'hich could be organised as separate areas of study within ESE, are values education

and democracy and human rights, including anti-racism. Finally, two other areas of
study which should be included as areas of study within ESE are cooperative leaming

and building selfcsteem.
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8.5.2 Values education

ln Chapter Three I discussed some of the important issues retating to values education,
particularly in terms of deciding which values are 'morally acceptable'. Once we have
conduded that we may be guided by the values stated in the Draft White paper on
Education and Training (Govemment Gazette, 1994) and the SA constitution (19g6),

the question that remains of how to go about teaching values education.

Before focusing on teacher education, I feel it is important to look, briefly, at this issue in

relation to schooling, as it links, directly, to the way values education should be
approached with student teachers

The key question for schools is whether values should be direcfly transmitted to
leamers. lf so is this not tantamount to indoctrination? Altematively, and less direcfly,

the methods could rather be to inculcate particular values through the moral example of
teachers (Benninga, 1991 : 1 1). But would this hidden curriculum approach make it any
more acceptable than the direct indoctrination approach? tt has been argued that
instead of adopting either of these two approaches, pupils should be helped to form
their own set of personal values or define their own and each othe/s values, rather than
be told what those values should be -'values clarification'as it has come to be known
(Battistich, et al, 1987; Benninga, 1991; pring, 1gg4). This approach, however, is also
problematic. According to Benninga (1991: 21) critics of this approach claim that it

undermines accepted values, it does not induce a search for consensus, it does not

stress'right'behaviour, and it "does not distinguish between mor:ality as a generalisable

system of norms, and morality as a system based on personal preferen@ or urhim".

\Mile I would challenge the methodology of direct morat instruction, t woutd also argue
against a pure values clarification approach fior two reasons: one, from the point of
view that there is no such thing, t betieve, as a 'valu+ftee' classroom (or institution),

which the values clarification approach seems to imply; and two, as educators in SA, I
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believe we have a moral responsibility to redress the 'moral wrongs' of the past. I

believe schools should adopt both approaches, through both of which teachers may

address, with their pupils, those values which are considered acceptable and desirable

in relation to their (pupils') own values. This should be done through discussion as well

as through pupils participating in pro.lects where they experience the rules and

principles of values such as eoperation, trust, caring, responsibitity, etcetera.

Lickona (1991: 82) points out that people do not spontaneously grow up to be "morally

excellent or practically wise" but become so through personal and community effort.

Schools are clearly a major part of that effort, but this is of course dependent, in part, on

the kind of training teachers have had.

ln terms of teacher education, then, values education needs to be accepted as a vital

component of student teachers' education. Like other ESE themes, values education

needs to operate at two levels. On one, students should be helped to become aware of
the values that underpin their and others'worldview and how they influence behaviour,

and to understand the values of others, in relation to what is morally acceptabte. This

can be done by getting students to analyze their beliefs and behaviour, by discussing

social and moral dilemmas, and by looking at and trying to resolve different points-of-

view according to moral principles (Battistich et al, 1987: 5). One of the main aims of

such activities, according to Battistich et al (Battistich et al, 1987: 5) is to "en@urage

the development of mature social understanding and the application of logic and reason

to socialand moral issues".

On the other level, students need to be exposed to the different ways of teaching

values education. First, this would necessitate a sensitisation to and understanding of
concepts such as 'indoctrination', 'inculcation', and 'values clarification'; secondly, it

would mean an understanding of children's morat development; and thirdly, it would

entail the development of skills necessary to provide values education to children in a
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sensitive and construclive way, fostering their development affectively, cognitively and
behaviourally

8.5.3 Democracy and human rights education

Education in human rights will need teachers who firstly, are @nvinced of the need to
teach human rights, and secondly are trained in the methods of such teaching. The
understanding and experience of human rights is a vital aspect of training teachers to
prepare their pupils for life in a democratic society. Human rights education should lead

to an understanding of and sympathy for concepts such as justice, equality, freedom,
peace, dignity, tolerance and democracy (Singh, 1994). An important component of
students' education in human rights is for the institution to reflect, through its whole

ethos, such principles. Students need to be encouraged to reflect on and weigh up
issues ftom different points of view, to stand up for faimess and learn to take

responsibility for their choices and actions. Furthermore, teacher education institutions

should have clear guidelines as to what constitutes injustice, or racial or cultural

discrimination - "a statement of the vatues by which it intends to be guided and which it
aims to promote" (Taylor, 1992, in Singh, 1994: 9g).

There are particular skills that student teachers would need to develop in order to foster
human rights principles in their own pupils. lntetlectually, students would need skills

that would enable them to come to fair and balanced conclusions; and that would

enable them to identi! bias, prejudice, stereotypes and discrimination. Social and

emotional skills would include recognising and accepting differences; taking

responsibility; resolving conflict in a non-violent way; participation in decision making;

empathy and self-awareness; and the ability to acknowledge, conftont and overcome

their own prejudices (see Hicks, 1990; Singh, 1gg4).

Because democracy is such a new phenomenon in SA, as teacher educators we need

to commit ourselves to seriously engaging with its principles to ensure that student
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teachers understand it, are able to intemalise it on a personal level, leam how to create
a democratic classroom atmosphere in their own teaching, and learn creative ways for
their schools to build democracy into their everyday functioning.

8.5.3. 1 Anti-racist education

The striking aspect of our past is that we all have been taught through
apartheid education to think as racists. lt is only logical thit our new
democratic education system should teach us io be anti-r:acist (The
Teacher, November, 1 996).

ln SA today, it would seem that many people, even those who have embraced the new
govemment, either believe that racism will disappear on its own or would rather simply
not acknowledge the presence of racism because of its 'taboo' nature. Racist attitudes

and practice will not, I believe, simply go away just because anti-racism is written into

the constitution. This view is supported by the Education Policy Unit (EpU) at the
University of the witwatersrand, who point out with regard to schooling that

the desegregation [of schooling] is not a process that would in itself lead
to quality education and the elimination of racial baniers in education
(The Teacher, November, 1996).

Teacher education colleges have an obligation to commit themselves to addressing
'anti-racism', by acknowledging the existence of racism in the first place and challenging

it actively in the second. According to the EpU (The Teacher, November, 1996)

Anti-racist education attempts to equip teachers and students with the
analyticaltools to examine oitically the origin of racist ideas and practices
and understand the implication of r:acial identity and actions in the
promotion of the struggle against racism.

ln order to achieve the above, colleges should develop anti-racist str:ategies \^rhich

would include taking student teachers through 'anti-racist' processes whereby they can
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explore racism in terms of their own personal lives. As Father Lapsley says (Argus,

2203197): "lf we don't wrestle with the past and face it, we will repeat it. The past does
not go away. lf you bury it, it comes back to haunt you". Colleges need to help
students to deal with this aspect of their past, as an attempt to "redress the results of
past racially discriminatory laws and practices" (The Constitution: Argus, 14110/1996)

and as a first step to combating all other forms of prejudice and bias.

8.5.4 Cooperative leaming

Cmperative leaming is a formalized approach to classroom practice that "explicitty tries
to maximize children's ability to work and learn togethe/' (Watson et al, lggg: 2).

Research in cooperative leaming has shown it to be effective for promoting academic
achievement as well as for enhancing positive social development (Slavin, 19g5;

watson et al, 1988; Battistich et al, 19g7; solomon et al, 19gg; sharan, lggs).

As indicated earlier, traditionally, teaching in SA schools has been characterised by a
transmission approach where lessons are taught to the whole class at one time. ln my
own experience of primary schools, teachers and student teachers who deviate from
this approach to adopting the'small group approach'do so simply to enable themselves
(as teachers) to give more individualised attention to their pupils, rather than to promote

collaborative leaming styles. ln this way, the'small group approach'is not very different

at allfrom \uhole class'teaching at all.

As Sharan (1987,1988: 5) points out, whole class teaching may appear to be a simple
way of teaching because teachers are accustomed to seeing it in most ctassrooms and

because it is likely that they experienced it themselves at scfrools. But if it is indeed so
simple, Sharan (1987,1988: 5) raises the question of why so many teachers do it so

badly and why it has failed to reach so many pupils. He concludes that whole class
teaching is actually a very difficult task; that it
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requires great effort and skill in order to be accomplished with a high
degree of effectiveness [and that] it fails so ftequenfly because it makes
such difficult and even unreasonable demands on teachers and students
alike (Sharan, 1987,1988: 5).

Cooper:ative leaming is a fundamentatly different teaching trom that of tr:aditional

approaches. lt aims to have leamers collaboratively and actively "seek, analyze and

discuss new knowledge" (Sharan, 1987,19g9: 6) for

enhancing interpersonal understanding, developing a commitment to
prosocial values and democratic processes, and acquiring important
social skill, while also pursing academic goals (Battistich et al,-19g7: 14).

Because cooperative leaming methods depart significantly from the traditional

approaches to teaching, they require training and mastery by both study and practice.

Student teachers need to be equipped with certain understandings, attitudes and skills

to enable them to implement cooperative leaming strategies in their classrooms. They

need to understand the philosophical and psychological principles underpinning

cooperative leaming and to understand what makes a good cooperative lesson.

Cooperative leaming does not mean simply putting pupils into small groups and letting

them get on with their work, nor does it mean one pupil's helping another with some

aspect of the work; nor does it mean the teacher teaching a small group at a time. lt is
a very particular approach to teaching which requires particular understandings,

attitudes and behaviour on the part of the teacher. Cooperative leaming, hence,

requires a particular plae in the students'cuniculum, allowing for intensive study which

would incorporate the students' experiencing cooperative leaming for themselves, as

well as sufficient opportunity to practice using cooperative leaming strategies in the

classroom situation.
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8.5.5 Building self-esteem

ln Chapter Three, I discussed the significance of self+steem in leaming and the kind of
environment necessary for its enhancement. ln terms of teacher education, the issues
around building self-esteem have, in my own experienoe, been grossly undervalued. lt
would seem that the need for self-esteem programmes in other parts of the world is

acknowledged and accepted far more than it is in SA. The ficllorrring words of McMillan
et al (1995: 11) would suggest this:

clearly, educators need to concentrate their efforts on improving
student's self-esteem. The important question is. How should'this G
done?

That there is no space in our students' overatt cuniculum to address the issue of self-
esteem adequately, would indicate that its central role in leaming and in children's lives

as a whole is not sufficiently understood by those developing the cuniculum, and the
way student teachers need to be trained in building self-esteem has not been well

thought through at all.

Ashley (1989: 52) refers to Mazibuko (1987) wfio stresses the need for btack children
(in particular) to "receive an education which devetops self-confidence and a positive

self-image", seeing "black passivity as being the major c€luse of black

underachievement" (Ashley, 1 989: 52).

ln order to build student teachers' capacity ficr enhancing self-esteem in their pupils, I

re@mmend carefu lly thought-out progr:ammes, incorporating the fullowing components:

enabling students to get in touch with their own sense of selves; understanding how
selfcsteem develops; understanding why building self-esteem is so important;

understanding the type of interactions which are conducive to enhancing and destroying

self-esteem; and developing practical skills in building self-esteem.
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Because self-esteem is so intangible and yet all-pervasive, exploring each of the above
areas in terms of the students' own development is, I believe, essential. Doing so,
however, requires time - time for adequate and meaningful explor:ation, if the necessary
understanding and skills are to be intemalised. ln terms of how to build self-esteem, in
particular, students should not simply know what to do - rather need ample praciice in

working through practical exercises, for example, around 'empathy', ,suspending

judgement', 'en@uragement', 'sefting limits', 'discipline', etc., as well as understanding,
theoretically, wtry each of these 'techniques' is ne@ssary for enhancing self-esteem.
Failure to do so will be unlikely to equip the students in a way that will enable them to
impact significantly on building self-esteem in their pupils.

8.5.6 Counselling

While I strongly believe that Guidance and Counselling should be offiered as a choice
specialisation subject for students (a point I made earlier), I feel it is essential that all

student teachers be equipped with basic counselling skills.

I would argue that this is necessary for two main reasons: one, to be able to assist their
pupils to deal with emotional and social difficulties they might be experiencing,
particularly in the light of SA's history (discussed in chapter Four); and two, to
maximise their understanding of inter-personal relationships and their skills in relating to
their pupils on a daily basis. lnter-personal communication, I believe, lies at the heart of
the teaching-leaming situation, and the abitity to relate efiectively and constructively to
children is a pre-requisite for faciritating their overall development.

According to a GHC staffrnember:

It should be paft of one's mak*up as a teacher. Every teacher is a
aunsellor - every teacher needs to understand what is iappening with
the child in the c/assroom and to tisten to that chrld (lntervieur:'OlnfTgO).
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8.6 Develooi nq student teachers' emotiona t a nd sociat capacities

I have attempted, in this Chapter, to explore some of the issues surrounding the
implementation of ESE at school level and some important implications for primary

school teacher education colleges. I have described two ESE programmes that exist in
schools in the USA as examples of what could be achieved in SA, and have also
discussed various programmes that I believe to be essential for colleges of education to
include as part of their preparing student teachers for the vital role they will be playing in

SA schools.

!n terms of the re@mmendations I have made for certain ESE programmes to be
incorporated into the curriculum, I have tried to argue that colleges should find ways to
infuse the values inherent in each of them into the cuniculum as a whole, as weil as
providing a special place on the timetable for special study. This, I believe, is most

important for students to derive optimal leaming from these programmes, in terms of
their own emotional and social development as well as to equip them to provide ESE in
the schools.

I agree with Hansen and Costa (1980), who say: "Teachers need to become experts in
human relations, facilitators of personal growth and psychoeducators" (in Lasker, 1g95;

8). But unless student teachers are provided with the necessary skills to do so, and go

through "systematic experiences in personal growth and awareness" (Lasker, 1995. g),

they will not be able to perform this critical role. Lasker (1995: 8) hightights the point

that

Human relations training must ideally be an integral component in the
preparation of teachers and must be available in the form of ongoing
programmes so that affective leaming is closely interwoven with the
academic experience of teachers in training.
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To reiterate an earlier point, ESE for student teachers needs to take into account

several aspects: factual knowledge, understanding and reasoning, attitudes and

values, and practical applications. Each one of these dimensions, while they cannot

really be separated, needs careful consideration and thorough planning if they are to

impact significantly on the students'own development and on their capacities to provide

appropriate experiences for the optimal development of emotional and social

competencies fur their pupils in the future.

8.7 Conclusion

lf one thinks of education as 'the sum total of all that you remember after
you have forgotten what you were taught', then it is the school
atmosphere, the teachers' values, their empathy or the lack of it that will
be intemalised.

(Unknown)

While collecting some books from the library some months ago (December, 1996), I

was struck by several open boxes lying side by side, each filled with photocopied

articles. Amidst these boxes was a sign which read "SELECTED ARTICLES FROM

PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS" - "PLEASE TAKE ONE". Scanning my eyes across the

boxes, I was drawn to the labels written upon each one, not because I was eager to see

what they contained but rather because I was aware of what they lacked. ! might have

been pleased to find such recent and probably useful information on lessons for

Geography, Biology, English, Music, Computers, Physical Science, Technology or

Maths, had I been a teacher of one of these subjects. I could not, however, feel

pleased. There were 21 boxes with cunent articles for teachers, but not one of the

labels was, explicitly, to do with ESE. I was not, horrever, surprised. Those 21 boxes,

nearly ananged into separate subject areas, simply reflected state schooling in this

country. ESE, in the way that it is generally understood, has not existed on our

educational agenda.
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ESE, however, is inevitable. Every school and every teacher education institution

contributes to the emotional and social education of its leamers, as does every teacher.

Whether ESE is explicit or not, educational institutions will influence their students'

emotional and social development through their ethos, through the interactions between

teachers and students, through the chosen content of the cuniculum, and through the

way it is taught (White, 19Sg). ln this way, emotional and social education has always

been, and will always be with us.

The important question for schools and colleges of education, then, is not whether to

include emotional and social education in the cuniculum, but how to best go about

doing so. For schools this raises the question of what sort of person - with what sort of

values, skills, understandings and knowledge - they are hoping to develop. Likewise,

for teacher education it raises the question of what sort of teacher - with what sort of

values, skills, understandings and knowledge? - is most appropriate for the kind of

persons schools are wanting to develop.
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From my own experience in teacher education, it would seem that ESE, certainly in

terms of GHC, has primarily been a function of the hidden curriculum. The danger here

is that this vital aspect of students' development gets left to chan@, and in so doing,

almost certainly guarantees that the status quo is perpetuated. ln the case of GHC, this

would mean, in my opinion, a failure to develop students' emotional and social

competence necessary for their role as primary school teachers in SA today. lf ESE is

acknowledged as an important aspect of the cunicutum, as I have tried to show that it
should, it needs to be carefully planned and managed.

I have attempted, in this thesis, to argue for a more relevant and appropriate cuniculum

for primary school student teachers than that which exists at present, based on the

belief.

(i) that the trauma SA has experienced and its effects on the emotional and

social lives of people cannot be ignored in our attempts to build a new

society;

that education has a vital role to play in terms of dearing with the

destruction of the past;

that primary education particularly, because of it being the most formative

period of schooling, has an important role to play in terms of the building

of a new society;

that teacher education has the capacity to counteract the distorted values

and lack of skills and knowledge characteristic of the past; and

that teacher education colleges can impact favour:ably on the emotional

and social lives of children by recognising the importance of the

emotional and social aspects of leaming and by incorporating ESE

programmes into the cuniculum for students in an appropriate and

meaningfulway.

(i ii)

(ii)

(iv)

(v)
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I have focused at length on GHC as a microcosm of the broader education system and

of SA society at large so as to illustrate the types of problems and deficiencies that exist

in a black primary teacher education college. t have done this in order to highlight the

urgency of radically r+thinking the cuniculum for primary teacher education colleges to

indude ESE as a matter of priority.

The recommendations I have made regarding the various @urses are intended to give

a picture of what is possible in the cuniculum br primary school student teachers.

While I have tried to highlight the need for separate courses which address different

aspects of ESE, I have also tried to argue that the teaching methodology used and way

the various @urses are dealt with as well as the general ethos of the institution, need to

reflect the nature of the @urses offered. ln this way, the overt and the covert cunicula,

theory and practice, c€ln merge and reinforce each other, thereby strengthening the

kinds of leaming experiences the students wiil urtimatery receive.

Through the action research process in which I engaged, I have tried to trace the shifts

in my own development, in terms of my understanding of the situation in which I was

working and my practice as a teacher educator within that situation. And in doing so, I

believe I have gained further insight into my own personal pattems of behaviour, both in

a general sense, and in terms of the interactions I had with my students.

School change is, indeed, a complex pro@ss and reties on far more than merely

changing a teacher education cuniculum (van den Berg, 1993: 25). I do believe,

however, that colleges of education have a role to play and can make a difbrence, not

only in terms of developing human capacity, but towards instilling values and attitudes

largely unknown in our society so f;ar. The COTEP document (1996: 7) reminds us that

Teacher education would have to take cognisance of the inequities in
society, the transition to a democratic, non-racial, non-sexist, equitable
society and create an awareness of the freedoms and responsibilities
contained and implicit in the sections on human rights in the South
African constitution.
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The main challenge will be for colleges to find creative ways to implement these
guidelines As teacher educators, we have a responsibility, I believe, to explore the
best possible way in which we can contribute to "transforming a brutal society [and]
creating a @mpassionate [one]" (Le Roux, 1gg5: 25).

ln working torards cfrange I have come to accept that we need to "think slow [and]
think small" (Drummond, 1991 120). At the same time, howevever, we should not lose
sight of where we are going and what we are trying to achieve.

ln this regard, I would like to end with a story of the days when Sir Christopher Wren
was building St Paul's cathedral, told by Dr Andre Le Roux at an address given in Cape
Town on the 26 April, 1995.

On one occasion Sir Christopher Wren was making a tour of inspection
of the work in progress.

He came upon a man at work and asked him:

"What arc you doing?,

The man replied:

"l am cutting fhrs stone to a ceftain size and shape.,,

He came to a second man and asked what he was doing.
The man replied:

"l am wo*ing to eam my daily bread.,,

Then he came to a third man and asked him what he was doing..
The man paused a moment, then straightened himself up and inswered:

"l am building a cathednl.,,

As teacher educators, let us continue to hold and embrace the bigger picture of the kind
of teachers we are hoping to develop and the kind of society we are hoping to create.
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The teacher determines the spirit of the schoot
and the school determines the spirit of the nation.

(N. Motlana)
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APPENDIX A

- (Association forSupervision and Cunicutum-bGiirent pineion trrtoEl Education, uSA, 1988)

'The morally mature person habitually:

*

*

*

rt

*

Respects human dignity, which includes- shoying regard for the worth and rights of ail persons- avoiding deception and dishonesty- promoting human equality- respecting freedom of conscience- working with people of different views, and- refraining from prejudiced actions.

Cares about the welfare of others, which includes- recognizing interdependence among people- caring for one,s country- seeking socialjustice
- taking pleasure in helping others, and- working to help others reach morat maturity.

lntegrates individual interests and social responsibilities, which includes- Fg"ming involved in community life- doing a fair share of community work- 9t.playing rylf-regarding and other-regarding moral virtues - setf-controt,
diligence, faimess, kindness, honesty,Livirity-- in everyday rife- fulfilling commitments, and- developing self-esteem through relationships with others.

Demonstrating integrity, \ rhich includes- practising diligence- taking stands fur moral principles- displaying moralcourage
- knowing wtren to compromise and wrren to confiont, and- a@epting responsibility for one's choices.

Reflecting on moralchoices, u/hich includes- recognizing the moral issues involved in a situation- applying moral principles (such as the golden rule) wfren making moratjudgements
- thinking about the consequen@s of decisions, and
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seeking to be informed about important moral issues in socrety and the
world.

* Seeks peaceful resolution to conflict, u/hich includes- striving for the fair resolution of personal and social conflicts- avoidingphysicalandverbalaggression
- listening carefully to others- en@uraging others to communicate, and- working for pea@."

(STIMULUS, Volume 2, Number 4 - September, 1994)
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APPENDIX B

Samole of resoonses to'Education' assiqnment (1996).

PUPIL RESPONSES

r\-ra-,aJ"r ' k.t rr,5u.crrr a- .^b--
,ld'e

Xe, S, ._tJi 1u.-,r ^ {beh -\'^4' ih
1

a. eil-s

tr^rto, W,3ulu. A-9o)oLr- ef\o'rls ir1do.

Translation: "lt's difficult to leam when we are beaten and when the teacher speaks
loudly and is always angry".

llktn, tjdi tlkuf.,.,u,;,iit )ca rd;l ,-t! 'iii 
, (:1,,

Translation: "lt's not enjoyable to leam when you are beaten".

Kutll.<r' m< L,Lk u.l. 4, /^ t/-cw a; r

LLagx."y;;r3:-ft;tr7;3
A,^n7a-b etL.<i/a /<,nd/</"u e nVa.phx
l<o f'hr e I , k,rJ,,t/a. na AqrnnJ-ro(o,
€rna-n e eh/</<a ,<-k,.<z< -ernfa.kmey,'k
k,-1bi S,'kr 7,'ka kk*.-be h..zu,- 14i'nr,
nga.ban y <

l
,l

I

Translation: "lt's difficult to learn 'gogi' [English] when we are pressurised and beaten.
lf we are beaten we must not have more than three lashes. lt's easy to
learn when [the teacher] is friendly".
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STUDENT RESPONSES

c. IYlott ,l ilr",* tlr"e alo l,d br,u"nq dll,Lfl
wLre-* t-"i, ler-,J* u rs A;/,^-p , c/psg a ,t'tfd/ +)**
o( ne4qli,s o oil-it ude Lo,"ard'J tl.rn n S, 1L*,1

?rU 
o'lott k^o ^ LiLa:l is w ylLt an d ,Qm

+ 
- n.rcy beca,t:Se fj*2 a-re . cf /a;a tf flui,

l."o,Jr"? osfuooliq u#e* sbt, crcs ." o-g 'it ?/n*',,

lrtLrp, t"ltlr-nql *',LLout s,vile er ,{Lt"a, l*,tJ*g L.*M-e O*"," sl;|.{ , ^)hereqs rvLa4t L. b,',e
,r&x\o,-d wL^r"I A tuj " Jt, tr* kAE '4 knr

J*" l*d b.*,*u tt{17. r

te) XL T,j*t

* o b

o2 / Lu4
g3o e/ Le rq-

*I^-t is;-J;;
t /*a

- I --
c/atS

J.^4 I a/osl

8o c-/zc.? J.+
4od ) q-e

')
.t',,ctc-L ,5-O

q
U

J/e ue/e r/ o /^L

/s 'k rout<-

u/'L/d.cn rtJ

pA #,"L, *he" *{^, !,,^,, ,*+ ttn,0l<-
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",otfi"L pvn+^)!ls t"-""L
p,c'.our 1t* dk afiaiq
V,k" ; #" t*-*

I Lr'[
6Lt

t, l*O,^-

P

A"0;!
9 l^Ihe,- tt", 6$is dd)
lL''l*- .

,,,-*4r-rg+A OLu td b,+t

ad o{1. =l*/ /tu Lt

gry'
a?,L

,ry,Y

3 c.a rrJ
/T,
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APPENDIX C

S?InDle of student responses to exam question on 'reinforcement' and
'ounishmenf (October. 1 996)

t

fcr,gnt

not

a4o- Ip
61 I

"t4.*t

4
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cLu
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h//-eu

h b<,
//o,* erb
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,11
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'';$i
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APPENDIX D

A teacher's account of his experience at a hiqh school in Soweto

I went to teach at a DET school in Soweto 1984. lt was a big shock to my system. My
first impression when I anived there was of absolute chaos ... When I arrived at school,
people were milling around. Some sort of registration was going on but it was
painstakingly slow. Nothing else had been organised and the students were left to their
own devices. lwas amazed. I was so used to things happening from day one. There
was no timetable and no one knew how to work one out ... Textbooks were slow to
arrive from the DET and the library was hopelessly inadequate ... I witnessed some
corporal punishment which was rather shocking ... [-he teachers] were working under
very bad conditions, [and] the political atmosphere was becoming quite heated. There
were raids on the school from neighbouring schools because our classes continued
when other schools were boycotting. One experience remains fixed in my memory. I

was teaching, when suddenly I heard a huge commotion outside. I saw an army of
students in uniform coming towards the building ... Suddenly some students from my
class ran out the door ... they attacked the other group and eventually drove them off.
My students came back into the classroom and continued as if nothing had happened.
It was as if they were hardened. lf that had happened at a white school, students would
have been sent home in a state of shock ... There were times when I was very
frustrated and angry. I just wanted to run away. But even under the worst
circumstances, the other teachers still stuck with it. They would just hold on. They
didn't expect anything different.

(Reeves, 1994:26)
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APPENDIX E

Letter to students

14 April 1996

Dear JP3A student

I take it you received the message about the extra classes today, to make up for lost
time on Friday due to the mass meeting. I will not be seeing you today and decided to
write a letter to you instead. I am writing this letter for 3 reasons:

(1) to let you know that I will not be taking your class at2.3O today;

(2) to express my unhappiness and concem about the fact that you are using up
valuable class time to have mass meetings;

(3) in the hope that you, as a 3rd year student, will think about the matter of missing
classes for meetings and decide where you, yourself, stand on this issue.

I will not be in class today because I have a severe problem with what happened on
Friday. I have decided that ! am not going to give up my time,

(1) without us first discussing the problem;
(2) without us negotiating a time that suits both you and me

Because you are in 3rd year, no doubt you will be aware that this is not the first time
that a decision to hold a mass meeting during class time has been taken. And you
probably know that it is not the first time that staff have been very unhappy with this
decision.

I would like you to ask yourselves, as senior students, what you think about having
mass meetings during class time; and whether you think it is conect for students to just
stay away from class without consulting whichever lecturer they are due to see.

lwould now like to explain why I have such a problem with what happened on Friday. lt
is not that I do not believe in meetings. I am in full support of student meetings to
discuss any issue that students feel important. What I do object to, however, is the
time of meeting. The student body especially asked for an assembly period for this very
purpose - to hold meetings and discussions. Yes, some things are urgent and need
urgent attention - but I believe it is important for you, as students:

(1) to think carefully about whether a matter really is urgent or not;
L61
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(2)
(3)

to decide whether it can or cannot wait until the next assembly period;
to make a plan, if it cannot wait, to meet at a time which will not interfere with
class time (like after college perhaps).

What concerns me, is that it seems that there is a lack of concern by some (many?)
students about missing class. (lf I am wrong about this, I hope that you will tell me.)
We have an enormous amount of work to do - I do not have to pass exams - you do. I

am not striving to become a teacher - you are.

I feel the need to say, to you, something about my own work. I work very hard to make
your Education classes interesting and meaningful. I do not need to work so hard - I

could have simply asked you to buy a textbook at the beginning of the year, and then
we could have spent our class time reading from it. This would certainly be easier for
me as there would be little preparation needed on my part, and I would still get my
salary for doing so. But I do not do that, because I know that it would be doing a dis-
service to you and it would not be giving you of my best. As far as marking goes
(besides the fact that I spent every day of the holidays marking your test) I could simply
have made ticks and crosses without any comments. lt is certainly easier to do that - it
takes less time and less energy. But I did not do that. Because I know that marking in
that way is not helpful for you, and I want to do whatever I can to help you to
understand any difficulties you might have and to encourage you further.

Why am I saying all of this to you? Not because I want sympathy, nor because t expect
thanks. But because I am hoping that it will give you some idea of how hard many of
your lecturers work. Why? Not because we will get more money for doing so. But
because we care. lt is easy to go on caring when you know that students, too, take
their work seriously and are responsible in their attitude towards their work.

But when students are not responsible and for those students who seem not to care,
then as a lecturer, one begins to feel very discouraged. And discouragement is the first
step to giving up one's efforts - whether you are a lecturer, a student, a teacher or a
child at school.

I have really enjoyed being with you so far and have enjoyed our Philosophy work
together. And I am certainly prepared to continue working hard to make the most of the
@urse. But, I am only prepared to do so if you, too, are prepared to take your work
seriously. lt is up to you to decide.

I hope you will be able to think about what l've written before we meet again on
Thursday. Perhaps we can then spend a little time discussing the matter and decide
where we should go from there.

Sincerely,

Beth Silbert
168
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APPENDIX F

Samole of Education 3 test questions (Auoust. 1989)

A phlloaophy of rife la the baric and cornaronly chared totarlty of ideaeon reallty, nan, knoulodge, values, norall ctc.

TF1.1

L,2

1.3

1.4

1.5

A phlloaophy of ltfe
flcatlon uith otherr
lnfluence the child

ie developed and noulded by co,rumnicatlon, identi_, nedla ete, and all thcae ara endeavourlng toto accept and develop a partlcular phlloaoph! of ltfe.

1c

Educatlon cannot exirt ln a vacuun but ls founded on a phi.losophy of life.
rt ic not the way ln r*rlch the teachera aec and lntarpret- ltfe thatc.uacs then to adopt a ccrtaln ray of teachtng or of lnstructlon inthclr classrooil!.

Thc role c'i the educator anr! t?.e chlld in a Connunlet Soclety sten frononc of the chared convictions that the chlld la by nature a leccpttvcbcln3 and can theref;re be condltloned by continuoua expobure to certalnldeas.
(sX2)= (1ol

corrcct stateaent fron the foll atetc;sntg. frclrclc. onl the
ltc thc correct atatenent.

a

2.L

a

b

c

d

One of thc reeaone that ac tual cauaea the uchool to fall chort ln lta
dut eaofe upplcnentlne the ho*e in passinE crJ values fron
lcnaratl on to gencratlon Ia that

rt'e officlals are not truly converted brtt t-alee-hearted and
they are only playing roleo or Just pcrfornlng glverrL.eslts.
rt'a approach ls htghly phlloaophieal, systenatlzedl lntellec-
tual and on top of all thle it is offarlng irrerevant aubJectrto the puplla. Thig causeg the achoor to alienate chlldren
fron their fanllles and cultural groups.

rt ls not providlng adequate equipment and facillttee for the
fanilies of lta puplls.
Each and every eshool r r1o rnatter what type or trhat 1evel shora
auperflctarity in the language usage and therafore fallsr

(2)
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APPENDIX G

Sample of student responses from external Education exam (November. 1gg4)

VIEW OF VALUES'

(1) According to Communism:

'The highest value is norm directed".

(2) According to Socialism:

"Values are the subordinate of the human being".

(3) Arcording to Pragmatism:

(i) "Values are absolute if not proven".
(ii) "No trusted valltes".

VIEW OF REALIry

(1) According to Liberalism:

"Reality is limited by conformity of dogmatism, patemalism and dignity".

(2) According to Pragmatism:

"All is good and nothing is bad".

(3) According to Communism:

"Reality will go back to Utopia".

'VIEW OF THE CHILD'

(1) According to ldealism:

"lnterchange, evaluate and also synthesis taking thing based on environmental
stimuli".
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(2) According to Pragmatism:

"A child is an intinsic value"

VIEW OF KNOWLEDGE'

(1) According to Socialism:

"Knowledge is good if thinking is done in terms of beneficiary".

(2) According to Communism:

"Knowledge is gained through dialectic method of uniting the opposite".

VIEW OF FREEDOM'

(1) According to Communism:

"Freedom of the child should meet their societal ills".

(2) According to Pragmatism:

"Freedom of children should be checked otherwise they will remain illusions".

(3) According to Naturalism:

'The child is completely free. Discipline himself. Freedom is limited".

AIM OF EDUCATION'

According to Pragmatism:

'7s fo see the pupils educated. By that it means that pupils musf pass".

(Fieldnotes: December, 1994)
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APPENDIX H

Extract from textbook: 'Education 3'- bv Fourie. Obe

8.2 IVHAT IS A LEAR\ING TIJEORY?

For Bigge (1982: 3) a learning theory is "a systematic integratec{ outlook in regarcl
to the nature of the process lvhereby people relate to their environments in such
a rvay as to enhance their ability to use both themselves and their envirolments
more effectivelv." Everyo,re rvho teaches has a theory of learning - even if he is
not able to verbalize his theory. Thus, the important question ils not zclrctlrer a
teacher ftas a theorv of learning, but r.rther, tnio tetmbli itis.

In ortr scientiiic age r'e oftln erroneor-rsry think of theory as indefensible
conjecttrre rvhich existed prior to the r-rse oi scientific nrethoci ancl evidence.
Consequently', theory'is regarelec'l as something rvhicrr can be discarclerl and
strbstitr-rteci ftrr so-c.tlletl lrct. This is not the..or";fll.o..r'shor.rlcl not be abolishecl.
Why not? The ansrver to this question is to be founci in a distinctiou betw,een ,

"comn'lon setlsc\" tlteory-irt-trse and acclr.rired theory rr'hich is based on scientific j

re'su-arch' The first (comnrcltr-sense typr,) is nracle trp largelv of a mix of personal I
experieuce, enrotions, r'alues, attittLcie.s ancl couventional rr,isclonr. The second I

type incltrdes all the above, although their effe.cts are mitigatecl bv theory base.i 
Iott scientific re'setrrch ancl actlr.rired'ihrotrgh professiorral triining (siggs, j.o. ana i

Telfer, R. 1981: 60). The professionaliza-tion of eclr.rcation inr,6lveilncreasing
reliance o^ acclr-rireti theory, as far as p.ssible., i. e'ery'cray decision-m.rking.

The reasons for this are that:
' decisions can.be iustilictt in ternrs of a theory, the r.aliciity of rvhich may be

tested scientifical [y;
. decisions are ,to,l-p(,,-sorrrrl (althor.rgh this cloes not nlealt ,,uncaring,,);
. decisions are unltu:-t'rcc as far as p6ssible.
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APPENDIX I

Learninq Theorv svllabus

Chapter eight: Learning theories: Mernory psychorogy and Baerraviourism
8.1 Irrtroduction 177

8.2 \&hat is a lc'aruinr: thcorv? 17g
8.3 Merrrory Psl,chology 179

8.3.1 Ebbinghatrs 179
8.3.2 l\leur:tann i 82
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9.4.1 Kurt Koffka lgg
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^ 9 5 3 Implications for other psychic aspects 2029.6 Inrportarrt features of Gc,stalt prychology 203
9.7 Surnnrary 203
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Chapter ten: Learning t^eories: psychology of Tliought and CognitiveLearning Psychology
'I0.1 Introrluction 205
10.2 The l{urzburg School of thought psycholoey 205

10.2.1 lr4etlrocl of thr. lVurzburg School 206
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APPENDIX J

Student responses from questionnaire (October. 1996)
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APPENDIX L

Child Development Proiect (CDP) Activities

Cooperative activities, where small groups of children work together towards
common goals on academic and nonacademic tasks. Children are explicitly
en@uraged to strive for faimess, consideration and social responsibility; are
given training in relevant group interaction skills; and are applied in social
relations through pre- and post-session discussion of group process.

Developmental discipline, an approach to classroom management which
promotes the intemalization of prosocial norms and values and the development
of self-control by building positive interpersonal relationships within the
classroom, involving children in class rule setting and decision making
(emphasizing understanding of the principles underlying the rules), and using
non-punitive control techniques which centre around induction, mutual problem
solving (as opposed to externally imposed rewards and punishments), and use
of the minimum pressure necessary to gain compliance.

Activities promoting social understanding, in which class meetings, discussion of
books and films, and events which arise spontaneously in class (e.g.,
interpersonal conflicts, visitors from other cultures) are used to enhance
sensitivity to, and understanding of, the feelings, needs and perspectives of
others.

Highlighting prosocial values, in which teachers help children to focus on
prosocial values and to understand their expression in everyday life by pointing
out and discussing exemplary behaviour in the classroom, and in literature, fitms,
and television.

Helping activities, in which chitdren are encouraged to help others by doing
classroom chores, helping other students in class, participating in peer tutoring
and "buddies" programmes, and performing charitable community activities and
helping activities in the school at large.

(Battistich, V et al, 1989: 150)
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APPENDIX M

The Self Science Curriculum

Main components

Self-awareness: observing yourself and recognising your feeling; building a
vocabulary for feelings; knowing the relationship between thoughts, feelings and
reactions
Personal decision-making: examining your actions and knowing their
consequences; knowing if thought or feeling is ruling a decision; applying these
insights to issues such as sex and drugs
Managing feelings: monitoring "self-talk" to catch negative messages such as
internal put-downs; realizing what is behind a feeling (e.9., the hurt that underlies
anger); finding ways to handle fears and anxieties, anger, and sadness
Handling stress: leaming the value of exercise, guided imagery, relaxation
methods
Empathy: understanding others' feelings and @ncems and taking their
perspective; appreciating the differences in how people feel about things
Communication: talking about feelings effectively: becoming a good listener and
question-asker; distinguishing between what someone does or says and your
own reactions or judgments about it; sending "1" messages instead of blame
Self-disclosure: valuing openness and building trust in a relationship; knowing
when it's safe to risk talking about your private feelings
lnsight identifying pattems in your emotional life and reactions; recognizing
similar pattems in others
Self-acceptance: feeling pride and seeing yourself in a positive light;
recognizing your strengths and weaknesses; being able to laugh at yourself
Personal responsibility: taking responsibility; recognizing the consequences of
your decisions and actions, accepting your feelings and moods, following
through on commitments (e.9., to studying)
Assertiveness: stating your cpncems and feelings without anger or passivity
Group dynamics: cooperation; knowing when and how to lead, when to follow
Conflict resolution: how to fight fair with other kids, with parents, with teachers;
the winlwin model for negotiating compromise.

(Goleman, 1 995: 303,304)
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